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Abstract
In this thesis we address the problem of understanding the star formation process in giant molecu-
lar clouds in a galactic context. Most simulations of molecular clouds to date use an oversimplified
set of initial conditions (turbulent spheres/boxes or colliding flows). Full galactic scale models are
able to generate molecular clouds with complex morphologies and velocity fields but they fail to
reproduce in detail the effects that occur at sub-pc scales (e.g. stellar feedback). Our goal is to
build the bridge between these two scenarios, and to model the star formation process in molecular
clouds produced in a galactic context.
We extract our molecular clouds from full-scale galactic simulations, hence we need to in-
crease the resolution by two orders of magnitude. We introduce the details of the program used to
simulate molecular clouds in Chapter 2, and describe in detail the method we follow to increase
the resolution of the galactic clouds.
In Chapter 3 we compare our simulated galactic clouds with the more conventional ap-
proach of using turbulent spheres. We create turbulent spheres to match the virial state of three
galactic clouds. We perform isothermal simulations and find that the velocity field inherited from
the full-scale galactic simulations plays an important role in the star formation process. Clouds
affected by strong galactic shear produce less stars compared with clouds that are compressed. We
define (and test) a set of parameters to characterise the dynamical state of our clouds.
To include stellar feedback in our simulations we need to introduce a cooling/heating algo-
rithm. In Chapter 4 we analyse how the different velocity fields of our clouds change the temper-
ature distribution even in the absence of feedback. To study the formation of molecules we need
to model the chemistry of H2 in our clouds. We also add CO chemistry, and produce synthetic
observations of our clouds.
The effect of feedback from winds and supernovae in galactic clouds is studied in Chapter
5. We analyse the effect of winds in clouds with very different velocity fields. We find that the
effect of winds is stronger in highly virialised, high star forming clouds, with clouds with weak
galactic shear, compared to unbound shear-dominated clouds. The steady and continuous action
of the winds appears to have a greater effect than the supernovae.
In summary, the inherited properties from the galaxy have an impact on many relevant pro-
i
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cesses in star formation, influencing gravitational collapse, the formation of filamentary structures,
the temperature field of the cloud, and have a considerable effect on the impact of feedback in the
clouds.
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Introduction
"Y así, del poco dormir y del mucho leer, se le secó el cerebro..."
– Don Quijote de la Mancha
1.1 Motivation
Molecular clouds are the birthplace of stars. Understanding star formation begins with compre-
hending how molecular clouds are created, how they evolve and how they are eventually dispersed.
In the last 20 years there has been a huge effort from both theoretical and observational sides to
understand the evolution of the clouds in our Galaxy, and in other nearby galaxies.
The long time scales of molecular clouds (of the order of 107 yr) make it impossible to
observe the full evolution of a single cloud through its life. Each observation corresponds to
a snapshot of a cloud at a particular moment of its evolution, and its past and future has to be
inferred by the conditions at the time the cloud is observed. To provide a theoretical frame to
understand the evolution of molecular clouds and star formation within them, a wide variety of
different numerical simulations have been produced, modelling the different effects and processes
that shape the clouds. Examples of simulations at molecular cloud scales include Bate (2009);
Vázquez-Semadeni et al. (2011); Clark et al. (2012b); Dale et al. (2014).
Most simulations to date share a major limitation, regardless the code used, the resolution
chosen, or the different physical effects considered: Their initial conditions are very restrictive.
The three usual methods of generating initial conditions to simulate molecular clouds are turbu-
lent spheres (where a spherical mass of turbulent gas evolves to form stars), turbulent boxes (with
1
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Figure 1.1: IRAS image of the Taurus - Perseus - Orion region. Blue represents 12 µm radiation,
60 µm is green and 100 µm is red. Credit: Thomas Preibisch.
periodic boundary conditions), and colliding flows (where two flows of gas collide to produce
overdensities at their interface). Any of these three methods represent a very idealistic set of
structures and velocity distributions, with a limited phase space. We do not observe spheres, or
cylindrical masses of gas moving in the Galaxy. The observed molecular clouds present morpholo-
gies and velocity fields distinct from these typical initial conditions. In Fig. 1.1 we show an IRAS
image of several molecular cloud complexes, with Taurus-Auriga in the upper left, Perseus in the
upper right, and the Orion cloud in the lower centre. The diversity of morphologies and structures
present in this image is wide. We observe very dense areas with strong emission in yellow with a
very intricate filament network, and diffuse gas in the outer parts of the complexes. The effect of
stellar feedback is clear in a spherical shell in the Orion area. Winds and radiation from massive
stars have created a quasi-spherical cavity there.
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I believe that we can improve upon those simulations which use simple initial conditions
to better model such complicated entities. Recent galactic scale simulations (Dobbs et al. 2008;
Hopkins et al. 2011; Agertz & Kravtsov 2015) provide molecular clouds with morphologies and
structures more similar to the ones observed in our Galaxy and in nearby galaxies. However,
the resolution of a single molecular cloud from these simulations is not high enough to study the
star formation process at sub-pc scales. Recently, different groups have tried a hybrid approach
(Bonnell et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2014; Dobbs 2015). They select areas in their full-scale galactic
models and increase the resolution of their clouds, to resimulate them. For this thesis we will fol-
low a similar approach. We will use galactic clouds including gravity, ISM cooling and heating,
chemistry of H2 and CO, and stellar feedback from winds and supernovae. We will increase the
resolution of molecular clouds, and resimulate them in detail, trying to understand the interplay
between stellar feedback, morphology and the global velocity field in the star formation process.
This Introduction is structured as it follows. First we describe the Interstellar Medium
(ISM) and its main characteristics. After that we will explain the main properties of molecular
clouds. In the last section of this introduction we briefly discuss the star formation process.
1.2 The ISM
The ISM is a fluid that permeates the Galaxy, consisting of interstellar gas and dust. The gas is
mainly H and He which were produced during the Big Bang. These 2 species constitute 99% of the
total baryonic mass of the Galaxy (Draine 2011). Compared to primordial values, the concentra-
tion of hydrogen has been reduced and the He and other metals increased due to stellar evolution.
The heavier elements are present in smaller concentrations (≤ 10−4 parts per H atom), and all
components of the ISM interact in a very complicated chemical network.
The ISM has different mechanisms for cooling through emission lines, or collisions be-
tween the different components (see Chapter 4 for more details). These mechanisms allow the
formation of cold and dense areas where molecules are created (Solomon et al. 1987). There is
also a diffuse component with gas at temperatures of T ∼ 104 K (Jenkins & Meloy 1974; Burstein
et al. 1977). To explain the existence of the diffuse component Field et al. (1969) proposed that
cosmic rays might heat up the ISM. Subsequent works (Draine 1978; Wolfire et al. 2003) proposed
that photoeletrical heating by dust is a more probable cause for temperatures of 104 K. Above 104
K hydrogen cooling becomes very effective and thus, in the absence of stellar feedback gas does
not reach higher temperatures. However, in regions affected by supernova explosions, the temper-
atures may reach 106 K (McKee & Ostriker 1977) as the hot supersonic ejecta of these events heat
up the ISM.
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Figure 1.2: Thermodynamical properties of the ISM adapted from Sternberg et al. (2002). The left
panel (a) represents the temperature profile of the ISM without stellar feedback. In the right panel
(b) we show the pressure vs. density diagram.
1.2.1 Phases of the ISM
If we consider the ISM in pressure equilibrium (not expanding or contracting) the empirical value
for the equilibrium pressure is P/kB ∼ 100 K cm−3 (Sternberg et al. 2002). In Fig. 1.2 we show a
scheme of the actual thermodynamical properties of the ISM (based on Sternberg et al. 2002). In
the right panel we illustrate the pressure-density diagram. We select three points A, B, C that are
at the equilibrium pressure. In the left panel of the figure we show a temperature-density diagram
where we also highlight those three points. The three points coexist at the same pressure, but they
have very different temperatures. The gas represented by the point C is cold dense gas, whereas
the gas in A, is warm and diffuse. Both points represent stable regimes, in the sense that if the
gas experiences a small perturbation it will return to its initial state. The gas in point B is in a
different equilibrium state. In this regime the cooling and heating make the gas very unstable, and
a small perturbation might cause the gas to become cold and dense (moving towards C), or warm
and diffuse and move towards point A.
Field et al. (1969) considered only a two-phase ISM. However as more physical processes in
the ISM were studied, the number of phases with different temperatures, chemical states, or both,
increased accordingly. Nowadays it is typical to speak of a multiphase ISM. When simulating our
molecular clouds, we will consider the following phases (or components) for the ISM (adapted
from Draine (2011)):
1. Hot Ionised HII: gas that has been shocked to high temperatures (T ∼ 106 K) mainly by
stellar feedback. It is very diffuse gas that occupies a great volume of the Galactic disk, and
often referred as HIM (Hot Ionised Medium).
2. Warm HI: Or WNM (Warm Neutral Medium), this component consists of neutral hydrogen
at lower temperatures than the ionising energy. The density of this component is small but
it constitutes almost 40% of the volume of the Galactic disk. About 60% of the HI by mass
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is in WNM (Heiles & Troland 2003). The temperatures in the WNM are of the order of
thousands of K.
3. Cold HI: Atomic gas at temperatures around 100 K that constitutes only a small fraction of
volume of the disk, and often referred to as the CNM (Cold Neutral Medium).
4. Molecular Medium: Dense and cold molecular clouds of gas with high densities of H2.
They are normally opaque clouds with high extinctions. We will refer to this phase as CMM
(Cold Molecular Medium). The molecular medium is very cold with temperatures in the
range 10 - 25 K.
1.2.2 Dust
Dust constitutes 1% of the total mass of the ISM. It is made of small solid particles with vari-
able sizes from ∼ 0.1µm - 10µm (Draine 2011). Dust is formed by iron or magnesium silicates,
or carbon in many different forms (e.g. graphite, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH), etc.
(Ehrenfreund & Foing 2010)). The dust grains may also be covered by ice.
The origin of dust is in the cool atmospheres of red giants, where the temperatures are low
and large aggregates of atoms and molecules can be created. Dust is responsible for the high
extinction in molecular clouds that protects them from UV radiation. It also acts as a catalyst in
the formation of H2, and intervenes in the cooling (and heating) of the ISM through collisions
(Hollenbach & McKee 1989) becoming important at number densities n ∼ 100 cm−3, and the
photoelectric heating responsible of the diffuse phase of the ISM.
We do not consider the mixture of dust and gas in our simulations (though see Loren-
Aguilar & Bate 2014; Laibe & Price 2014), although we include implicitly the effect of dust in our
chemistry, cooling and heating model (via shielding). As the dust is in the backbone of so many
different processes in the ISM, it may be interesting to consider dust explicitly in future works.
1.2.3 Processes in the ISM
The different components of the ISM are in a state of dynamical equilibrium, with several pro-
cesses affecting them. Gravity affects the ISM, most obviously on the scales of cores, but may
also contribute to GMC formation on larger scales (Section 1.3.3). Some authors suppose that
gravity and turbulence dominate on molecular cloud scales (Klessen 2003), whereas some sup-
pose structure is turbulence driven (Padoan & Nordlund 2011). For the rest of this section we will
describe turbulence and magnetic fields leaving stellar feedback to the star formation section (1.4).
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Figure 1.3: Lagoon Nebula captured the Advance Camera for Surveys (ACS) of the Hubble Space
Telescope (UV - Optical). Credit NASA.
Turbulence
The ISM is highly compressible with Mach numbers ranging from M ∼ 1 in the warm diffuse ISM
(T ∼ 104 K) to M ∼ 50 in the cold and dense molecular clouds (Mac Low & Klessen 2004). In
Fig. 1.3 we present a picture of the Lagoon Nebula taken by the Hubble Space Telescope. The
image captures a region (almost 1 pc wide) where structures resemblant of turbulent flows are
present. The gas is heated up by the UV radiation from newborn massive stars on the left. Hot gas
pushes the dense material in the eastern region of the figure creating turbulent structures.
Kolmogorov (1941) considered the turbulence formed by eddies of different diameter. Ed-
dies of different size carry different amounts of energy. This naturally leads to the concept of a
turbulent velocity spectrum. Kolmogorov thought that large eddies tend to transform into smaller
eddies, so the energy travels from larger scales to smaller scales (this is referred to as a turbulent
cascade). At the low energy end of the cascade viscosity dissipates the energy of the smaller ed-
dies. However, energy has to be injected at larger scales to maintain the turbulent flow through the
cascade (see Fig. 1.4). The turbulent velocity spectrum is defined as (see e.g. Roman-Duval et al.
(2011)):
E(~k) = 4pik2|~˜u(~k)|2, (1.1)
where ~˜u(~k) is the Fourier transform of the velocity field ~u(~r) and ~k is the wavevector. This
energy spectrum follows a power law, E(~k) ∝ kβ. The exponent of this power law depends on the
type of turbulence considered. If we consider an incompressible velocity field (∇ · ~u = 0), the
spectrum will have an exponent β = -5/3 (Kolmogorov turbulence). For pressureless and highly
compressive turbulence the exponent is β = -2. This regime is called Burgers turbulence.
Mac Low & Klessen (2004) propose the following methods for driving turbulence: Mag-
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Figure 1.4: Turbulent Cascade. The energy is injected at large scales and descends towards smaller
scales where it is dissipated by viscosity.
netorotational or gravitational instabilities, protostellar outflows or feedback from massive stars.
Mac Low & Klessen (2004) claim that stellar feedback is the main driver of turbulence, and in
particular, SNe alone can release enough energy to sustain turbulence.
There is still some debate about the role played by turbulence in star formation. Bonazzola
et al. (1992) calculate that turbulence may support the ISM against gravitational collapse at small
and large scales (not in the intermediate), provided that the turbulent power spectrum is steeper
than β = -3. However, there is also evidence that turbulence can enhance the star formation pro-
cess, as turbulent motions may create overdensities (Krumholz & Mckee 2005; Glover & Mac
Low 2006; Federrath et al. 2011; Hopkins 2012). For instance, it might cause the formation of fil-
aments (Moeckel & Burkert 2015) (at pc scales) or it may create GMCs, if considered on galactic
scales (Dobbs et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2011; Agertz & Kravtsov 2015).
In two different works Federrath & Klessen (2012, 2013) model molecular clouds with
turbulent fields, and they find that at large scales the turbulence is compatible with a Burgers tur-
bulence (highly compressible and supersonic), whereas at lower scales the energy spectrum of the
molecular clouds behaves following a Kolmogorov regime. Federrath & Klessen (2012) perform
simulations of turbulent molecular clouds, with turbulent fields with different characteristics vary-
ing the composition of the turbulence between compressive and solenoidal modes. Their results
also suggest that the presence of a highly compressive component increases the star formation rate
in the clouds. This was also found in galactic scale simulations by Renaud et al. (2014).
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Figure 1.5: Magnetic field and column density measured by Planck towards the Taurus MC (from
Planck Collaboration et al. 2015).
Magnetic Fields
The influence of magnetic fields in the star formation process is a source of controversy as there
is not a clear consensus on the extent to which they are important in the star formation process.
Magnetic fields behave like an extra source of pressure that therefore supports the clouds and may
even decrease the star formation rate (Price & Bate 2009). Federrath & Klessen (2012) suggest
that magnetic fields constitute the second most important process in star formation after turbulence.
From an observational point of view, new instruments have also improved our measure-
ments of magnetic fields in our Galaxy. The Planck satellite has provided us with observations
of magnetic fields in Galactic molecular clouds (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015). In Fig.1.5 we
can observe the column density of the Taurus molecular cloud, with the magnetic field superposed
(calculated measuring the intensity and polarization of dust emission). The relative orientation
of the magnetic field changes with the column density (N(H)) from perpendicular to the densest
structures in the cloud, to parallel (or no specific direction) in the diffuse areas. The space ob-
servatory Herschel has also studied the effects in molecular clouds. Palmeirim et al. (2013) study
the filamentary structure of a cloud in Taurus region finding that the polarization of the magnetic
fields is perpendicular to the direction of the filaments in the clouds. These two results suggest that
combined with turbulence, magnetic fields may contribute to the creation of well defined filaments
that eventually create stars.
Ideally magnetic fields should be considered in future works, to study their effects both at
galactic scales and at sub-pc scales, but they are difficult to model in hydrodynamical simulations
(see e.g. Price et al. (2011)). The galaxies from which we extract our molecular clouds do not
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Figure 1.6: Colour image of M51 by the Hubble Space Telescope. Superimposed in blue
is the CO (1 → 0) radiation as measured by the PAWS study using IRAM. Credit: PAWS
Team/IRAM/NASA HST/T. A. Rector (University of Alaska Anchorage)
include them, and we do not consider them here.
1.3 Molecular Clouds
Molecular clouds are often referred to as stellar nurseries. They are regions in galaxies where stars
are born. To give us an idea of the distribution of clouds in a galaxy, in Fig. 1.6 we present the
CO (1→ 0) emission of M51 (Schinnerer et al. 2013), superposed on an image from the Hubble
Space Telescope. Molecular clouds mainly trace the spiral structure of the galaxy, but some of
them lie also in the space between arms. This work notes the importance of the galactic context,
e.g. the presence of spiral arms, for the distribution of molecular gas and star formation. Meidt
et al. (2015) also suggest that shear is the main mechanism for disrupting clouds in the centre of
M51, whereas at large radii, feedback dominates.
1.3.1 Formation of H2
The principal component of molecular clouds is H2. The hydrogen molecule is symmetric, and
therefore it lacks a permanent electrical dipole (dipole emission is highly improbable). For the
molecule to emit via the quadrupole moment, electrons have to be in high energy states. However,
that requires temperatures of the gas high enough for dissociation.
Creating H2 via the collision of two hydrogen atoms is highly improbable, as at low temper-
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Figure 1.7: Formation of H2 on dust grains. We show a scheme of a dust particle (in grey)
surrounded by free H atoms (in red) that may get attached to the dust and form a molecule of
H2 (in green).
atures the resulting molecule is unable to emit the excess of energy via the emission of a photon.
The interaction of three atoms of hydrogen is possible, as the free atom remaining is able to carry
the extra energy from the system. However, even in the most dense clouds, the probability of
the collision of three atoms is again too small. The only possible way to produce H2 in the gas
phase is via the formation of H− via radiative association followed by associative detachment (Le
Teuff et al. 2000). The formation of H− is slow compared to its destruction (Draine 2011), and
therefore it is difficult to explain the galactic abundances of molecular hydrogen considering only
this process.
Gould & Salpeter (1963) suggested another method for the creation of H2: the formation
on dust grains. In Fig. 1.7 we show a scheme of the process of formation on the surface of a dust
grain. The dust particle has an irregular shape and its size (∼ µm) is some orders of magnitude
larger than the hydrogen atoms. At any time a hydrogen atom may collide with the dust grain
and get trapped on the surface by partially sharing its electron with the electronic network of the
grain. The strength of this bond is enough to maintain the atom on the surface for a suitable period
of time. The atom may move around on the surface, ending up in a position corresponding to a
minimum of energy. As the dust grain travels through the cloud, it collides with more hydrogen
atoms, trapping some of them. The new atoms may fall close enough to others, or travel on the
surface to form a molecule of H2. The energy released when two hydrogen atoms form a molecule
in the ground state is ∆E = 4.5 eV, enough to release the molecule from the dust grain, and any
excess of energy or momentum can be absorbed by the grain.
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1.3.2 Observations of Molecular Hydrogen: the X-factor
Molecular hydrogen is difficult to observe, as it lacks a permanent electric dipole, and it is chal-
lenging to find observable lines of H2. On the other hand CO has a permanent dipole, and its
spectral lines can be found in the mm range. CO has been widely used as a tracer of H2. The
creation process for these two molecules is different: H2 is formed mainly on the surface of grains
whereas the CO is formed in the gaseous phase. Both molecules can be destroyed by UV radi-
ation, but H2 is able to protect itself by shelf shielding even at very low concentrations (Draine
& Bertoldi 1996). There is reasonable evidence to suggest that CO is a good tracer of H2 (Dame
et al. 2001), and the emission of CO is widely used to trace molecular clouds.
The relationship between the observed integrated 12CO (J = 1→ 0) intensity (WCO), and the
H2 column density (N(H2)) is called the X-factor. The X-factor is typically used for calculating
column densities of H2 in the ISM. For this thesis we consider the value from Dame et al. (2001).
XCO =
N(H2)
WCO
= (1.8 ± 0.3) × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s. (1.2)
Recent works (Pineda et al. 2008; Ripple et al. 2013) also study the abundances of other
isotopes of CO, like 13CO, although we only include 12CO in our simulations. Other methods for
calculating H2 column densities include using other molecules (such as HCN) and estimating the
absorption of dust (considering that the concentration of dust is related to the concentration of H2).
In Chapter 4 we explain in detail how we compute the formation of H2 and CO, as well as how we
create synthetic CO maps of our simulated molecular clouds.
1.3.3 Formation of Molecular Clouds
The main mechanisms that form molecular clouds are a cause of debate. Dobbs et al. (2014a) cite
five possible mechanisms: Converging flows, spiral-arm induced collisions, gravitational instabil-
ities, magneto-gravitational instabilities, and Parker instabilities. They do not consider thermal
instabilities (Field 1965) because the scale of the gravity-bound structures is of the size of ∼ pc,
and therefore highly exposed to photodissociation of molecular gas (as the column densities are
not high enough to shield the molecules). The other process not considered by Dobbs et al. (2014a)
is the magnetorotational instability (Balbus & Hawley 1991) because it may not lead to a com-
pressive velocity field.
In general, all of these processes result in a compressive velocity field (∇ · ~u < 0, where
~u is the velocity field), creating converging flows and inducing gravitational collapse. We do not
consider magnetic fields in our simulations, therefore the first 3 processes suggested by Dobbs
et al. (2014a) are the most relevant.
1. Converging Flows:
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Stellar feedback and turbulence may cause complex velocity fields at scales of the order of
∼ 100 pc, that may produce converging flows. When two masses of gas collide, they form a
highly turbulent and dense area at the interface. ISM cooling becomes effective as the den-
sity increases, and molecular clouds are created (see e.g. Vázquez-Semadeni et al. (2007);
Clark et al. (2012b)).
2. Gravitational Instability:
Perturbations in the Galactic disk may create overdensities that are gravitationally unstable
leading to the formation of molecular clouds (see e.g. Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1965) and
(Julian & Toomre 1966)). Spiral arm regions are more susceptible to the creation of instabil-
ities as they are denser than the inter-arm areas. In simulations with a grand design pattern,
the gas travelling through the spiral arms is shocked and compressed, leading to gravita-
tional collapse and formation of molecular clouds (Kim & Ostriker 2002, 2006). However
Dobbs et al. (2008) argue that ISM compression caused by spiral shocks and orbit crowding
may be sufficient to create molecular clouds in the absence of high gas surface densities.
3. Spiral-Arms:
Spiral arms are density waves that travel around the galactic disk. The gas entering the spiral
arm is compressed and able to cool down to form H2 and molecular clouds that eventually
will leave the spiral arm (Dobbs et al. 2006; Agertz & Kravtsov 2015).
1.3.4 Taxonomy
There are various ways of characterising molecular gas into different features (e.g. Draine 2011;
Stahler & Palla 2008). In this thesis we will use the following classification.
1. Star Forming Clump: Dense self gravitating structure in a molecular cloud where protostars
are formed (∼ 0.2 pc).
2. Molecular Cloud (MC): Small dense mass of molecular gas (∼ 10 pc).
3. Giant Molecular Cloud (GMC): Large dense molecular cloud, that may consist of different
smaller molecular clouds (∼ 100 pc).
4. Giant Molecular Association (GMA): Group of different GMCs (≥ 100 pc).
For this thesis we will simulate GMCs extracted from galactic scale simulations. These
GMCs evolve forming MCs with clumps in their interior. In our simulations the sink particles
have the size of a typical clump, and therefore they constitute our resolution limit.
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Figure 1.8: Velocity dispersion plot versus size of several molecular clouds, from Larson (1981).
1.3.5 Properties
Larson (1981) discovered correlations between the velocity dispersion and other properties of
molecular clouds, defining three scaling relationships (Heyer et al. 2009).
1. The velocity dispersion (σv) of the cloud and its size (L) are related: σv ∝ L0.38 .
2. The gravitational state of the cloud is close to equilibrium: 2σvL2/GM ∼ 1.
3. An inverse relationship between the average density (n) and the size of the cloud: n ∝ L−1.1.
These relationships indicate that the physical properties of the clouds like the velocity dis-
persion, density or gravitational state depend on the size of the cloud. The first one indicates that
turbulence is important when forming molecular clouds, as Larson (1981) claims that the exponent
of the relation is comparable with Kolmogorov turbulence. In Fig. 1.8 we present the original plot
included in Larson (1981) where the velocity dispersion of a set of molecular clouds is shown ver-
sus their observed sizes. The velocity dispersion grows with the size of the cloud, and the letters
determine the cloud complex (O for Orion, T for Taurus etc.). The second relationship, implies the
mass of a molecular cloud is related also with the velocity dispersion. From this relations Larson
(1981) claims that molecular clouds are gravitationally bound. The last relationship comes as a
consequence of the first two, if for a given velocity dispersion we have a value for the size and the
mass of the cloud, then we also have a value for the density. These empirical relationships were
later confirmed by other works such as Solomon et al. (1987). Another consequence of these re-
lationships is that the clouds will have a constant surface density independent of their size (Heyer
et al. 2009). This implies that the density is inversely proportional to the size of the cloud, making
smaller clouds denser than the large GMCs.
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Figure 1.9: Free fall time from different GMCs (Agertz & Kravtsov 2015). The blue circles are
GMCs from Heyer et al. (2009), and the blue pentagons are from Murray (2011). The magenta
circles are GMCs from nearby galaxies (including the Milky Way) from Bolatto et al. (2008).
Lastly the green triangles are GMCs in M64 from Rosolowsky & Blitz (2005).
1.3.6 Lifetime of Clouds
There is a substantial debate about the age of molecular clouds. If clouds are assumed to collapse
under their own gravity, then they would be expected to last a free fall time (See Section 1.4). Some
authors consider that this is the case (Hartmann et al. 2001; Elmegreen 2007). For a GMC with an
average density nH ∼ 100 cm−3 the free fall time (defined later in this chapter) is approximately
tff ∼ 5 Myr. In Fig. 1.9 from Agertz & Kravtsov (2015) we show the different tff of clouds with
different masses from our Galaxy and others. Most GMCs included in the figure have free fall
times smaller than 10 Myr, even the large GMCs (with masses over 106 M).
In a scenario where molecular clouds survive much longer than 2 - 3 tff , we need to find
some extra force to support them e.g. magnetic fields or turbulence. Many GMCs present CO
linewidths that indicate a turbulent state able to support the clouds (Murray 2011). However, this
turbulence will dissipate in a dynamical time (Mac Low 1999; Ostriker et al. 2001). The dynam-
ical time of the cloud can be approximated by its crossing time tcross = Lcl / ∆v, where Lcl is
the size of the cloud and ∆v the velocity dispersion. For the typical values of a GMC tcross ∼ tff ,
hence the turbulence will dissipate quickly, unless the turbulence is continuously driven. Bot et al.
(2007) study GMCs in the Small Magellanic Cloud, and claim that the turbulence of those GMCs
is not enough to support them and a magnetic field of ∼ 15 µG is the extra source of support.
According to Elmegreen (2000) star formation occurs quickly (∼ 1 - 2 tcross) although Murray
(2011) argues that stellar feedback disrupts the clouds injecting extra energy, and may be enough
to explain clouds with ages greater than 2 - 3 tff . In a recent study surveying molecular clouds in
the interarm regions of M51, Meidt et al. (2015) find they have short lives (20 - 30 Myr). This is in
accordance with the simulated clouds in Dobbs et al. (2014a). In Fig. 1.10 we show the evolution
over 40 Myr of a GMC in a simulated galaxy from its creation in a spiral arm, until it is dispersed.
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Figure 1.10: Column density evolution of a galactic molecular cloud (from Dobbs & Pringle
2013).
However, as we can observe from the sequence of images, it is difficult to define the exact moment
when the cloud is created and dispersed.
1.3.7 Galactic Influence
Molecular clouds are not isolated entities. They are born in a galaxy, they evolve, produce stars
and eventually die by being dispersed, they collide with other clouds or are absorbed by a spiral
arm (Dobbs et al. 2014b). The idealised picture of a star-forming molecular cloud is an isolated
turbulent mass of gas that collapses because it is Jeans unstable. However, galactic simulations
have shown that molecular clouds are transient beings that evolve and have complex histories
(e.g. Dobbs et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2011; Agertz & Kravtsov 2015), where it is difficult to
elucidate the exact moment when a cloud is born or dispersed (Dobbs & Pringle 2013), or even
the boundaries and structure of a given cloud.
In Fig. 1.10 (from Dobbs & Pringle 2013) we show the column density evolution of a
molecular cloud that is created in a spiral arm and detaches from the arm at later times. On each
tile, the fraction of the gas that forms the cloud at that time compared to the cloud at 250 Myr
is also shown. From this figure we observe that it is not easy to strictly define the spatial and
temporal boundaries of the cloud. Collisions between clouds seem to be frequent (Dobbs et al.
2014b), so during its lifetime a cloud may interact with others, different from the idealised picture
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of an isolated cloud.
The evolution of molecular clouds may also depend on the position of the cloud in the
galaxy. The Galactic Centre is a hostile environment with strong tidal forces from Sgr. A (Krui-
jssen et al. 2014). Galaxies are not isolated objects either, they have a dark matter halo that may
also affect the star formation process (Renaud & Gieles 2015) or they may interact with other
galaxies via tidal forces or mergers (Renaud et al. 2014; Hopkins et al. 2013).
The main problem with modelling the large-scale effects on the star formation process is
resolution. The final stages of star formation occur at scales of ∼AU, which are 8 orders of magni-
tude smaller than the typical galactic scale (∼ kpc). With the current computers, the best full-scale
galactic simulations have a resolution of ∼ pc, but in order to study the local effects of stellar
feedback we need to reach sub-pc scales.
1.4 Formation of Stars
An overall picture of star formation has been long established (e.g. Shu et al. 1987, and references
therein). Stars are formed in the densest parts of the molecular clouds. In these dense clumps
molecules are formed protected, from external UV radiation. These parts collapse under their own
gravity forming a protostar with a protoplanetary disk, resulting from the conservation of angular
momentum. In this thesis we are interested in the interaction between molecular clouds and stars
at scales of ∼ 100 - 0.1 pc. We analyse how the gas collapses forming protostellar cores (which
is our resolution limit) and the effect that the stellar feedback has on the surrounding molecular
cloud. Individual protostars, binaries and disks are beyond our resolution.
To quantify the interplay between gravity, turbulence and other relevant processes that lead
to the formation of a star, we use a number of physical quantities. The Jeans Mass represents
a measure of the ability of a spherical mass of gas to collapse. A mass of ideal gas at a given
temperature may be unstable (and therefore collapses) if its temperature is too low and therefore
the thermal pressure is unable to give support to the gas, or the density too high and gravity is
powerful enough to induce collapse. This instability is called the Jeans Instability (Jeans 1902).
The Jeans mass (MJ) is defined as (Draine 2011):
MJ =
(
pikBT
Gm
)3/2 1
ρ1/2o
, (1.3)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature of the gas, m the mass of
a molecule of the gas and ρo the average density of the cloud. It is worth noting that neither the
temperature of the gas or the density of the cloud remains constant through the process of star for-
mation. As the gravitational collapse progresses the cloud gets colder and denser and both effects
reduce the Jeans Mass for that cloud.
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The Jeans instability constitutes an oversimplified picture of the star formation process, as
Jeans did not include on his analysis others sources of pressure that oppose the gravitational field
such as magnetic fields or turbulence. We are also making strong assumptions such as the absence
of gradients from external forces (∇φ = 0). However, the Jeans mass constitutes a good estimate
for gravitational collapse. For instance, if we substitute typical values for a core: T = 10 K and ρo
= 105 part cm−3 (Stahler & Palla 2008), then we obtain a value for the Jeans mass of MJ ∼ 2 M,
which is reasonable considering the crudeness of the analysis.
Apart from the Jeans Mass, there is another important parameter that we will use to charac-
terise and model our different clouds. This parameter is called the virial parameter, a dimension-
less quantity that gives us an idea of how gravitationally bound is a mass of gas, by comparing
the magnitudes of the kinetic and gravitational energy of the gas. It is often referred to as α (e.g.
Dobbs et al. 2011a):
α ≡ 5Rσ
2
v
GM
, (1.4)
where σv is the dispersion of velocities, M the mass of the cloud, and R its radius. A cloud
is considered virialised if α ∼ 1, and totally unbound if α > 2.
Lastly, to provide a time scale of the gravitational collapse, it is very common to use the
free fall time tff . The free fall time is defined as the time that it will take for a gaseous body to
collapse on itself (Stahler & Palla 2008) and it is commonly written as
tff =
√
3pi
32Gρo
. (1.5)
1.4.1 Star Formation Efficiency: Schmidt-Kennicutt Relation
Schmidt (1959) found an observational relation between the surface density of gas of the Galaxy
(Σgas) and the Star Formation Rate (SFR) surface density (ΣSFR):
ΣSFR = A ΣNgas, (1.6)
where A is a constant, and N a positive exponent. This relation implies that the rate at which
stars are produced is correlated with the concentration of gas in the disk of the galaxy. We find
in the literature different values for N, all ranging between sublinear values N < 1 (Shetty et al.
2013), linear N ≈ 1 (Bigiel et al. 2008) to super-linear N ≈ 2 (Narayanan et al. 2012). In Fig. 1.11
we show a sample of different galaxies including normal disks and starburst galaxies, with a fitted
line using least squares and a value of N = 1.4 from Kennicutt (1998).
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Figure 1.11: Schmidt-Kennicutt Relation from Kennicutt (1998) for different galaxies. The filled
circles correspond to data from the normal galaxy disks, open circles the SFRs for the centres of
normal disk galaxies, and the squares the starburst samples.
Heiderman et al. (2010) study the SFR and gas surface densities using young stellar objects
and massive dense clumps in the Galaxy. They discovered that the SFR for these objects present
higher values for the equivalent mass of gas than Kennicutt (1998) or Bigiel et al. (2008). Momose
et al. (2013) study sub-pc structures in nearby galaxies, and found that if they extract the back-
ground from the sources, the exponent for the Schmidt-Kennicutt Relation raises from a value of
N = 1.3 to N = 1.8. These two studies suggest that the Schmidt-Kennicutt Relation changes at
sub-pc scales, specially in star forming clumps where the SFR is high. They both mention the
difficulties of using tracers for the molecular gas, as they may introduce additional biases to the
observations.
If we consider that most of the molecular gas available is transformed into stars, the star for-
mation rates would be at least one order of magnitude higher than the ones observed in the Galaxy
(Zuckerman & Evans 1974) and in nearby galaxies (Bigiel et al. 2008). Krumholz et al. (2005)
consider that turbulence controls the star formation rate, assuming that all the gas compressed by
turbulence above a certain density threshold will collapse and create stars. Other authors point
out that strong magnetic fields (Allen & Shu 2000; Padoan & Nordlund 2011; Vázquez-Semadeni
et al. 2011), or stellar feedback (Hopkins et al. 2011; Dobbs & Pringle 2013) may reduce the star
formation efficiency. Simulations of molecular clouds (Clark & Bonnell 2004, 2005) and galaxies
(Dobbs et al. 2011a) suggest that clouds are not globally bound, and thus have lower star formation
efficiencies. There is also the possibility that galactic scale effects acting on the clouds may also
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change the way molecular clouds produce stars (Renaud et al. 2013). The reality is that all these
processes may act together opposing gravitation.
1.4.2 Stellar Feedback
By stellar feedback we mean a set of various physical processes resulting from stellar evolution
and that affect the ISM in different ways. Stellar feedback comprises stellar winds, radiation, su-
pernovae, jets and stellar outflows.
If stellar feedback is sufficiently powerful, then the creation of new stars may be impeded.
Divergent flows of matter (or radiation) from feedback may prevent further gravitational collapse,
by injecting kinetic or thermal energy. This is commonly referred to as destructive feedback. On
the other hand, stellar feedback could in some cases trigger star formation as the expanding shells
may create overdense areas where new stars are created. This is referred to as constructive feed-
back.
Ionisation and Radiation from Massive Stars
Massive stars emit highly energetic photons able to ionise hydrogen. Strömgren (1939) studied
for the first time the effect of highly energetic photons in the vicinity of massive stars (for a more
recent review see Osterbrock & Ferland (2006) or Draine (2011)). The radiation dissociates the
molecules in the envelope and ionises the resulting hydrogen atoms. The photons move forward
in what is called the ionisation front, and they are consumed on each ionisation event. At some
point, the rate of ionisations equals the recombination rate (the free electrons and hydrogen nuclei
recombine via collisions), and the front is unable to move forward. The resulting sphere is called
the Strömgren sphere.
Inside the sphere the temperature of the ionised gas is given by the heating/cooling pro-
cesses. Apart from the hydrogen there are other metals (e.g. O and C) in the medium that are able
to cool down the temperature of the gas. The temperature range for the ionised gas is 8000 - 10000
K, although this depends on the metallicity of the parental cloud (Haworth et al. 2015). The vast
difference in temperature between the ionization front and the surrounding molecular environment
(T < 100 K) causes the gas inside to expand supersonically heating up the surrounding medium.
Some authors (Dale & Bonnell 2012; Walch et al. 2012) argue that ionisation is the most important
feedback mechanism, able to destroy star forming regions .
Radiation from massive stars may also affect the ISM by injecting momentum to the gas
particles. The gas absorbs the high energy photons from the stars, acquiring their momentum (the
low energy photons interact mainly with the dust) and producing radiation-driven winds. Radia-
tion pressure may disrupt clusters, even causing galactic winds (Murray 2011; Hopkins et al. 2012,
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Figure 1.12: Star forming region NGC602 in the LMC (Gouliermis et al. 2012)
and subsequent works).
Stellar winds
In Figure 1.12 from Gouliermis et al. (2012) we observe a region of a molecular cloud forming
stars and affected by stellar feedback. The young central cluster of stars has been formed in the
last 5 Myr. This central cluster of stars was created from a previous molecular cloud which was
rapidly dispersed by the wind emitted by the newly born stars. Strong hot winds sweep up the
ISM creating a void structure or cavity, which is clearly visible in the picture. The shocked shell
compresses the surrounding ISM triggering new star formation at its boundaries. In this case,
Gouliermis et al. (2012) have identified 13 extra sub-clusters in the periphery of the region.
Shells and cavities similar to the one shown in Fig. 1.12 are abundant in our Galaxy. The
Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordinary (GLIMPSE) has surveyed 2/3 of the
Galactic plane at IR wavelengths from 3.6 to 8.0 µm (Churchwell et al. 2006). In this catalogue
there are more than 300 of these objects in our Galaxy. In Churchwell (2008) they consider these
cavities created around O/B stars to have a central component of low density gas that is evac-
uated by the hypersonic wind coming from the star that forms the wind blown bubble (WBB).
Surrounding the hypersonic winds there is a very hot region at temperatures able to ionise hydro-
gen (T > 104 K), and dominated by the pressure created by the shocked winds, that occupy the
majority of the bubble. Then in the outer parts of the cavity where the hot gas meets the cold ISM,
the hot gas starts ionising the ISM forming a dense shell of photoionised material or Photodissoci-
ation Region (PDR). A diagram illustrating the combined effects of winds and radiation feedback
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Figure 1.13: Schematics of a Wind Blown Bubble from Everett & Churchwell (2010)
is shown in Fig. 1.13.
Supernovae
Supernovae (SNe) constitute the most energetic feedback process in the ISM (Hensler 2010).
When a very massive star dies, it injects momentum and thermal energy into the ISM heating it
up. They produce the hottest phase in the ISM with temperatures of the order of T ∼ 106 K (Mc-
Kee & Ostriker 1977) providing an extra source of pressure for the ISM. There are two main types
of SNe. The first kind (Type I SN) occurs in binary systems where at least one of the components
is a very compact object (such us a white dwarf). The second kind (Type II SN) happens at the
end of the life of a very massive star (> 8 M), when the thermal pressure produced by the nuclear
reactions is no longer able to prevent gravitational collapse. Both types of SNe can be modeled
using 4 phases (Draine 2011):
1. Free expansion phase: This phase lasts ∼102 years and consists of very dense material
expanding ballistically in the ISM at velocities much higher than the speed of sound. When
the pressure of the shocked front exceeds the pressure of the ejecta, a reverse blastwave is
also created.
2. Sedov-Taylor phase: In this phase that lasts over a period of ∼104 years, the SNR behaves
like a point source of energy left in a dense uniform medium of very low temperature, and
modelled by a Sedov-Taylor explosion. In the late stages of this phase the hot gas of the
interior cools emitting radiation.
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3. Snow-Plough phase: After the Sedov-Taylor phase, the external parts of the SNR have
cooled down, and they are practically at the same temperature as the surrounding ISM.
However, the hot gas in the interior pushes out this cold perimeter acting like a snow-plough.
This phase lasts until ∼105 years after the explosion.
4. Fadeaway phase: In this phase the SNR becomes as cold as the surrounding ISM.
In addition to the injection of energy and momentum to the ISM, the SNe events increase
the metallicity of the surrounding medium, as the heavier elements processed in the interior of the
exploding star are expelled into the ISM. Both the Sedov-Taylor and the Snow-Plough phase are
the most relevant to the timescales of our study.
Protostellar Outflows
Protostellar outflows are created in the early phases of star formation. They result from the inter-
action of the protostellar disk and the protostar, modifying the surrounding magnetic field that acts
like a particle accelerator or collimator (see simulations by Lewis et al. 2015).
The scale of the protostellar outflows is of the order of ∼0.1 pc (Duarte-Cabral et al. 2012),
and thus they are not so relevant to the scale of our simulations. However, they are very important
in sub-pc scales as they may be the responsible for clearing the protostellar envelope (Arce et al.
2010), and in highly populated clusters the protostellar flows of a star may affect its neighbours
(Krumholz et al. 2014). They are also relevant in the absence of massive stars, as in this scenario
they would constitute the only source of feedback.
1.5 Outline of Thesis
Our goal is to produce simulations from molecular clouds extracted from galactic models to study
the combined effect of the galactic environment and stellar feedback on the star formation process.
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows: In Chapter 2, we explain our numerical method for
reproducing clouds extracted from galactic simulations, and how we resimulate them. We test how
these clouds compare with other methods used in the literature, and we evaluate the advantages of
using galactic clouds in Chapter 3. We include the effects of a multiphase ISM and the chemistry
of H2 and CO in Chapter 4, where we also produce synthetic observations of the galactic clouds.
In Chapter 5 we include the effect of winds and SNe in our simulations. Lastly, in Chapter 6 we
summarise our conclusions and point out directions that our future work could take.
2
Modelling Galactic Molecular Clouds in sph
"Divide each difficulty into as many parts as is feasible and necessary to resolve it."
– Rene Descartes
2.1 Hydrodynamical Simulations
It is difficult to think that water is made of discrete particles if we observe the waves on the beach
or a river flowing through a valley. Fluids behave as continuous entities that move and evolve
smoothly. In fact, hydrodynamics was developed before the modern atomic theory was created,
and it was some decades after the foundations of quantum theory were set, that a proper quantum
description for a fluid was proposed. For the sake of this thesis the classical Newtonian description
of a fluid, developed in the CXVIII and CXIX by Bernouilli, Euler, Navier and Stokes, is suffi-
cient, although we follow a semiclassical approach when treating the ISM chemistry and cooling
and heating.
According to the classical theory, the flow of a fluid is described by the Navier-Stokes
equations. The first equation assures the conservation of matter in a fluid. If ρ is the density and ~u
is the velocity field then
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ ~u) = 0. (2.1.1)
The second equation represents the conservation of momentum in the system
ρ
(
∂~u
∂t
+ ~u · ∇~u
)
= −∇P + µ∇2~u + 1
3
µ∇(∇ · ~u) + ρ~g +
∑
i
fi, (2.1.2)
where µ is the viscosity of the fluid, ~g is the acceleration due to gravity, and fi are any other
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Figure 2.1.1: Evolution of the same parcel of fluid using Lagrangian and Eulerian description.
After a small period of time dt, the parcel of fluid changes its shape. The fluid is the same in
both cases. The Lagrangian description follows the particles over their evolution calculating the
physical properties of each particle. The Eulerian study the properties of the fluid at certain local-
izations, in this case represented by the cells of a grid.
forces acting on the system. This equation expresses the change in the momentum of the fluid due
to hydrostatic pressure (∇P), viscosity due to shear and compression (the two terms with the factor
µ), gravity and other external forces. The third Navier-Stokes equation describes the conservation
of energy
ρ
(
∂e
∂t
+ ~u · ∇~e
)
= −P∇~u − ∇ · ~q +
3∑
j=1
3∑
i=1
τi j
∂ui
∂x j
, (2.1.3)
where e is the energy, P∇~u represents the hydrostatic work done on the system, ~q is the heat
flow on the surfaces of the system, and the last term is the energy loss due to the viscous stress
tensor τij. This tensor is defined for a Newtonian fluid as follows:
τi j = µ
 ∂ui∂x j + ∂u j∂xi − 23
3∑
k=1
∂uk
∂xk
δi j
 . (2.1.4)
To solve these complex second order coupled differential equations, we need to use numer-
ical methods. Within the whole range of different computational schemes to solve the Navier-
Stokes equations there are two big families of algorithms, Lagrangian and Eulerian. The La-
grangian algorithms follow the trajectories of the fluid elements, whereas the Eulerian study the
variation of the physical properties of the fluid at certain locations.
In Fig. 2.1.1 we represent a small parcel of fluid that changes in time. On the left, we show
the Lagrangian evolution, following the fluid particles that constitute the fluid during their evolu-
tion over time. On the right, we have the same parcel, but this time, as we are using an Eulerian
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method, we are computing the relevant fluid quantities at certain points represented here by the
grid.
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. For instance, the Eulerian grid intro-
duces constraints on the geometry of the model. If the phase space changes dramatically with time,
the current grid could not be used for the simulation. Therefore, it requires a huge computational
effort to recalculate the grid on each timestep. On the other hand, implementing stellar feedback,
or other physical phenomena that depend on vicinity, is less complicated for Eulerian algorithms,
as we can readily find the adjacent cells (in a Lagrangian code we need to search for the particles
that are nearby).
In Lagrangian codes we follow the evolution of particles as they evolve in the phase space
and we are not restricted to the geometry of a grid. This represents an advantage for simulations
that evolve into complicated structures and morphologies. Lagrangian algorithms have another
advantage, as they follow the particles in their evolution, points in space with no particles require
no computational time. Tracking the different flows in the simulations requires introducing ’test’
particles, whereas it is done naturally in Lagrangian codes. In Eulerian codes if we have a void
cell, we still have to solve the equations for that cell. On the other hand, many Lagrangian al-
gorithms have problems when resolving shocks and complex fluid interfaces, needing to include
additional terms to model those correctly.
To bridge the gap between these two families, in recent times, hybrid algorithms have been
developed. These methods consider a grid of moving and changing cells (tessellation) created
using special schemes, such as Voronoi tessellation (Okabe et al. 2000). These moving cells or
tessellae (from the latin word of small tile) cover the whole phase space as tiles on a wall, with
the advantage that these tiles can change in shape, size and position, following the fluid during
its evolution. Each tessella has interfaces with its neighbours like a grid code, but because it is
able to move, it provides a grid more flexible than a pure Eulerian code. These codes (e.g.arepo,
see Springel (2009)) represent an improvement with respect to Lagrangian codes when modeling
interfaces of fluids, like the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and improving with respect to Eulerian
codes as the grid is now formed by small tessellae that may evolve into very complicated mor-
phologies. One problem with this hybrid approach is that it requires extra computational effort.
Computing the Voronoi tessellation on each timestep can be very demanding and may result in
increased simulation times. These codes also need to include additional tracer particles to follow
the evolution of the fluid.
For this thesis we use a Lagrangian code, that uses Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (sph),
and we illustrate the details in the rest of this chapter. We start by defining the fundamentals of
sph, and describe the particularities of the version of gadget2 that we have used. After that, we
detail how we increase the resolution of a given molecular cloud .
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2.2 Fundamentals of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
2.2.1 Introduction
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics sph is a widely used Lagrangian algorithm, both in Astro-
physics (Springel 2005; Bate et al. 1995; Hubber et al. 2011; Price & Federrath 2010) and in
applied Sciences (Solenthaler & Pajarola 2009; Bonet & Kulasegaram 2000). It was introduced in
the late 70’s simultaneously by Lucy (1977) and Gingold & Monaghan (1977). The core of sph is
the interpolation of a function at a given point in space by summing over the surrounding particles.
Any continuous function A(~r) can be written as
〈A(~r)〉 =
∫
A(~r ′) W(~r − ~r ′, h) d~r ′, (2.2.1)
where W is an interpolation kernel, and the integration is over the solution domain. In sph,
W is typically known as the smoothing kernel, and h is called the smoothing length (Monaghan
1992) and represents a measure of the width of the smoothing kernel1. The kernel function W has
to satisfy a series of conditions, so that 〈A(~r)〉 represents accurately A(~r). First, it has to be a well
behaved function and at least have defined first derivatives. W also needs a unique maximum at
~r = ~r ′ and to be monotonically decreasing in every direction from that point. W also has to satisfy
the following normalization condition∫
W(~r − ~r ′, h) d~r ′ = 1. (2.2.2)
Lastly, in the limit of null smoothing length
lim
h→0 W(
~r − ~r′, h) = δ(~r − ~r ′). (2.2.3)
thus 〈A(~r)〉 = A(~r) in this limit. In sph we discretise fluids by using particles to represent
them. If we denote by N the total number of particles in the simulation we can transform the
integral in Eq. 2.2.1 into a discrete sum
〈A(~r)〉 =
N∑
j
m j
A j
ρ j
W(~r − ~r j, h), (2.2.4)
where the summation is over all the sph particles, and we have used the density and the
mass of the particles to produce an averaged sum. Now, we can define the magnitude A at any
point in the space, for a discretised representation of the fluid. If A = ρ(~r) it is trivial to show that
the density is calculated as
〈ρ(~r)〉 =
N∑
j
m jW(~r − ~r j, h). (2.2.5)
By requiring the kernel W to have well defined first derivatives, this allows us to calculate
1Throughout this chapter we will use bracketed notation to represent the kernel averaged magnitudes.
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the gradient of any field A. If we differentiate Eq. 2.2.4 we obtain
〈∇A(~r)〉 =
∑
j
m j
A j
ρ j
∇W(~r − ~r j, h). (2.2.6)
This represents a large boost in speed as ∇W(~r − ~r j, h) can be calculated in advance and be
stored in a table, and be used subsequently to calculate the derivatives of any physical variable.
2.2.2 The sph Momentum Equation
In many occasions it is useful in sph to compute the physical quantities by including the density in
the calculations. For example we can apply the chain rule as follows,
∇ · (ρ~u) = [~u · ∇ρ + ρ∇ · ~u], (2.2.7)
and rearrange terms so that
∇ · ~u = [∇ · (ρ~u) − ~u · ∇ρ] /ρ. (2.2.8)
For integrating Eq. 2.1.2, we need to calculate the gradient of the hydrostatic pressure. We
can rewrite this as ∇P
ρ
= ∇
(
P
ρ
)
+
P
ρ2
∇ρ. (2.2.9)
Thus we have in sph form〈∇P
ρ
〉
i
=
N∑
j
1
ρ j
m j
P j
ρ j
∇iWi j + Pi
ρ2i
N∑
j
m j∇iWi j =
N∑
j
m j
Piρ2i +
P j
ρ2j
∇iWi j (2.2.10)
where ∇iWi j refers to the gradient of W(~ri − ~r j, h) calculated in the coordinates of particle
i. Now, considering Eq. 2.1.2 and using no viscosity, gravity or external forces (µ = 0, ~g = 0 and
fi =0) (
∂~u
∂t
+ ~u · ∇ · ~u
)
= −∇P
ρ
. (2.2.11)
Combining Eq. 2.2.11 and 2.2.10 gives〈
D~ui
Dt
〉
= −
∑
j
m j
(
P j
ρ j2
+
Pi
ρi2
)
∇iW(~ri j, h), (2.2.12)
where we use the traditional notation for ri j = ~ri − ~r j and the Lagrangian derivative is
D~A
Dt
=
∂~A
∂t
+ ~u · ∇ · ~A
 . (2.2.13)
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2.2.3 The sph Energy equation
If the fluid has no viscosity (τi j = 0 for all i,j), and there is no heat exchange (~q = 0) the change
of thermal energy per unit mass for a gas can be written as
De
Dt
= −
(
P
ρ
)
∇ · ~u, (2.2.14)
and in its discrete version for a particle i as
〈De
Dt
〉
i
= −
Pi
ρ2i
 N∑
j
m j~ui j · ∇iWi j, (2.2.15)
where ~ui j = ~ui − ~u j. However this equation is not symmetric with respect to a change in
particles (i and j). However if we instead express the right hand side of Eq. 2.2.14 as
De
Dt
= −∇
(
P~u
ρ
)
+ ~u · ∇
(
P
ρ
)
, (2.2.16)
using Eq. 2.2.10 and discretising the first term of the right hand side we can derive the
thermal energy for the particle i as
〈De
Dt
〉
i
=
N∑
j
m j
P jρ2j
~ui j · ∇iWi j. (2.2.17)
By taking the average of Eqs. 2.2.17 and 2.2.15 we obtain
〈De
Dt
〉
i
=
1
2
N∑
j
m j
P jρ2j + Piρ2i
~ui j · ∇iWi j. (2.2.18)
2.2.4 Smoothing Length and Density
We study the effect of the different smoothing lengths in Fig. 2.2.1. We show the density of a
simple mass field (two masses m1 = 1 and m2 = 0.75 situated at x1 = 0.3 and x2 = 0.5) for different
smoothing lengths h and using the cubic kernel (Eq. 2.3.3). For the biggest smoothing length (h =
0.5 in black) the density field is not able to resolve the presence of two particles. Higher resolution
(or smaller h) is needed to discriminate between the two masses. It is also important to note how
the height of the peaks increases as the width is reduced, and the particles are resolved. This is be-
cause of the normalization condition of the smoothing kernel (Eq. 2.2.2). The total area comprised
by the density function has to be equal to the total mass of the distribution. In the limit h→ 0 the
peaks will be two Dirac’s deltas δ(x− 0.3) and δ(x− 0.5), with heights weighted according to their
masses.
The smoothing length does not need to be fixed for the total simulation space. A variable
smoothing length allows a more precise description of denser zones in the fluid. Having a smaller
h in the denser areas of the cloud increases the scale range of densities in the simulation while
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Figure 2.2.1: sph Density for different smoothing lengths for the case of two masses using arbitrary
units. For resolving the position of the two masses a small smoothing length is needed
using the same number of particles. The usual way of calculating the smoothing length for each
particle is to define a number of neighbouring particles. Normally, the desired number of neigh-
bours is fixed throughout the simulation.
In the literature there are two equivalent interpretations for sph related to the smoothing
length. The traditional point of view, referred by Hernquist & Katz (1989) as the "scatter" inter-
pretation, considers the mass (and other relevant physical magnitudes) of a sph particle as scattered
around its position accordingly to the smoothing kernel and the smoothing length chosen. This is
equivalent to considering the particle to be dispersed according to the smoothing kernel. The other
point of view is the "gather" interpretation (also referred to by Hernquist & Katz 1989) where the
value of a magnitude at a precise point in space is calculated by sampling all the neighbours using
the smoothing kernel as the weighting function.
To calculate the a physical quantity A(~r) in the "scatter" interpretation and variable smooth-
ing length we use the formula
〈A(~r)〉 =
∫
A(~r ′)W(~r − ~r ′, h′), (2.2.19)
which can be discretised to
〈A(~ri)〉 =
N∑
j
m j
A j
ρ j
W(~ri j, h j), (2.2.20)
where ~ri j = |ri − r j| and the value of A is calculated in each point using the respective
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smoothing length of every other particle. In the "gather" interpretation, the same quantity is com-
puted using the smoothing length of the particle for which A is computed
〈A(~r)〉 =
∫
A(~r ′)W(~r − ~r ′, h), (2.2.21)
which can be discretised to
〈A(~ri)〉 =
N∑
j
m j
A j
ρ j
W(~ri j, hi). (2.2.22)
In this case the smoothing length used to calculate the density is the one at the sampling
point. Smoothing lengths for two given particles are in general different. This means that the force
that the particle i exerts over the particle j, may be different than the force exerted on i by particle
j. This violates Newton’s Third Law and may cause problems. To fix this issue the most common
approach is to symmetrise the smoothing length by making hi j =
hi+h j
2 . For instance Eq. 2.2.6
becomes
〈A(~r)〉 =
∫
A(~r ′)
1
2
[
W(~r − ~r ′, h(~r)) + W(~r − ~r ′, h(~r ′))
]
d~r ′. (2.2.23)
For the discretised version of this equation we can define
Wi j/2 =
1
2
[
W(ri j, hi) + W(ri j, h j)
]
, (2.2.24)
and its derivative
∇iWi j/2 = 12
[
∇iW(ri j, hi) + ∇iW(ri j, h j)
]
. (2.2.25)
The density is now defined as
〈ρ(~ri)〉 =
N∑
j
m jWi j/2, (2.2.26)
which is the sph symmetrised version of the continuity equation (Eq. 2.1.1).
2.2.5 Artificial Viscosity
In the previous formulation there is no impediment for two particles to occupy the same position
in space. The major disadvantage of sph is the need to introduce an artificial viscosity (Πi j) to
avoid this, and be able to model shocks and other non linear processes. We introduce this term
into Equation 2.2.12 (Monaghan 1992):
D~ui
Dt
= −
∑
j
m j
(
P j
ρ j2
+
Pi
ρi2
+ Πi j
)
∇iW(~ri j, hi j). (2.2.27)
There are several diverse forms for this artificial viscosity in the literature. The most usual
is one that relates the sound speed of the medium to the relative velocity of the particles. It is non
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zero if particles are approaching
Πi j =

−α · ci j · µi j + β · µi j2
ρi j
~ui j · ~ri j < 0,
0 ~ui j · ~ri j ≥ 0
(2.2.28)
where α and β are the viscosity parameters and typical values are α ≈ 0.5 − 1.0 and fre-
quently β = 2α. ci j and ρi j are the arithmetic averages of the speed of sound and density for a pair
of sph particles. Finally µi j is a parameter that depends on the direction of the relative movement
between particles, and the smoothing length
µi j =
hi j~vi j · ~ri j
|~ri j|2
. (2.2.29)
Note that µi j has the dimensions of a velocity. The addition of this artificial viscosity can
change the thermodynamics of the simulation as it acts as a dissipative force that produces heat.
However, it is needed to model non linear behaviours that are widely present in the ISM, such as
shocks and instabilities.
2.2.6 Timestep and Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition
Defining the correct timestep is crucial in numerical integration. A large timestep introduces
numerical errors, and when solving some integrals may lead to numerical instabilities. A very
small timestep leads to many iterations and therefore requires extra CPU time. Finding the correct
timestep is essential for hydrodynamical simulations and it is common practise to use the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition.
Consider a material wave travelling through a medium at sound speed cs. The time for a
wave to move between two points (~x1 and ~x2) in the simulation is
ts =
|x2 − x1|
cs
=
∆x
cs
. (2.2.30)
We can consider these two points to be as close as possible in the simulation, that is, at
the resolution limit. Hence, in order to reproduce properly the changes on the relevant physical
properties of the fluid, such as density or temperature, we need a timestep (∆t) smaller than the
time for the wave to travel the spatial resolution of the simulation. The fraction between these
two quantities is a dimensionless number called the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy constant, or just
the Courant constant Ccfl
Ccfl =
∆t
ts
=
∆t
∆x/cs
=
∆t cs
∆x
. (2.2.31)
Normally Ccfl has values smaller than unity ∼0.2 – 0.3, and we can calculate the timestep
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as
∆t =
Ccfl ∆x
cs
. (2.2.32)
Choosing the right timestep may require a deeper understanding of the physics of the sim-
ulation, as the CFL condition will fail when dealing with supersonic physics and shocks, as these
events travel faster than the speed of sound.
Another important aspect of sph is the possibility to have individual timesteps. As the dif-
ferent smoothing length allows us to simulate simultaneously a wide range of densities, this will
mean that the densest parts will have a smaller smoothing length and therefore a smaller ∆x (as
∆x ∼ h). If we use a single timestep to describe the whole simulation, we will need to use the
timestep required for the densest parts of the phase space, resulting in wasting CPU time in the
diffuse areas where a bigger timestep may be sufficient.
2.3 Particularities of gadget2
2.3.1 Introduction
gadget2 is a sph code by V. Springel (Springel 2005) to run cosmological simulations. However
its flexibility has allowed many groups to adapt it to other fields, and use it to model different
astrophysical environments, from simulating galactic clusters to star forming molecular clouds.
gadget2 defines six different types of particles: Gas, Galactic Halo, Galactic Disk, Galactic Bulge,
Stars and Sink Particles. For our purposes we are only interested in the gaseous component, to
simulate the collapse of a molecular cloud, and the sink particles to model the star formation. So,
we will use a hybrid sph simulation where only the gaseous part evolves hydrodynamically and
the sink particles will only interact with the gas through gravitation and accretion.
2.3.2 Hydrodynamics of Gas Particles in gadget2
Hydrodynamic Equations
For computing the hydrodynamics of the gas, gadget2 uses a fully conservative equation of motion
as described in Springel & Hernquist (2002), improving Eq.2.2.12.
〈
D~ui
Dt
〉
= −
N∑
j=1
m j
 fi Piρ2i ∇iWi j(hi) + f j
P j
ρ2j
∇ jWi j(h j)
 . (2.3.1)
The coefficients fi are defined by
fi =
(
1 +
hi
3ρi
∂ρi
∂hi
)
. (2.3.2)
Equation 2.3.1 is symmetric with respect to any pair of particles i, j. The details of the
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derivation for these equations are included in the Appendix A.
gadget2 Kernel
gadget2 uses one of the most popular kernels in the literature: the spline cubic kernel (Hernquist
& Katz 1989; Monaghan 1992; Springel 2005):
W(r, h) =
8
pih3

1 − 6
(
r
h
)2
+ 6
(
r
h
)3
0 ≤ rh ≤ 12 ,
2
(
1 − rh
)3 1
2 ≤ rh ≤ 1,
0 rh > 1.
(2.3.3)
where r = | ~x1 − ~x2|. One of the major drawbacks of this kernel is that the second derivative
is not a smooth function (Price 2012). As derivatives of the kernel are used to calculate derivatives
of the physical magnitudes (Eq. 2.2.6), this may lead to numerical instabilities. For that reason it is
more recommendable to use higher order kernels (such us the quintic) which present well-defined
high order derivatives (Price 2012).
gadget2 Internal Energy
Instead of computing the internal energy of the gas particles, gadget2 uses a special entropic
function, which depends on the specific entropy s (for details see Springel & Hernquist 2002).
This function is defined as
A j(s) ≡ P j
ρ j
. (2.3.4)
With this formulation, the modelling of shocks becomes easier, as the entropy of the sph
particle may vary even in the absence of sources/sinks. From this, we can define the specific
internal energy as
e j =
A j(s)
γ − 1ρ
γ−1
j . (2.3.5)
Therefore to account for the internal energy of the sph particles we include the following
term in the Hamiltonian
Htherm =
1
γ − 1
∑
i
miAiρiγ−1. (2.3.6)
Artificial Viscosity in gadget2
gadget2 introduces an artificial viscosity tensor Πi j. This viscosity reduces the kinetic energy of
the particles transforming it into heat. This generates entropy at a rate:
〈DAi
Dt
〉 ∣∣∣∣∣
visc
=
1
2
γ − 1
ρ
γ−1
i
N∑
j=1
m jΠi j~ui j · ∇iWi j. (2.3.7)
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The viscosity tensor is computed in gadget2 similarly to Eq. 2.2.28
Πi j = −α2
(
ci + c j − 3ωi j
ρi j
)
ωi j, (2.3.8)
where ωi j is the relative velocity projected on to the separation vector provided if the parti-
cles approach each other, and otherwise ωi j = 0:
ωi j =

~ui j · ~ri j
|~ri j| ~ui j · ~ri j < 0,
0 ~ui j · ~ri j ≥ 0
(2.3.9)
For small~ri j the viscosity might be divergent. This could be problematic as it will introduce
spurious angular momentum when modelling shear flows. To limit the strength of the artificial
viscosity gadget2 follows the approach in Balsara (1995) and Steinmetz (1996) and introduces a
viscosity limiter
Πi j
∣∣∣∣∣
limited
=
ηi + η j
2
Πi j, (2.3.10)
where
ηi =
|∇ × ~u|i
|∇ · ~u|i + |∇ × ~u|i . (2.3.11)
This represents a fraction of the solenoidal turbulent mode (responsible for the angular mo-
mentum transfer in shears), with the total turbulent field (compressive and solenoidal).
2.3.3 Gravity Calculation
To model molecular clouds, we will clearly need to include gravity. In sph simulations, computing
the gravitational potential requires calculating Newtonian gravity between each pair particles in
the simulation. Solving the gravitational potential of a cloud by brute force (i.e. ∼ N2) comes
with an implicit inefficiency: as gravity scales as ∝ r−2, particles that are very far away would
have a very small effect compared with the interactions of the closest neighbours. gadget2 solves
this by using a common approach in the literature. gadget2 calculates gravity using an octree as
described in Barnes & Hut (1986). The principle of the octree can be seen in Fig 2.3.1. In the
left panel we show a simple version of a sph simulation with 3 particles. We refine the tree by
subdividing cells with more than one particle into more cubes (with 8 smaller cells). If the cell has
one particle (as cell 8) it will be consider as a leaf of the tree, and the refinement will end there for
that leaf. If a cell has no particle in it, it will be not be considered as a branch or a leaf of the tree.
If there is more than one particle in a given cell, we iterate the process and divide that cell into 8
more subcells, as shown in Fig. 2.3.2. That cell will be a branch of the tree and the new ones will
be either leaves (if they only have one particle) or more branches (if they have more than one).
gadget2 stores the position of the centre of mass and the value of mass contained in every branch
and leaf of the tree. The process is iterated until each particle is located on a leaf, and therefore
the full structure of the tree is defined (Fig. 2.3.3).
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Figure 2.3.1: In this figure we show the division of a block of space with 3 particles into 8 different
cells. The upper left cell has 2 particles and can be recursively divided into another 8 smaller cells.
Figure 2.3.2: In this figure we show the next level of refinement in the tree structure. Cell 1 is
recursively divided into 8 new subcells so that each particle is in one cell.
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Figure 2.3.3: Tree structure of the 3 particle example shown above. Each node of the tree may
have up to 8 children. The tree is complete once every particle is assigned to a final node (leaf) of
the tree.
Once the tree structure is defined we can calculate the gravitational potential of our simu-
lation. From each particle we calculate the potential of the mass structures around it. So, in our
example in Fig. 2.3.3 if we are calculating the gravitational force experienced by the particle in
cell 8, we walk up the tree until we reach the root node, and then we walk it down and reach cell
1 (that contains 2 particles). If cell 1 is sufficiently far away from 8, then we say that we do not
open that cell, and we use the data about its centre of mass to compute the potential. For particle
1.2 (and 1.3) in cell 1, the procedure is the same, we walk up the tree until we reach node one, and
then walk down through the branches of that node. If the particles are close enough we will open
that branch reaching for the leaves. After that we will walk up the tree reaching the root node and
expanding through the other branch that contains cell 8.
However, to perform the calculation of gravity, we still need to define which nodes are
going to be treated as nearby and therefore be opened, and which ones will be considered far away
and therefore part of a node where we will only consider the centre of mass. This is called the
opening criterion. In Barnes & Hut (1986) they use the following geometric opening criterion
θ <
l
D
, (2.3.12)
where l is the size of the node, D is the distance from the node, and θ is a fixed accuracy
parameter. This is a topological criterion as it only takes into account the length of the box and the
distance between the particles. So, the effect of particles belonging to a branch that is far away will
be computed using the averaged value of the branch, whereas the effect of particles in a nearby
branch will be calculated using the values from the leaves.
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Instead of this topological approach, gadget2 uses a physical criterion calculating the ratio
between the gravity interaction to the acceleration on that particle. For a node of mass M and size
l, that is at a distance r of the particle, gadget2 will open the node if
GM
r2
(
l
r
)2
≤ α |~a|, (2.3.13)
where ~a is the acceleration of the node computed in the previous timestep and α ∼ 1 is a
parameter. This method compares the magnitude of the error in truncation (when we do not open
a far away node) and compares it with the actual force acting on the particle (~a). This is more
suitable than a simple topological criterion, especially for cosmological simulations where grav-
itationally bound areas separate from each other due to the expansion of spacetime. The use of
the octree method results in a gain in CPU time as it scales as t ≈ N log(N) versus the traditional
t ≈ N2.
As two particles can get very close resulting in a huge gravitational force, it is customary to
include some softening factor in the gravity computation to keep the value for the attracting force
between two particles that are close within reasonable limits. If we have two particles i and j, the
gravitational potential created is
φ = − Gmim j√
r2i j + 
2
, (2.3.14)
where ri j is the distance between the two particles and  is the gravitational softening length.
Normally  << ri j but large enough to prevent large gravitational forces when solving the gravity
tree (we choose  = 0.01 pc for our simulations). The softening length is especially important
in simulations that include dark matter particles or sinks, as they are not be affected by artificial
viscosity and therefore may get very close to each other.
2.3.4 Density Calculation
An octree is also used to find neighbours of sph particles. gadget2 follows the range-searching
method devised by Hernquist & Katz (1989). The main difference between the gravity and neigh-
bour trees is, that for the gravity the opening criterion only depends on the position of both particles
and the acceleration of the particle in the current node (i). For the neighbour tree, it may depend
on the properties of the distant particle j (for example smoothing length). This is solved by storing
in the current node information about the maximum smoothing length of all particles contained in
that node. gadget2 uses equation (2.2.22) to calculate the density. As usual all sph particles have
the same mass, the smoothing length is the important parameter here. To calculate the smoothing
length gadget2 solves the following implicit equation
4pi
3
h3i ρi = Nneigh mp, (2.3.15)
where mp is the average particle mass and Nneigh is typically a fixed number of neighbours (∼ 50
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Figure 2.3.4: Cubic Kernel and first derivative for different smoothing lengths.
for gadget2 ). This number is not arbitrary, a reduced number of neighbour would result in a low
resolution simulation. A large number of neighbours Nneigh > 100 combined with a cubic spline
kernel results in clumping or pairing of particles. It was argued that (see e.g. Price (2012)) this
effect was caused by the flatness of the first derivative of the cubic kernel for small radius (as
shown in Fig. 2.3.4). As the gradient of the kernel is used to calculate the repulsive force between
particles (see Eq. 2.2.10), and hence for small gradients the repulsive force is negligible. However,
Dehnen & Aly (2012) show that certain kind of kernels (Wendland (1995)) have an inflection point
(as the cubic kernel), and there is no pairing observed. Dehnen & Aly (2012) claim that the pairing
may be caused if the kernel has a negative Fourier transform. A negative Fourier transform of the
kernel may lead to instabilities in the system causing the pairing for a high number of neighbours.
gadget2 solves the neighbour searching equation using a Newton-Raphson bisection look-
ing for the roots of this equation
f (hi) ≡ ρi − 34pi
Nneigh mp
h3i
= 0. (2.3.16)
2.3.5 Integration Scheme and Timesteps
Once we have all the relevant quantities defined for both the gravitational and sph part, we need to
integrate the equations of motion. For integrating these equations gadget2 uses a Kick-Drift-Kick
leapfrog scheme, shown to be superior in performance to the Drift-Kick-Drift scheme (Quinn et al.
1997). The integration will occur in three stages for a given timestep:
- A initial Kick phase when the particle stays in the same position, but its momentum is up-
dated accordingly to the force experienced by the particle (in the same way a that football player
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kicks the ball on a corner kick).
Kt(∆t) :
~ri 7→ ~ri~pi 7→ ~pi + ~fi∆t, (2.3.17)
where ~fi is the force acting on particle i:
f ki = −
∑
j
mim j
∂φ(~ri − ~r j)
∂rki
. (2.3.18)
- A Drift phase where the momentum of the particle remains constant as the particle drifts in the
space changing its position (as the ball flies towards the goal after the kick). The Drift will consist
of integrating the particle trajectory using the momentum known from the previous timestep
Dt(∆t) :
~pi 7→ ~pi~ri 7→ ~ri + ~pimi ∆t. (2.3.19)
- A final Kick phase where the momentum of the particle is updated using the forces that have
been recalculated after the Drift phase.
The usual integration scheme is given by the operator U(∆t) = K(∆t/2)D(∆t)K(∆t/2) and
that means that the particle experiences the force for half a timestep, moves during a full timestep
and then its force is updated for another half timestep. The timestep is chosen according to the
CFL condition (using ∆x and the signal velocityωi j described in this chapter). Additional timestep
criteria will be described in Chapter 4.
2.3.6 Parallelization Strategies
Large simulations require using High Performance Computers (HPC) that normally have multiple
processors. We will perform simulations with more than 10 million particles, that include com-
plicated physics and star formation. To use multiple processors, the first step is to subdivide the
domain into different sub-domains, so that each processor controls one of those sub-domains. One
simple approach is to divide the total volume into hierarchical orthogonal sections (as shown on
the left panel fo Fig. 2.3.5). The space is divided into cells with the same volume, and each pro-
cessor controls the particles in each cell. The main issue with this approach is that there may be
some cells with few particles and others with too many, and CPU time is wasted as the less popu-
lated cells have to wait for the overloaded to finish their computation. We can solve this issue by
dividing the number of particles and not the simulation volume. gadget2 does this by transforming
the 3D space into a 1D curve, the Peano-Hilbert curve. This curve divides the 3D (or 2D) space
into small cells and walks through every cell just once. The Peano-Hilbert curve accepts different
levels of precision if required.
This represents the first advantage of using this transformation. The curve allows different
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Figure 2.3.5: On the left panel how we distribute 12 particles in 4 orthogonal domains each one
with its respective colour. On the left panel we have the same particles over a Peano-Hilbert curve
and in different colours we show how the particles are distributed using this method.
levels of precision like the octree structure. If we are moving up on the tree, we can reduce the
order of our Peano-Hilbert curve to find a 1D representation of the upper level of refinement on the
simulation. The octree and the Peano-Hilbert structure are related. In the right panel of Fig. 2.3.5
we show the same particles of the left panel placed on a Peano-Hilbert curve. We have divided
the 12 particles into 4 processors by using the Peano-Hilbert (represented by colours). In this
case, each processor is controlling the same number of particles, so the work load is well balanced
between them. Besides, it is clear that points which are close in the curve, are also close in real
space, and therefore the processor responsible of them will control a region of the simulation that
is physically connected.
2.3.7 Star Formation and Sink Particles
To fully model star formation, we would need to model a huge range of densities, from the diffuse
areas of the ISM to protostellar densities. As the density of the gas increases during gravitational
collapse, the timesteps become smaller and smaller such that the simulation becomes prohibitively
slow.
To avoid this problem, the version of gadget2 we are using includes sink particles which
replace regions of very dense gas, and allow the simulations to continue. They are based on Clark
et al. (2008) and Jappsen et al. (2005) which is based on Bate et al. (1995). The gas particles in-
teract with each other through gravity and pressure forces, however the sink particles only interact
with gas particles through gravity and accretion. Each sink will have a radius that will be fixed
throughout the simulation and a density threshold. In our version of gadget2 , these two quantities
are free parameters that can be fixed at the beginning of the simulation. However, according to
Bate et al. (1995) and Bate & Burkert (1997) it is highly recommended that the mass of the sink is
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Figure 2.3.6: We show the sink particle (in grey) with its radius of influence and some sph particles
in colour. The blue particle enters the area of influence of the sink, but as it is not gravitationally
bound it escapes. The green particle, on the other hand, is trapped by the sink and merges with it.
over the Jeans Mass of the cloud. Therefore, we have to choose these two parameters accordingly.
Creation of Sink Particles
The creation of a sink happens when the gas lying within the sink radius satisfies the following
conditions:
1. The local density exceeds the density threshold of the sink.
2. The virial parameter of the system is α ≤ 12 .
3. If β represents the ratio of the rotational energy of the system with respect to gravity, then
α+ β ≤ 1, meaning that the kinetic energy due to translation and rotation is smaller than the
gravitational energy.
4. The total mechanical energy of the system is negative.
5. A sink is created if the gas particles are converging (∇ · ~v < 0), and the divergence of the
acceleration of the particles is negative.
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Accretion of Gas by Sink Particles
Once a sink particle is created, it may interact with the gas particles by accreting them. If a sph
particle lies within the sink radius, it may be accreted (as shown in Fig. 2.3.6). The sph particle
undergoes a series of test to determine if it is accreted:
1. The particle is gravitationally bound with the sink.
2. The angular momentum of the particle is small enough to form a bound orbit around the
sink.
3. The gravitational influence of other sinks is smaller than the one accreting the particle.
This last check becomes important in very dense areas in the simulations where many sinks are
clustered together. Once a sph particle is accreted, it becomes frozen (or dead) in the simulation
and it is ignored in further calculations. The sink will update its mass, angular and linear momen-
tum, and position accordingly with the centre of mass of the sph-sink particle system.
2.4 Method for Increasing the Resolution of a Galactic Cloud
Our goal is to simulate molecular clouds extracted from galactic simulations, using them as initial
conditions for our version of gadget2 . In order to use a cloud extracted from a full scale model
and resimulate it, we need to find a method for increasing the resolution to the scales we want to
sample. In doing so, the main physical invariants should be conserved: kinetic and gravitational
energy, momenta, and of course the mass, density distribution and morphology of the cloud. Thus,
one of the main caveats of the simulations is the resolution limit in a sph simulation, which is given
by the smallest smoothing length of the particles. The spatial physical properties of the system are
smoothed by definition according to this length.
The resolution of the galactic clouds should also satisfy the criterion of Bate & Burkert
(1997) and subsequent works. The smoothing length represents the distance around a given sph
particle at which it has the desired number of neighbours (Nneigh ∼ 50). Which is another way of
saying that the smallest amount of mass that sph can resolve is Mres ∼ 2 Nneigh mp, and therefore
any physical process (like gravitational collapse) that happens at smaller scales is missed. This
sets a limit to the Jeans Mass of any clump of matter within the simulation. We show the typical
values for a galactic GMC in Table 2.1. This indicates that we need to resolve 100 M with 2Nneigh
=100. And therefore the resolving mass is mr =
MJ
100 ∼ 1 M. As our initial particles have a mass
of ∼300 M, this implies that the factor F to increase the resolution is:
F =
MSPH
mr
=
312.5
1
∼ 300 (2.4.1)
To keep the relevant invariant quantities constant (see Appendix A for more detailed deriva-
tion) we will divide the mass of the initial particle by the factor F. But each new particle will have
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Table 2.1: Typical parameters of a GMC
Typical values for a Molecular Cloud
Total Mass of the Cloud: ∼ 106 M
Initial galactic sph Particles Mass: MS PH = 312.5 M
Approximate Radius: ∼ 100 pc
Average Density: ∼ 100 cm−3
Jeans Mass for T = 25 K: MJ ∼ 100 M
Figure 2.4.1: Cubic method for increasing resolution. The particles are placed in the corners of a
cube of size a · h where h is the smoothing length and a is a free parameter normally set to 1.
the same velocity as the original to conserve momentum and energy. It is also worth mentioning
that this factor F depends on the characteristics of each cloud, as the Jeans mass depends on its
density. Thus, we need to use a method to increase the resolution of our clouds, able to work for
an arbitrary F. In the following subsection we will explain the differences between methods.
2.4.1 Cubic Method
Our first choice was to follow the approach in (Dobbs 2015) and place 8 new particles in the cor-
ners of a cube as shown in Fig. 2.4.1. The cube has a size a · h where h is the smoothing length
and a is a free parameter normally set to unity.
This method has the advantage that it is very simple to implement, and it has already been
tested, and satisfies exactly the conditions for energy and moment conservation. However, it has
two major drawbacks. The first one is the introduction of artificial structure as shown on Fig. 2.4.2.
By placing the particles in a cubic structure we introduce an artificial pattern in the cloud. This is
visible in the first snapshots of the simulation (Fig 2.4.7). The other one is that F is defined by the
geometry of the method, and only certain quantities for F are allowed (9, 81, 729, etc...), lacking
the flexibility to define F as the Jeans Mass limit of the cloud requires. Recursive iterations of this
method will also cause particles placed on top of one another, making the search for neighbours
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Figure 2.4.2: Cubic method for increasing resolution. It shows a 2D iteration scheme with 5
refinement levels
infeasible.
2.4.2 Spherical Method
For this method, we uniformly scatter the particles around a sphere of radius a · h, where again the
h is the smoothing length and a a free parameter.
To create the sphere we generate 3 random numbers x, y, z between −a · h < x, y, z < a · h.
Then we calculate the radius r of the particle. If r < a · h then we generate a particle on that
position. We iterate this process until we have the desired number of new particles (F - 1). This
spherical method is fast and allows F to vary without any reasonable restrictions.
We have introduced the value a as a free parameter, to calculate the best size of the volume
in which we are generating particles. Initially we used a value of a = 1. We tested this initial value
by performing a χ2 fit. First, we compute the density in the a sample of 1000 points ri using the
initial matter distribution ρo (from the initial cloud):
ρo =
∑
j
m jW(~ri − ~roj , hi j). (2.4.2)
Then we choose a random value for a between 0.1 < a < 1.1 and calculate the density field
in the newly generated cloud ρhd
ρhd =
∑
j
m jW(~ri − ~rhdj , hi j). (2.4.3)
After that, we calculate the χ2 by using the following formula:
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χ2 =
∑
i
(
ρhd(~ri) − ρo(~ri)
ρo(~ri)
)2
. (2.4.4)
We repeat this process iteratively as in a typical Markov Chain Monte Carlo. At the end of
each iteration we check if χ2k < χ
2
k−1. If the new χ
2 value is bigger than the previous one, we reject
that value of a and randomly select a new one in the interval 0.1 < a < 1.1. If the value of the new
χ2 is smaller, then we keep the value of a. To increase the sampling of phase space we vary a by
5%, during the iterations where we keep the old value for a.
The result of this algorithm after more than 3600 iterations was a value of a ∼ 1 (a =
0.9814811), similar to our first assumption.
The main problem with the spherical method is that in the initial cloud, the density at a
given point ri is calculated by using the smoothing kernel and Eq. 2.2.5
ρ =
∑
j
m jW(~ri − ~r j, hi j). (2.4.5)
For a given initial particle, the sph density distribution follows the kernel, so ideally, the
distribution of the new particles should be as close as possible to the kernel. The density profile of
the new particles created using the spherical method, has a flatter profile (as shown in Fig. 2.4.3)
underestimating the density in the central area where the initial particle lies, and overestimating it
in the extremes.
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Figure 2.4.3: Density distribution for one particle using the smoothing kernel, and with a uni-
formly distributed sphere of particles. The spherical method overestimates the density in the outer
parts and underestimates it in the centre.
Although this method represents an improvement with respect to the cubic, we are still
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changing the initial mass distribution of particles. An improvement will be to scatter the new par-
ticles following the kernel distribution.
2.4.3 Smoothing Kernel Method
For this method, we generate a distribution of particles that follows the sph kernel, using the inverse
sampling method. Let P(x) be the cumulative probability distribution function, and dP(x)/dx be
the probability density. Let x, y be two sets of different random variables. Then the normalization
condition for P has to be satisfied ∫
dP
dy
dy =
∫
dP
dx
dx. (2.4.6)
If y is a function of x: y = f (x) and considering f as a well-behaved function then
dP
dy
=
dP
d f (x)
=
∣∣∣∣∣ dxd f (x)
∣∣∣∣∣ dPdx =
∣∣∣∣∣ ddx f −1
∣∣∣∣∣ dPdx (2.4.7)
In our particular case, x is the uniform random distribution we have used to calculate the
spherical method and y is the kernel function. Therefore, we need to calculate the inverse of f
( f −1) to be able to generate the kernel distribution using the uniform random number generator.
So, the conversion function is
g(x) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣d f −1(x)dx
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.4.8)
Figure 2.4.4: The function f −1 has 2 values for a given value of x.
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If in our case g(x) = W(x) and W(x) is always positive, then∫
W(x)dx =
∫
d f −1(x)→ f −1 =
∫
W(x)dx. (2.4.9)
Hence if x = r/h and dx = dr/h
f −1(x) =
∫
dxW(x) =
∫
dx
8
pih2

1 − 6x2 + 6x3 0 ≤ x ≤ 12 ,
2(1 − x)3 12 ≤ x ≤ 1,
0 x > 1.
(2.4.10)
If x < 1
f −1(x) =
8
pih2

x − 2x3 + 32 x4 0 ≤ x ≤ 12 ,
1
2 (1 − x)4 12 ≤ x ≤ 1.
(2.4.11)
However inverting this function is not trivial, as it does not have a unique value as Fig. 2.4.4
shows. To avoid this problem, we approximate the cubic kernel for a pseudogaussian distribution
G(x) =
8
pih3
e−
9
2 x
2
, (2.4.12)
where we have considered a Gaussian with µ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 13 h, and
arrange a different normalization factor to agree with the smoothing kernel W(x). In Fig. 2.4.5 we
plot the density distribution of the smoothing kernel and a pseudogaussian approximation, and the
results are similar. We may be worried about the precision lost by introducing the pseudogaussian,
but we have to bear in mind that we are already introducing noise from the random number gener-
ator and other sources.
The distribution given by 2.4.12 is easier to integrate and invert:∫
G(x)dx =
∫
d f −1(x)→ h−1 =
∫
G(x)dx. (2.4.13)
Hence if x = r/h and dx = dr/h
f −1(x) =
8
pih3
∫
e−
9
2 x
2
dx =
8
pih3
√
pi
2
2√
pi
∫
e−
9
2 x
2
dx. (2.4.14)
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Figure 2.4.5: We show here the comparison between the density distribution of the spline and
Gaussian kernel.
Now we make a change of variables t = 3x√
2
and therefore dt = 3√
2
dx
f −1(x) =
8
pih3
√
pi
2
√
2
3
2√
pi
∫
e−t
2
dt. (2.4.15)
And by identifying the Error Function Er f (t) = 2√
pi
∫
e−t2dt and rearranging factors
f −1(x) =
8
3h3
√
2pi
Er f (t) =
8
3h3
√
2pi
Er f
(
3√
2
x
)
. (2.4.16)
In this case Er f has a unique value, so it is easier to find the inverse. In Figure 2.4.6 we
present 1000 particles generated using this method. In comparison with the spherical uniform
method we have a dense core of particles surrounded by a less dense area.
2.4.4 Comparison between Methods
The three methods described above are relatively easy to implement and they preserve the structure
and global properties of the cloud reasonably well. If we define ~ro ≡ (xo, yo, zo) as the coordinates
of the original particle and ~ri ≡ (xi, yi, zi) (with i ranging from 1 to F - 1) as the coordinates of the
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Figure 2.4.6: 1000 particles created using the kernel method.
new particles, we can define ~δi ≡ (xi - xo, yi - yo, zi - zo) as the difference between the positions of
the newly created particles and the original. For the cubic method, it follows that
N∑
k=1
δk = 0. (2.4.17)
For the spherical and kernel method this is approximately true
N∑
k=1
δk ' 0. (2.4.18)
In Fig. 2.4.7 we present the initial state of a cloud, comparing the original resolution, to the
new cloud generated using the three methods described above. The three methods keep the origi-
nal morphology of the cloud, but the cubic produces a cloud with a grainier aspect. The spherical
and kernel method give similar results (it is very difficult to differentiate between them). To check
the introduction of new structure in the refined clouds, in Fig. 2.4.8 we show the power spectrum
of the x coordinate of the new particles for the three methods using the function psd in Matlab. As
expected the power spectrum for the cubic method is not flat. This means that at different scales
we are generating different structures. On the other hand, both spherical and kernel present flat
spectra, indicating that the random selection of particles is not introducing additional structure to
the system.
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Figure 2.4.7: First snapshot of the three methods compared to the original cloud. The methods
conserve the morphology of the clouds
It is worth mentioning that in all the tests we have performed, the initial differences in the
density profiles were smoothed out, after a few timesteps. Because of the smoothing, any small
difference in the system moves to a minimum in energy space, and therefore the systems evolve
similarly. Apart from the fact that new structure is added, the cubic method, is less suitable for our
purposes as the increase in resolution has to be done in discrete amounts given by the refinement
levels. We need flexibility to study a sample of molecular clouds very different in sizes, shapes
and velocity profiles. For these reasons we choose to use the sph kernel method to generate the
initial conditions of our simulations.
2.4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have explained in detail the tools needed to perform simulations of molecular
clouds selected from full scale galactic models. We will be using a Lagrangian sph code called
gadget2 that allows us to solve the hydrodynamical and gravitational equations using individual
smoothing length and timesteps, widely used and tested in the community. We also include sink
particles to model star formation. Lastly we have explained three possible methods for increasing
the resolution of the clouds we wish to simulate and we have chosen the one that reproduces the
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Figure 2.4.8: Comparison of the power spectrum for the x coordinate of the new particles for the
three methods.
density profile most accurately. Our next step is to carry out simulations of molecular clouds ex-
tracted from galactic simulations and compare them with the other initial conditions used in the
literature.
3
Comparing the Star Formation Process in Galactic
Clouds and Turbulent Spheres
"I always thought they were balls of gas burning billions of miles away"
– Pumbaa (The Lion King)
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we described a method to extract molecular clouds from galactic simula-
tions preserving their main physical properties: morphology, energy budget and both linear and
angular momentum. Our aim in this chapter is to test whether the inherited properties from the
parent galaxy simulation play a role in the star formation process, by comparing to clouds set up
without the context of a galaxy.
In the last decade there have been a large number of different numerical simulations mod-
elling star formation using Lagrangian and Eulerian codes. However, one of the limitations of
these simulations is the choice of initial conditions. The most typical approach to model star for-
mation at GMC scales (100 pc or less) is to assume a uniform turbulent sphere (e.g. Bate et al.
2002; Clark & Bonnell 2006; Bate 2009; Clark et al. 2011; Girichidis et al. 2011; Federrath et al.
2014). In these simulations the sphere collapses under its own gravity forming filaments with the
help of the initially imposed turbulent field. When using grid codes to model star formation, it is
common to adopt periodic boundary conditions, considering a periodic box filled with turbulent
gas (e.g. Gammie & Ostriker 1996; Offner et al. 2009; Padoan & Nordlund 2011; Federrath &
Klessen 2012; Myers et al. 2013) as an initial setup. Others study the effect of colliding masses of
turbulent gas to model the large-scale origin of molecular clouds by using planar colliding flows as
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initial conditions (e.g. Heitsch et al. 2006; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2006; Hennebelle et al. 2008;
Banerjee et al. 2009; Ntormousi et al. 2011; Clark et al. 2012b). One limitation of using colliding
flows is that the geometries normally used are simple, consisting of two different turbulent masses
of gas crashing at an angle of 180◦, which compress the gas in the interface and enhance star for-
mation there, neglecting the effect of shear between the flows. Walch et al. (2012) model clouds
as fractal structures, although their main focus is on examining the propagation of Hii regions into
structured clouds (see also Gritschneder et al. 2009). Most simulations adopt an imposed turbulent
velocity field to model the dynamics of the ISM.
All these methods have given us a picture of the star formation process in molecular clouds.
However, the phase space of these initial conditions is fairly restricted by their own geometry (a
sphere of gas which can be bigger or smaller, heavier or lighter, and the turbulence inside can be
more or less powerful). Our method allows us to study the clouds taken from their natal environ-
ment in a simulated galaxy. Before we include more complicated physics in the simulations we
intend to examine how the evolution of galactic clouds compare to the more usual initial condi-
tions. In this chapter we compare 5 clouds extracted from galactic simulations, with three turbulent
spheres of gas.
3.2 Galactic Clouds
We start with the galaxy simulation described in Dobbs & Pringle (2013) and shown in the back-
ground of Figure 3.2.1. They use the sph code sphng to perform one of the most realistic galactic
simulations to date. It includes self-gravity and a galactic potential with two components: one log-
arithmic following Binney & Tremaine (1987) and a spiral perturbation based on Cox & Gomez
(2002). For the spiral potential they chose 2 arms, as that is the case for most symmetric galaxies.
Creating molecular clouds requires the formation of cold areas in the ISM therefore in Dobbs &
Pringle (2013) they include ISM cooling and heating following Glover & Mac Low (2007a,b).
They also model the H2 chemistry using the same approach as Bergin et al. (2004). We will ex-
plain the chemistry and the ISM cooling-heating in further detail in Chapter 4. For the stellar
feedback, instead of using complicated schemes that include winds and radiation pressure (Agertz
et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2011) they use a simpler approach following Dobbs et al. (2011b). They
assume feedback from SNe and consider that each SN injects 1051 erg, including an efficiency pa-
rameter  ≤ 1. They inject this energy whenever a gravitationally bound pocket of gas exceeds the
density of 1000 cm−3. The total energy injected from stellar feedback is
ES N = 
MH2
160M
1051 erg. (3.2.1)
Only the molecular hydrogen contributes to the stellar feedback, and the factor 1/160 comes
from the assumption of a Salpeter IMF (see Salpeter 1955) with limits 0.1 and 100 M. To extract
the clouds from the galaxy we select a box of gas (L ∼ 100 pc) which includes the cloud, and in-
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Figure 3.2.1: Top-down view of the simulated galaxy showing the position of two selected clouds.
On the top left, we display the column density plot of an inter-arm cloud (Cloud B), with both the
original and increased resolution. On the right, we show the column density plot of an arm cloud
(Cloud A) at both resolutions.
crease the resolution by a factor of F following the sph kernel method described in Chapter 2. The
sph particle mass in the galaxy simulation is 312.5 M, and the giant molecular clouds (GMCs)
contain ∼ 104 particles, hence 500 ≤ F ≤ 1000.
Figure 3.2.1, shows the galactic simulation at 250 Myr from which we have selected two
clouds, one inside a spiral arm (Cloud A), and the other in an inter-arm region (Cloud B), both
with an approximate radius of 100 pc. We display these two clouds in the two insets of Figure 1,
with the original and increased resolution. In Fig. 3.2.2 we show the velocity dispersion of Cloud
A compared to Larson’s relation. Both Cloud A and B are found to exhibit a velocity dispersion
relation of σ ∝ r1/2 (Dobbs (2015) shows a number of clouds roughly following this relation).
Although the original galactic simulation included the prior evolution of these clouds, it did
not contain sink particles, or followed star formation in detail. We traced back the gas in Cloud
A to a time of 240 Myr in order to follow the preceding stages of Cloud A’s evolution when the
gas was less gravitationally bound (we call this model Early A). Lastly we wanted to test if the
method of extracting galactic clouds is robust, given the large increase in resolution. Hence, we
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Figure 3.2.2: In this Figure we compare the velocity dispersion of the galactic Cloud A with the
ideal velocity dispersion of a turbulent sphere generated using the method explained in this section.
have selected two clouds in a spiral arm taken from a simulation by Dobbs (2015), with a original
particle mass of 3.85 M (Cloud C and D). For these clouds, we only increase the resolution by a
factor of F = 30, obtaining a mass for the particles of ∼0.1 M. The details for these clouds are
included in Table 3.1.
3.3 Creating Turbulent Spherical Molecular Clouds
From the three usual choices in the literature (turbulent spheres, colliding flows and fractal molec-
ular clouds) we have used turbulent spherical clouds as a benchmark. The main reason for this
choice is that it is the most common way of generating initial conditions, and it allows us to match
the properties of the galactic and spherical clouds easily. We follow the approach in Dobbs et al.
(2005) based on Dubinski et al. (1995) and similar to Bate et al. (2003).
We set up three spheres (Sphere A, B, C) to compare them with Clouds A, B and C. We
match the physical properties of the spheres with the clouds by selecting a similar virial parameter.
To create a turbulent velocity field we use a grid algorithm generating Gaussian turbulence in
Fourier space, and applying the inverse Fourier transform to reproduce the velocity field. We
obtain an incompressible turbulent field, that is divergence free, by using the velocity potential ~A
~u = ∇ × ~A. (3.3.1)
The initial power spectrum of our velocity field follows a Gaussian velocity field according
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Figure 3.3.1: Column density plot of the initial state for Sphere A. The projected velocity field is
superposed on the density plot.
to
P(k) ≡ 〈|~uk|〉2 ∝ ~k−n. (3.3.2)
We choose n = 4 so that the velocity scaling relation goes as σ ∝ r 12 (Myers & Gammie
1999), comparable to the galactic clouds. We generate ~A in Fourier space sampling its components
(~Ak) from a grid of wavevectors (kx, ky, kz) and the following formula
~Ak = |~k|−(n+2)/2(Cxeiθx ,Cyeiθy ,Czeiθz). (3.3.3)
We choose the coefficients Ci and the phases θi so that the vectors generated by ~Ak sat-
isfy Eq. 3.3.2. We extract the Ci’s from a Rayleigh distribution, and the phases from a random
distribution between 0 < θ < 2pi. Then the inverse Fourier transform of ∇ × ~Ak is
~u =
1
2pi
∑
~k
i~k × ~Akei~k·~r, (3.3.4)
and the velocity field in real space becomes
ux =
1
2pi
kmaxx∑
−kmaxx
kmaxy∑
−kmaxy
kmaxz∑
−kmaxz
|~k|−(n+2)/2
[
kzCysin(~k · ~r + φy) − kyCzsin(~k · ~r + φz)
]
, (3.3.5)
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Figure 3.3.2: Column density plot of the initial state for the eight clouds described in this chapter.
We include the masses, radius and virial parameters.
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Table 3.1: Mass, radius, velocity dispersion, virial parameter, number of particles, factor for in-
creasing resolution F, resolved mass (Mr) and Jeans mass for each simulated cloud.
Cloud Mass R σ α Part # F Mr MJ
(M) (pc) (km/s) (M) (M)
Early A 6.1 × 106 200 11.48 5.01 1.07 × 107 550 56 1600
Cloud A 4.3 × 106 100 8.75 2.07 9.60 × 106 700 45 700
Sphere A 3.0 × 106 100 7.60 2.24 1.00 × 107 N/A 36 760
Cloud B 2.6 × 106 100 5.17 1.18 1.01 × 107 1000 26 900
Sphere B 3.6 × 106 100 6.08 1.19 1.00 × 107 N/A 30 840
Cloud C 1.4 × 106 100 7.80 5.02 1.09 × 107 30 12 1230
Sphere C 1.5 × 106 100 8.52 5.63 1.00 × 107 N/A 15 1186
Cloud D 1.5 × 106 100 7.73 4.78 1.07 × 107 30 12 1203
uy =
1
2pi
kmaxx∑
−kmaxx
kmaxy∑
−kmaxy
kmaxz∑
−kmaxz
|~k|−(n+2)/2
[
kxCzsin(~k · ~r + φz) − kzCxsin(~k · ~r + φx)
]
, (3.3.6)
uz =
1
2pi
kmaxx∑
−kmaxx
kmaxy∑
−kmaxy
kmaxz∑
−kmaxz
|~k|−(n+2)/2
[
kyCxsin(~k · ~r + φx) − kxCysin(~k · ~r + φy)
]
. (3.3.7)
We define the values for the kmaxi by the size of the grid (Lx, Ly, Lz), e.g. kx = 2pi/Lx.
We adjust the amplitude of the turbulent velocity field so that the velocity dispersion of the
turbulent sphere is comparable to the equivalent galactic cloud. Then we change the mass of the
sphere so that the virial parameters are similar. In Fig. 3.3.1 we present the column density plot
of the initial state for Sphere A. The projected velocity field is superposed on the density plot. In
Fig. 3.3.2 we show the 8 clouds with their masses, radii and virial parameters. Also, in Table
3.1 we have included the number of particles in each simulation, the factor F for increasing the
resolution of the cloud, and the resolved sph mass (Mr) compared to the Jeans mass for the cloud.
To calculate MJ we consider a temperature of 25 K and a volume-based density.
3.4 Details of the simulations
Although observed clouds are very cold, T ∼ 10 K, we performed isothermal simulations with
50 K which ensures that the Jeans mass is well resolved (Bate & Burkert 1997). We also ran
simulations with 20 K, which gave similar overall results (see Fig. 3.4.1). In the left panel of the
figure we show Cloud A simulated with 20 K, whereas on the right we show the results of the 50
K simulation. The global structure of both clouds is similar, but in the colder cloud the filaments
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Figure 3.4.1: Column density plots of the clouds 2 Myr in the simulation. In the left panel we
show Cloud A simulated at 20 K and in the right panel the same cloud modelled at 50 K.
manage to collapse further, and they are thinner, and produce more sink particles. We include sink
particles similar to Bate et al. (1995) at densities of ρsink = 1.6× 104 cm−3 with a sink radius Rsink
= 0.1 pc using the implementation in Clark et al. (2008) (based on Jappsen et al. 2005). These
parameters ensure that the minimum mass of a sink
msink =
4
3
piR3sinkρsink > MJ , (3.4.1)
is over the Jeans Mass for each cloud with a temperature of 50 K.
We run simulations of the GMCs for 16 Myr and the spheres for 24 Myr, which corresponds
to at least 3 free fall times for all of the clouds. We do not include the galactic potential in our
simulations (as described in Dobbs et al. 2006). We tested its impact on Early A, the biggest cloud,
but there were no major differences. The rotational period of the galaxy at the radius of our clouds
(∼ 220 Myr) is much greater than the simulation time of our clouds, and the clouds do not traverse
between the spiral arms and interarm regions in any of our calculations.
3.5 Comparing the evolution of the galactic clouds with the turbulent
spheres
We demonstrate the column density plots of the eight clouds 5 Myr after the first star is formed in
Figure 3.5.1 (except for Early A). In the galactic simulation Early A evolves into Cloud A after 10
Myr. Therefore, in Figure 3.5.1 we show Early A at 15 Myr, to compare it with Cloud A at 5 Myr.
If we include the galactic potential Early A would move in an orbit around the galactic centre. For
this plot we show Early A rotated accordingly. All clouds show a complex filamentary network
and are highly structured, whether using the initial conditions from the galaxy, or the turbulent
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Figure 3.5.1: Column density plots of the clouds 5 Myr after the first star is formed are shown
except for Early A (which is shown at 15 Myr to compare it with Cloud A). The sink particles are
represented by black dots. The galactic clouds show a variety of density configurations, with Cloud
A showing a rather complex network of filaments, Cloud B and Early A being dominated by one
main long dense filament, and Cloud C and D appearing as rather diffuse and barely substructured
cloud. Sphere A and B are dominated by two dense filaments that coalesce in the centre of the
cloud. Sphere C has expanded so that we only show a portion of the cloud.
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Figure 3.5.2: Density PDFs are shown for all the simulated clouds. The clouds have similar PDF
compared with the turbulent spheres. Cloud C and D have more diffuse gas than the rest of the
clouds, and as Sphere C has evolved for longer, the high density tail is larger.
spheres (except for Sphere C that has expanded considerably). The main structures in Clouds A
and B reflect the galactic structure - the most dominant filaments in each are aligned with a spiral
arm and inter-arm spur respectively. If we compare Cloud A and Sphere A we can see that star
formation is more widespread in Cloud A, rather than restricted to one or two main filaments, as
is the case for Sphere A. For both Cloud B and Sphere B, the cloud evolution and location of star
formation is dominated by one or two long filaments. Both Cloud A and Early A have two main
filaments and a cluster of stars in the centre. However, the evolution of Early A is altered by the
large number of sink particles formed at early times. Cloud C and D have formed far fewer stars
and has less dense features compared to all other clouds, even though they start from a similar
unbound state (as e.g. Early A, even though it will evolve into a virialised cloud). If we zoom
from the figure showing Sphere C, we find a similar structure to the other two spheres, with two
long filaments coalescing in the centre. However, Sphere C is so unbound that it expands in our
simulation with very few overdense areas.
In Figure 3.5.2 we show the density PDF (Probability Density Function, e.g. see Vázquez-
Semadeni (1994)) for all the clouds at the time when the first sink particle is created. The PDFs
show good agreement between the spheres and galactic GMCs. All PDFs are similar, except for
Cloud C and D, which stand out for containing significantly more low density gas when compared
to the other clouds. We observe that the PDF of Sphere C is shifted towards high densities, but
this is because the first sink is created 12 Myr in the simulation, and although the cloud is globally
unbound, turbulence has had more time to create highly dense areas in the filaments. In the first
stages of the simulation, the PDFs for the turbulent spheres are obviously narrower in comparison
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to the rest of the GMCs.
In Figure 3.5.3 we show the star formation rate defined as SFR(t) = M˙∗(t), where M˙∗(t) is
the time derivative of the mass contained in sinks. We have used bins of 0.1 Myr. In colours we
show the SFR of the galactic clouds. The star formation process is similar for A, B and Early A,
starting almost from initialisation, as these clouds already have overdense regions. Once the initial
star formation burst is over, the SFR decreases during the remainder of the simulation because
there is less gas available (as it has been accreted by the sinks). For Cloud C, the star formation
rate behaves differently - it increases slowly, and is significantly lower than the other clouds during
most of the simulation. For Cloud D the SFR is also lower compared to Clouds A and B, but after
5 Myr it is half way between A and B and Cloud C. This and the observation that Sphere C has
a very low SFR, indicates that the initial resolution (or F) is not a factor. That said, there may
be some selection effect from the simulations of Dobbs (2015) as they have higher resolution and
stellar feedback, resolving the velocity field at smaller scales
In grey scale we depict the SFR of the spheres. We have set the origin of time when the
first sink is formed. Sphere A, B and C need 7, 6 and 12 Myr to create the first sink respectively.
Sphere A and B need another 4 - 5 Myr to reach the peak of the SFR, but at later times their SFRs
are very similar to the GMCs.
Whilst the SFRs of Cloud A and B are in agreement with the spheres, Cloud C and D have
lower SFR than Early A, but higher than Sphere C, even though these five clouds have similar
virial parameters. We suspect this could be a consequence of the large scale velocity field. We
include a velocity map of the clouds 5 Myr after the first sink is created in Figure 3.5.4. For Sphere
A and B, the velocity field mainly traces the gravitational collapse in the main filaments where star
formation happens. For Sphere C the velocity field also traces the gravitational collapse but the
diffuse filaments are outside the range of Fig. 3.5.4 as the velocity field in Sphere C is clearly
divergent. Cloud B also presents a velocity field dominated by the gravitational field. The ve-
locity field for Cloud A and Early A shows stronger rotation, but there is still convergence in the
centre where stars are forming. Cloud C has a particular velocity field inherited from the galactic
simulation. It has a strong pair of divergent flows in the northern and southern regions, which
results in the disruption of the cloud, inhibiting star formation. In Cloud D we can also notice
these shear flows, although they are not as strong as in Cloud C, specially in the northern part of
the cloud. This suggests that the shear flows in Figure 3.5.4 are responsible for the difference in
star formation rate for Cloud C and D. The effects of the different velocity fields are clearer when
visualising the evolution of the clouds and spheres in a movie.
If we define the total star formation efficiency as SFE = M∗/Mocl where M∗ is the total mass
contained in sinks and Mocl the initial mass of the cloud. The total star formation efficiencies we
obtain for all cases are high (∼ 50%) compared with the observed ∼ 5% (e.g. Bigiel et al. 2008;
Evans et al. 2009). However, we have not included magnetic fields or feedback processes which
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Figure 3.5.3: Top Panel: In colours we show the SFR for the galactic clouds. Clouds A, B and
Early A present a similar behaviour creating stars in the beginning and gradually decreasing after-
wards. The efficiency for Cloud C and D is much lower. In grey scale we show the SFR for the
spheres. We have set the origin of time when the first sink is created. Bottom Panel, we show the
star formation efficiency using the same colour scheme.
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Figure 3.5.4: Projected velocity field (in white arrows) superposed on the column density maps
for the clouds at 5 Myr, after the first star is formed (except for Early A that we show it at 15
Myr to compare it with Cloud A). In the spheres, the velocity field follows the direction of the
gravitational collapse, and the highest velocities are in the vicinity of a filament. Cloud B also
presents a velocity field dominated by gravitational collapse. For Early A and Cloud A the ve-
locities inherited from the galactic simulations are more important than those arising from the
gravitational collapse (except in the densest areas). The shear flows inherited from the galaxy
inhibit star formation in Cloud C and D.
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Figure 3.6.1: Evolution of the fraction of the mass of the cloud captured in sinks and in gas for
Cloud A and Early A. In this case we are using the simulation time for the galaxy to compare both
clouds at the same stage.
likely reduce the efficiencies to smaller values ∼ 10 − 20% (e.g. Price & Bate 2009; Dobbs et al.
2011b; Federrath & Klessen 2012, 2013; Dale et al. 2014).
3.6 Star Formation History
The galactic clouds form stars immediately in the simulations. This suggests that starting with
turbulent spheres misses some star formation history (SFH). Also there are differences in stellar
content between the galactic simulations, Early A and Cloud A (the galactic simulations do not
use sinks). We study the SFH by tracing back the gas that constitutes Cloud A 10 Myr earlier in
the galactic simulation (Early A). In Fig. 3.5.1 we show Cloud A and Early A at 255 Myr in the
galactic simulation time. We have rotated the column density plot of Early A as it would appear in
the galactic simulation. We observe that the overall structure of both clouds is similar: both clouds
have two long filaments coalescing in the centre of the cloud. However, they are different entities,
even though they come from the same cloud in the galactic simulations. The filaments in Cloud A
have denser gas compared to Early A. This is because Early A has been forming sinks for longer
time (∼ 10 Myr more), and these sinks have been trapping dense gas for a longer period of time.
In Fig. 3.6.1 we present the evolution of the fraction of mass of the cloud in the gaseous
component (solid lines) and in sinks (dotted lines) for Cloud A and Early A. To avoid confusion
we use the time in the galactic simulation, and show the first 6 Myr of Cloud A. Cloud A starts
as entirely gaseous, and after 6 Myr, 30% of the mass is already in sinks. Initially Early A also
starts as completely gaseous, but this occurs at 240 Myr. In the re-simulated clouds, Early A has
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Figure 3.7.1: Example of two spheres of gas with a peculiar velocity field. On the right panel,
we have a sphere that is being stretched out by a velocity field that points upwards in the northern
hemisphere and downwards in the southern. On the left panel we have the opposite case. The
average velocity for both spheres is close to zero. The velocity dispersion of both cases is similar,
(as the average is zero) it is basically the average of the square of the modulus of the velocity
10 extra Myr to form more sinks. So, at 250 Myr, Early A has more than 30% of its mass in sinks.
The overall virial state of the cloud also differs when the mass is in sinks or the gaseous component.
We expect the SFR to be reduced when including stellar feedback. The winds, Hii regions,
SNe will disperse the dense material around the sinks, stopping the accretion of gas by them. Thus
we may expect the SFH of Cloud A and Early A to be more alike, as less gas is going to form
stars, so the difference would be less extreme.
3.7 Characterizing the Velocity Field
The results from this chapter suggest that the velocity field inherited from the galactic simulations
plays an important role in the star formation process. It seems worthwhile to try to characterise the
velocity field using some parameters to assess the ability of a given cloud to form stars. The first
parameter, already introduced in Chapter 1 is the virial parameter α. It gives us information about
the global gravitational state of the cloud, by comparing the gravitational field with the velocity
dispersion of the gas. One limitation of the virial parameter is that the velocity dispersion does not
depend on the direction of the velocity field.
For a cloud with a random velocity field, with the gas in each part of the cloud moving in
a different direction, the virial parameter can be a good indicator of star formation, as there are
no preferred directions in the velocity field. On the other hand, if we imagine a spherical cloud
divided in two hemispheres (like the one shown on the left panel of Fig. 3.7.1), and the velocity
field points upwards in the northern hemisphere and downwards in the south, it is very unlikely
that this cloud may form stars, as it will be dispersed. Even if the gravitational force of this spe-
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cial cloud is strong enough to eventually hold the cloud together, the star formation process will
happen at later times compared to a sphere with a non-ordered velocity field. In contrast, for the
other cloud represented on the right panel of Fig. 3.7.1, the velocity field is compressing the gas in
the cloud facilitating the star formation process and yielding a faster and greater SFR. The average
velocity for both clouds is equal to zero, and the velocity dispersion, as long as the amplitude of
the velocity field is equal but reversed in sign, is the same for both hemispheres. If both spheres
have the same mass, as the virial parameter depends only on the mass and velocity dispersion of
the cloud, it will be the same for both spheres.
This oversimplified and extreme example shows us that a more detailed description of the
velocity field is needed to characterise the star formation process. We are limited when studying
the effect of the velocity field if we use as initial conditions turbulent spheres/boxes or colliding
flows. In these cases we are imposing the initial velocity field via initial conditions. For colliding
flows, we are artificially forcing a scenario similar to the right panel of Fig. 3.7.1. As our galactic
clouds have complex morphologies and velocity fields inherited from the galactic simulation, it is
easier to notice the effect of the velocity field.
We also characterise the velocity field in terms of the average of the radial component of
the velocity defined as 〈~r ·~u/~r〉, and average axial component of the velocity defined as 〈|~r ×~u|/~r〉.
In order to be able to compare different clouds we normalise these parameters using the velocity
dispersion of each cloud. We define
βu =
1
σu
〈
~r · ~u
|~r|
〉
, (3.7.1)
and for the axial component we define
γu =
1
σu
〈 |~r × ~u|
|~r|
〉
. (3.7.2)
With these three dimensionless parameters (α, βu, γu) we may describe the gravitational
and kinetic state of a given molecular cloud. For each timestep we calculate the average of the
radial and axial components of the velocity of each particle and average it by the initial velocity
dispersion of the cloud. As all particles have the same mass the results are mass averaged. When
there are no sinks the SFR is zero, after which we calculate α, βu, γu for the clouds from the
moment when the first sink is created for a period of 10 Myr.
In Fig. 3.7.2 we show the evolution of the SFR for the clouds as the mass averaged virial
parameter changes. Cloud C and D start from an unbound state and evolve into a bound state as
they create filaments where sinks are formed.
We show the relation between the SFR and βu in Fig. 3.7.3. We see that, in general, a
negative βu implies a high SFR. The results are mass averaged so the denser parts of the clouds
have a higher contribution. That is why even though Cloud C and D are expanding globally, both
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Figure 3.7.2: SFR for different clouds versus the virial parameter as it changes during the simu-
lation. Even though Cloud C has a virial parameter comparable with Cloud D, its SFR is smaller
than for the rest of the clouds. Clouds A and B also have similar SFR despite having different
virial parameters.
Figure 3.7.3: SFR for the different clouds versus βu.
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Figure 3.7.4: SFR for the different clouds versus γu.
have negative βu as the simulation evolves. In Fig. 3.7.4 we show the average axial velocity of the
clouds. Both clouds C and D are dominated by galactic shear, so their axial velocities are small
during most simulation. Cloud A presents high values of γu as it is a cloud that is rotating. The
horizontal branch of Cloud A at later times may indicate that the gas is being trapped in sinks and
the remaining gas tends to be low density gas with high velocity.
These are preliminary results that have only been tested in 4 clouds. Ideally we need to
test a greater sample of GMCs to study the influence of the velocity field characteristics in the star
formation process. It would be interesting to study the evolution of clouds extracted from different
parts of the galaxy and see how the values of α, βu, γu are related to the SFR of each cloud, and
compare them to other methods of studying the velocity field, such as the ones used by Federrath
& Klessen (2012); Konstandin et al. (2015); Renaud et al. (2014).
3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we showed the results of performing numerical simulations of clouds that have been
extracted from galactic simulations. We selected five clouds and modelled three turbulent spheres
that resemble three of the galactic clouds as closely as possible. We explored the differences and
similarities of using turbulent spheres and GMCs as initial conditions to model the star formation
process. The main advantage of the GMCs compared to the turbulent spheres is that they provide
a wider variety of morphologies and velocity structures which influence the clouds’ evolution and
properties.
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There are some clear similarities between the simulated GMCs and turbulent spheres, their
PDFs are similar and generally the star formation rates are also analogous. Although the initial
PDFs of the spheres are narrower, they eventually become comparable to most of the GMCs at
late times. The spheres also have comparable SFRs once they have evolved and formed dense
areas able to produce stars, except perhaps for Sphere C that constitutes a bad choice for initial
conditions of a star forming cloud. However in some instances the GMCs can evolve to show
different behaviour from each other, and the spheres, dependent on their initial conditions. The
velocity field from larger (galactic) scales affects the morphology, kinematics and can effect the
star formation in those clouds.
Another advantage with respect to turbulent spheres is that as well as modelling clouds in
different environments (for example arm and inter-arm regions), we can also study different stages
of their evolution. We found that Cloud A and Early A, which should be the same cloud, have
different morphologies due to following sink particle creation in Early A. Our results are some-
what extreme, as we do not include feedback and the star formation rate in Early A is far too
high. However this highlights that likely all simulations of isolated clouds will miss a previous
star formation history. This problem can perhaps be lessened when using galactic or spiral arm
scale simulations (Dobbs 2015) and tracing clouds back to earlier stages.
The influence of the inherited properties appears to have as much impact on star formation
as the virial parameter of the clouds. For instance, Cloud C and Early A have similar virial param-
eters, but the star formation rate of Early A is more comparable to the other models, whereas in
Cloud C it is partially inhibited by the inherited shear flows. Spheres can be divergent or conver-
gent but they do not represent other aspects of the galactic flows such as shear. Our conclusions
are in agreement with Federrath & Klessen (2012). They find that the compressive and solenoidal
components of a turbulent velocity field (quantified by the mode mixture parameter b) have a large
impact on star formation. This constitutes the main advantage of the GMCs, enabling different en-
vironments which would be difficult to reproduce with turbulent spheres.
In this chapter we have also described an attempt to characterise the star formation process
in terms of two more dimensionless quantities (βu, γu) in addition to to the virial parameter. How-
ever due to the limited number of clouds studied, we believe that we need to extend this analysis
to a a more statistically representative sample of clouds, to be able to draw more solid conclusions.
4
Chemistry in Cold Galactic Molecular Clouds
"Chemistry is, well technically, chemistry is the study of matter. But I prefer to see it
as the study of change."
– Walter White (Breaking Bad)
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we produced simulated clouds to model the star formation process with
more variety than the more conventional turbulent spheres. However, we used isothermal simula-
tions at a low temperature, and we included no chemistry in our galactic clouds. In this chapter,
we describe the ISM heating/cooling algorithm that provides a more realistic description for our
simulated clouds and allows us to model a multiphase ISM. With stellar feedback (Chapter 5) gas
will heat up to 106 K, and therefore we need to be able to model gas at a wide range of tempera-
tures. We will also describe the models we have chosen to simulate the chemistry of H2 and CO
in our galactic clouds, so that we can trace the formation of molecular hydrogen from atomic. As
H2 is very difficult to observe, we will analyse the relationship between H2 and CO in our clouds,
producing synthetic observations of the clouds to calculate the X-factor in our simulations.
This chapter is organised as follows. First we describe the chemistry models used for H2
and CO. Then we explain the cooling and heating processes we include. In the following section
we present the tests we performed. The final section of this chapter details the different results from
the simulations, thermal properties, and chemical abundances. We end comparing our clouds with
observations producing synthetic maps of CO.
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4.2 Chemistry Model
The ISM harbours a complex network of chemical reactions, involving a great diversity of molecules
(from the simple H2 to the complex PAHs) that contribute to heating and cooling. In this thesis we
are mainly interested in modelling the formation of molecular hydrogen and CO. We choose H2
because it is the most abundant molecule in the ISM and is where star formation occurs, and CO
because it is widely used as a H2 tracer.
4.2.1 H2 Chemistry
H2 is the most abundant molecule in the ISM. To model its creation and destruction we use a model
based on Bergin et al. (2004) (also used in Pettitt et al. 2014; Dobbs et al. 2008). We consider the
evolution of the concentration of molecular hydrogen as
dn(H2)
dt
= C(H) − D(H2), (4.2.1)
where C and D represent the creation and destruction of hydrogen respectively. The ma-
jority of the H2 molecules forms in the surface of dust grains. We model this process in terms of
a temperature-dependent grain formation rate of H2, Rgr(T), in a similar way as Hollenbach et al.
(1971)
Rgr(T ) = 2.2 · 10−18S
√
T (cm3s−1). (4.2.2)
The first term in Rgr is a constant and accounts for the relative average densities of dust and
hydrogen on the ISM and other conversion factors. The following term S , represents the efficiency
of the formation of H2 in dust grains that we set to a constant value of S = 0.3, although in practice
this efficiency depends on both the gas and dust temperature (Cazaux & Tielens 2004, and refer-
ences therein). Lastly the
√
T represents the thermal movement of the gas, and in conjunction with
density, determines the probability of collision between gas and dust. The creation of hydrogen
depends on the amount of atomic hydrogen and the total number of hydrogen atoms in a region,
n = n(H) + 2n(H2), hence
C(H) = Rgr(T ) n(H) n. (4.2.3)
We consider two main processes for the destruction of H2, the action of cosmic rays and
photodissociation. We assume the effect of cosmic rays to be constant, ζCR = 6 · 10−18 cm3 s−1
(Bergin et al. 2004). This term is low unless the column density of molecular gas becomes large.
We model the photodissociation by first considering the photodissociation for unshielded H2. We
assume its rate to be constant with ζo = 4.17·10−11 cm3 s−1, for a cloud at T = 100 K with a density
of 100 cm−2 and considering local thermodynamical equilibrium (Draine & Bertoldi 1996). This
term represents the total number of photons available to dissociate a molecule of hydrogen in the
proximity of a star. However, in a molecular cloud these photons can be absorbed and re-emitted
at longer wavelengths by the dust and the H2 itself. For the photons absorbed by dust we follow
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Draine & Bertoldi (1996) and consider a factor of dust absorption:
fdust = e−τd,1000 , (4.2.4)
where τd,1000 is the optical depth of dust for the UV radiation at 1000 Å with value τd,1000 =
2 · 10−21[N(H) + 2N(H2)], where N(H) and N(H2) represent the column densities for atomic and
molecular hydrogen respectively. Lastly the outer parts of molecular H2 regions can also self-
shield the inner parts of the cloud. For the self-shielding of H2 we use the fitting formula from
Draine & Bertoldi (1996):
fshield =
0.965
(1 + x/3)2
+
0.035√
1 + x
e−8.5·10
−4 √1+x, (4.2.5)
where x = N(H2)/5 · 1014 cm2 and we assume a Doppler broadening parameter b = 3km/s.
Hence the total destruction of H2 is
D(H2) = [ζCR + ζo fshield fdust] n(H2). (4.2.6)
For the chemistry we consider that all the hydrogen is either in an atomic or molecular state,
neglecting any amount of Hii for these calculations, as we are modelling cold areas of the ISM.
We define aH2, the hydrogen abundance for each gas particle, as:
aH2 =
n(H2)
n(H) + 2n(H2)
. (4.2.7)
4.2.2 CO Chemistry
For modelling the chemistry of CO we also follow Pettitt et al. (2014) which is based on Nelson &
Langer (1997). They consider a simplified model that assumes the direct transformation between
C+ and CO. The process starts with an ionised atom of carbon that interacts with a molecule of
hydrogen creating a hydrocarbon and emitting the excess energy with a photon:
C+ + H2 → CH+2 + γ. (4.2.8)
The rate of this reaction is defined as ko. CH+2 interacts with the surrounding H2 rapidly
becoming either CH or CH2 (denoted by CHx). This reaction is much faster than Eq. 4.2.8. Lastly,
the resulting hydrocarbon CHx interacts with neutral oxygen to obtain CO:
O + CHx → CO + Hx + γ. (4.2.9)
Once the CO is created, it is a relatively stable molecule, and it is destroyed mainly by
photodissociation. Nelson & Langer (1997) do not consider self-shielding for the CO. As for the
H2 we model the CO production rate as
dn(CO)
dt
= C(C+) − D(CO), (4.2.10)
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where C and D stand for the rates of creation and destruction of CO. For the creation of CO
we consider
C(C+) = kon(C+) n β, (4.2.11)
where ko = 5 · 10−16 (cm3s−1) is the rate of Eq. 4.2.8. β is a measurement of the rate at
which Eq. 4.2.9 occurs, and it is defined as
β =
k1X(O)
k1X(O) + Go[ζCHx/n(H2)]
, (4.2.12)
where k1 = 5 · 10−10 (cm3s−1) and X(O) is the numerical abundance of neutral oxygen.
Go represents how much the UV field differs from the standard ISM value (Habing 1968), and
we consider it to be standard (Go = 1). The factor ζCHx accounts for the photodissociation of the
hydrocarbon:
ζCHx = 5 · 10−10e−τd,1000 . (4.2.13)
We assume that the formation of CO only happens in the densest (and therefore molecular)
parts of our simulation, and that is why for calculating τd,1000 for CO, we use the column density
of H2. For the destruction of CO we consider only photodissociation from UV sources (mainly
nearby OB stars). Hence, if ζCO = Go · 10−10e−τd,1000 then
D(CO) = ζCO n(CO). (4.2.14)
To calculate the column densities we assume a fixed length Lchem that we set as a parameter
at the beginning of the simulations
N(H2) = Lchem n(H2), (4.2.15)
N(CO) = Lchem n(CO). (4.2.16)
Similarly to the H2 we define aCO as the CO abundance.As we are selecting GMCs from the
galactic scale simulations, our clouds are denser on average than the galaxy they come from. This
increases the column density of H2, that is used to calculate the self-shielding of H2, and the dust
absorption for both H2 and CO.
4.3 Cooling-Heating Model
In reality molecular clouds likely consist of an intermixed gas: the molecular regions are sur-
rounded by CNM and WNM. The temperature range in the ISM is still wide (10 - 104 K Glover &
Mac Low 2007a; Field et al. 1969) without including stellar feedback. In the previous chapter we
performed isothermal simulations of molecular clouds at very low temperatures, without consid-
ering the different phases of the ISM. To simulate the thermodynamics of our clouds, we use one
of the most complex models available, detailed in Glover & Mac Low (2007a).
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Table 4.1: Different cooling mechanisms considered by Glover & Mac Low (2007a) ordered by
the temperature range where they are more effective.
Temperature Range Process Reference
T > 8000 K Resonance lines for H, Sutherland & Dopita (1993)
He and another heavy elements
T < 10000 K Interaction of electrons Wolfire et al. (2003)
with dust grains and PAH
T ∼ 2000 K Collisions of C+ with H2, Silva & Viegas (2002)
neutral hydrogen and free electrons
T ∼ 2000 K Collisions of O with H2, Silva & Viegas (2002)
neutral hydrogen and free electrons
T ∼ 2000 K Collisions of Si+ with H2, Silva & Viegas (2002)
neutral hydrogen and free electrons
T < 200 K Molecular Transitions of H2 Le Bourlot et al. (1999)
(transitions J = 2→ 0 and J = 3→ 1)
Tgas > Tdust Collisional transfer of energy Hollenbach & McKee (1989)
between gas and dust
In Chapter 2 we defined the specific internal energy of a gas particle in gadget2 as
e j =
A j(s)
γ − 1ρ
γ−1
j . (4.3.1)
For the isothermal runs the entropic function A j(s) remains constant for all the particles.
However, in a non-isothermal environment each gas particle suffers a net loss (or gain) of temper-
ature that we express as
Λ = Λcool + Γheat, (4.3.2)
where Λcool accounts for the net heat loss of the gas due to various effects, and Γheat the net
heat gain. It is worth noting that Λ is positive when the gas loses heat and negative when it gains
heat. We have modified our version of gadget2 so that Eq. 4.3.3 is now
e j =
A j(s)
γ − 1ρ
γ−1
j − Λ. (4.3.3)
To compute the value of Λ for each particle we have included the Glover & Mac Low
(2007a) subroutines in our version of gadget2 . These subroutines allow a wide range of temper-
atures (T ∼ 10 - 104 K) and in each regime, different species dominate the cooling and heating
budget. We include a summary of the different processes modelled in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.2: Different heating mechanisms considered by Glover & Mac Low (2007a).
Heating Vector Process Reference
UV Photoelectric emission that happens in PAHs , Wolfire et al. (2003)
and dust grains when subjected to a UV field
FUV Photodissociation of H2 Black & Dalgarno (1977)
by far-ultraviolet radiation
FUV Excitation of H2, Draine & Bertoldi (1996)
by far-ultraviolet radiation
Dust H2 formation on dust grains, Duley & Williams (1993)
Cosmic Rays Ionisation by cosmic rays, Goldsmith & Langer (1978)
Dust Collisional transfer of energy Hollenbach & McKee (1989)
between gas and dust
We have not included in Table 4.1 the cooling due to collisional dissociation of H2 and
collisional ionisation of H, because the authors claim that those processes are not very essential in
their simulations. Glover & Mac Low (2007a) treat all the cooling from emission lines in the op-
tically thin limit. This approximation is good for practically the whole range of temperatures and
densities, except in the very dense areas of the clouds. However, in these areas most of the hydro-
gen is in molecular form, and the majority of the carbon and oxygen is trapped in CO molecules.
Under these conditions the photoelectric heating by dust ceases to be an efficient way of heating,
and the main coolant are the lines of C+ and C (see Fig. 4.3.1). Hence, Glover & Mac Low (2007a)
claim that the errors of extending the optically thin limit to this regime are not so relevant.
In Table 4.2 we show all the processes that Glover & Mac Low (2007a) consider in their
heating algorithm which determine Γ. They neglect the heating by soft X-rays, and the photoioni-
sation of carbon and silicon, considering them not as crucial as the processes mentioned in Table
4.2. In Fig. 4.3.1, extracted from the thesis of Pettitt (2014), we present the cooling and heating
curves given by the mechanisms listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.1.
To calculate the column densities needed in the Glover & Mac Low (2007a) cooling and
heating subroutines we employ a fixed length (50 pc) which is representative of the dense struc-
tures in the interior of our clouds. We also define two more parameters Tmax and Tmin as the limits
for the temperature of each particle.
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Figure 4.3.1: Main cooling and heating process as a function of the particle density. Extracted
from Pettitt (2014).
4.4 Integration Scheme
The size of the timestep is limited by the Courant condition Ccfl. This means that the internal
energy of a sph particle affects its individual timestep by changing the speed of sound of the
gas. As we introduce the cooling and heating we are modifying the temperature of the gas, and
therefore this should be reflected on the individual timestep of the particles. To avoid a large and
instantaneous increase in the internal energy of the gas particles, we have modified gadget2 so that
the fraction of change of the internal energy of the particle is always smaller than a fixed parameter
ηcool = 0.3 (following Glover & Mac Low (2007a)). Hence, the internal energy satisfies
ηcool ≤
|eoldj − enewj |
eoldj
. (4.4.1)
If the change in internal energy is greater than ηcool for the next integration, we will reduce
the integration timestep accordingly. We include ∆tcool in the global check along with the gravi-
tational and hydrodynamical timestep (and select the smallest one). The new internal energy after
calculating the cooling/heating rate (enewj ) is
enewj = e
old
j − Λ ∆tcool, (4.4.2)
hence we can define the cooling timestep (∆tcool) as
∆tcool =
|eoldj − enewj |
Λ
. (4.4.3)
In general, the introduction of cooling-heating reduces considerably the global timestep
of the simulations. However given the short timescales for the chemistry, the general timestep
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of a particle can be too large to compute the chemistry with reasonable accuracy and numerical
stability. Hence for integrating chemistry we use a subcycling scheme (using an adapted algorithm
from Pettitt et al. (2014)). For a given general timestep (∆to) we divide the integration process into
smaller stages. For each particle we calculate the change in the H2 composition using the equation
4.2.1 (and subsequent). With that rate ∆n(H2), we calculate the timestep needed to destroy all the
molecular hydrogen in that particle
0 = n(H2) + ∆n(H2) ∆ttest → ∆ttest = − n(H2)
∆n(H2)
. (4.4.4)
If ∆ttest is negative, it means that we are generating H2 in that timestep. If ∆ttest > 0 it means
that in the current timestep n(H2) will become negative. We avoid it by dividing the integration into
smaller timesteps (nsteps). In doing so, we recompute the ratio of H2/H on each stage enhancing the
stability of the integration scheme. By default we perform the H2 integration in nsteps = 200 (even
if ∆ttest < 0). However this number is increased if the depletion time ∆ttest is 20 times smaller than
the current timestep ∆to
∆to
∆ttest
> 20. (4.4.5)
Therefore nstep = MAX(10
dto
∆ttest
, 200) and the subcycling timestep is
∆tH2 =
∆to
nstep
. (4.4.6)
We perform the integration on each ∆tH2 by calculating ∆n(H2) and the molecular and
atomic concentrations of hydrogen using
n(H2)i+1 = n(H2)i + ∆n(H2) ∆tH2 , (4.4.7)
and
n(H)i+1 = np − 2 n(H2)i+1. (4.4.8)
Where np is the total number of hydrogen atoms available. We may have to subcycle further
to account for the smaller timescales of CO. Hence, within the H2 subcycle loop we calculate the
change in CO concentration (∆n(CO)) using Eq. 4.2.10, and calculate a subcycling timestep for
CO using a similar analysis
∆tCO =
∆tH2
nstepCO
. (4.4.9)
To clarify, the global simulation timestep ∆to may be limited by the gravitation force, the
hydrodynamics or the ISM cooling and heating. For each particle gadget2 selects the smallest of
these three quantities. Once the chemistry subroutine is called, we integrate using ∆tH2 , which
is a fraction of ∆to, to compute the evolution of H2. Lastly, we use ∆tCO (a fraction of ∆tH2) to
calculate the evolution of CO. In general,
∆to > ∆tH2 > ∆tCO. (4.4.10)
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4.5 Tests
To test the cooling-heating algorithm, we perform a simulation of a galactic disk with an initial
temperature of T = 2000 K and run it in the sphng code used in Dobbs et al. (2014a) and in our
version of gadget2 . The results are presented in Fig.4.5.1. The range of temperatures is similar,
although the turning point in our version of gadget2 is shifted towards smaller densities.
Then we compare our version of the chemistry with the data from Pettitt et al. (2014). In
Fig. 4.5.2 we show the abundances of H2 and CO versus the overall density of the gas. We present
our results in Fig. 4.5.3. Here we are comparing a GMC (Cloud A) with a whole galaxy allowing
us to reach higher densities. The overall behaviour of the chemistry is comparable, changing the
slope around 10−23 g cm−3. Both models show signs of saturation at high densities, corresponding
to all the hydrogen in molecular state and all the carbon contained in CO molecules.
We test the chemistry further by comparing the evolution of the most and least virialised
clouds (B and C) with a turbulent box of similar characteristics. The box has dimensions of 150
pc, a total mas of 4 · 106 M, and it is simulated with 106 particles each with a velocity that ranges
randomly from -1 km s−1 to +1 km s−1 in any direction. We initialise the gas with a temperature
of 50 K and run it for 5 Myr. We use the same Lchem and Lcool as for the clouds. In the following
figures we show the mass averaged fraction of H and C in molecular form compared to the total
density of the cloud. To calculate it, we bin the number density in 50 intervals and add the H2 or
CO abundance in each interval dividing it by the total number of particles in that density bin. As
we are basically counting sph particles (which have the same mass) the results are mass averaged.
Lastly we normalize the molecular content, so that both quantities are equal to one when all the
available H or C is in molecules.
If we compare our H2 abundances (Fig. 4.5.4) with the results from Glover & Mac Low
(2007b) (Fig. 4.5.5) we find that our model produces H2 in a similar manner, although in Glover &
Mac Low (2007b) the cloud becomes molecular at lower densities. There is a difference between
the two clouds, Cloud C being able to produce hydrogen at lower densities. The turbulent box
does not have time to reach number densities over 1000 cm−3, but its behaviour is similar to the
less virialised Cloud C. It is counter intuitive that the less virialised cloud is more molecular at
a given density than Cloud B. This may be due to the fact that we are using the same column
length to calculate the extinction, even though the morphology of the clouds is different. As we
can notice on the column density plots from the previous chapter Cloud B is substantially denser
and therefore should have a larger Lchem. The effect at high densities is not so important, as the
gas is fully molecular for n > 105 cm−3 in both cases.
For the case of the CO we present the mass averaged fractions in Fig. 4.5.6 and compare
them with the results from Glover & Clark (2012) in Fig. 4.5.7. In Glover & Clark (2012) they
compare different CO algorithms, and one of them is the Nelson & Langer (1997), labeled in the
figure as NL97. We observe that the results are also similar, saturating around 103 cm−3.
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Figure 4.5.1: Temperature versus Density Histogram.
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Figure 4.5.2: H2 (top) and CO abundance (bottom) versus the particle density of a four armed disk
galaxy (from Pettitt et al. (2014)).
Figure 4.5.3: Abundances of H2 and CO vs. sph particle density for Cloud A.
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Figure 4.5.4: Mass averaged H2 abundance in our models.
Figure 4.5.5: Mass averaged H2 abundance from Glover & Mac Low (2007a).
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Figure 4.5.6: Mass averaged CO abundance in our models.
Figure 4.5.7: Mass averaged CO abundance from Glover & Clark (2012).
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Figure 4.5.8: Hydrogen molecular fraction vs density for different column density lengths
4.5.1 Dependance of the chemistry on the Extinction
To calculate column densities we use a very simple method (see Eq. 4.2.15, 4.2.16), especially
when compared to treecol, or use the density gradient as suggested by Gnedin (2014). Our chem-
istry models of H2 and CO depend on the extinction via the dust absorption fraction fdust and the
shelf shielding of H2. To calculate these two magnitudes we use column densities of H2 calculated
with a fixed length, and therefore our estimation of N(H2) may have an impact on the chemistry
of our clouds. In this section we perform a series of tests in the turbulent box, to avoid the effect
of the inherited properties of the GMCs. We run the same turbulent box described above, but
considering different Lchem = 1, 10, 20, 50 and 100 pc.
We show the evolution of the mass averaged H2 fraction of the box in Fig. 4.5.8. At rel-
atively high densities the effect of the different Lchem is not so aparent (especially if L > 10 pc).
The bigger differences occur in the diffuse medium. In this regime a larger Lchem implies a better
self-shielding of H2, reducing the photodissociation rate.
The case for the CO is different. We show the results of our simulations in Fig. 4.5.9. For
number densities in the range 10 − 102 cm−3 the difference between the models is not very large
(except for the case of Lchem = 1 pc, where the destruction of CO (see Eq. 4.2.14) caused by the
photodissociation from UV sources, is high as the extinction is reduced). However, we observe
considerable differences (a few orders of magnitude) for the effect of different Lchem at number
densities larger than n ∼ 102 cm−3. In Nelson & Langer (1997) the creation of CO is regulated
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Figure 4.5.9: C molecular fraction vs density plot for different column density lengths
by the dissociation of the hydrocarbon CHx via Eq. 4.2.12. Hence, at relatively high densities
the elevated column density (or extinction) protects CHx from photodissociating and therefore the
carbon atom is not released to form CO. Provided that the box runs reach even higher densities,
the CO abundances would saturate as they do for the GMCs.
4.6 Results
4.6.1 Details of the Simulations
In the previous chapter we introduced four clouds extracted from galactic simulations, Cloud
A, B, C and D. In Table 5.1 we recap the details of the initial conditions of these four clouds.
These simulations will also constitute a benchmark, to compare to those with feedback in the next
chapter. We initialise all the clouds with a temperature of 50 K, and the gas is in an atomic state
(aH2 = 0 and aCO = 0). The fiducial values we have used for the abundances of O and C are
X(O) = 4.5 · 10−4 and X(C) = 2.0 · 10−4 respectively. We choose Tmin = 20 K, satisfying the Jeans
Mass criterion everywhere in the cloud. We calculate the column densities for the chemistry using
a fixed length of 20 pc, instead of the full-size of the clouds (∼ 100 pc). The column densities are
used to calculate the shielding from UV radiation. We argue that molecules exist in the densest
areas, and therefore using the total size of the cloud would cause an overestimation of the molecule
shielding.
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Table 4.3: Mass, radius, velocity dispersion, virial parameter and number of particles of each
simulated cloud.
Cloud Mass R σ α Part # F Mr MJ
(M) (pc) (km/s) (M) (M)
Cloud A 4.3 × 106 100 8.75 2.07 9.6 × 106 700 45 700
Cloud B 2.6 × 106 100 5.17 1.18 1.01 × 107 1000 26 900
Cloud C 1.4 × 106 100 7.80 5.02 1.09 × 107 30 12 1230
Cloud D 1.46 × 106 100 7.73 4.78 1.07 × 107 30 12 1203
4.6.2 Thermal Properties of the Clouds
In the previous chapter we studied the results from isothermal simulations with a temperature of
50 K (we also run another simulation at T = 20 K and the results were comparable). In Fig. 4.6.1
we show the mass weighted temperature of the cloud over time, defined as
〈T (t)〉 =
∑
i, j,k T (i, j, k) ρ(i, j, k) ∆V(i, j, k)
Mgas
. (4.6.1)
Where we grid the cloud and T (i, j, k), ρ(i, j, k) and ∆V(i, j, k) are the temperature, density
and the volume of each cell of the cloud. We grid the central region of each cloud (-100 pc < x,y <
100 and -50 < z < 50 pc) and calculate the average temperature using Eq. 4.6.1. The size of each
cell is 2 pc. We notice that the average temperature remains low during the simulation time (T <
25 K) for the four clouds, hence the choice of temperature in the isothermal simulations shown
in Chapter 3 is reasonable. However, the clouds present a range of temperatures typical of the
ISM (20 - 104 K). This can be observed in Fig. 4.6.2 where we illustrate a 2D histogram with the
temperature for all the gas particles in Cloud B. We observe that a major fraction of the particles
lie very close to the 20 K limit. This explains why the average temperature of the clouds is so
low, although the clouds present a range of temperatures typical of the ISM without considering
feedback.
In Fig. 4.6.3 we observe a cross section at z = 0 of the four clouds at 2 Myr in the simulation,
noticing three regimes in the clouds:
1. Cold Medium (T < 50 K): in the densest parts of the clouds where sink particles are formed1.
2. Warm Medium (T > 800 K): constituted by warm diffuse gas in the periphery of the clouds.
3. Intermediate Medium (T ∼ 100 K): serves as a transition between the two other phases.
In Cloud A we observe islands of intermediate medium mixed in with the cold gas, mainly
arising from the global rotation of the cloud. Due to the rotation of the cloud, some regions with
more angular momentum move slightly outwards, in some cases into lower density gas where
1The sinks are projected on to the plot, hence some of them appear in a hot area but they belong to a different z
coordinate, and are plotted on the z = 0 plane.
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Figure 4.6.1: Evolution of the density averaged temperature of the clouds during the simulation.
Figure 4.6.2: Temperature vs. density histogram.
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Figure 4.6.3: Cross section of the clouds (at z = 0) showing the temperature at 2 Myr in the
simulation.
they expand and heat up. Cloud B shows a central cold area, surrounded first by the intermediate
regime and then by the warm neutral medium. The temperature map for Clouds C and D are
similar. There is a central cold area in both clouds, but we observe small structures of warm gas in
the deepest part of the clouds. This mixture is caused by the global shear in the clouds inherited
from the galactic simulations. This shear mixes the warm external gas with the colder dense parts
of the clouds.
4.6.3 Chemical Properties of the Clouds
In this section we explore how the molecules of H2 and CO are formed in our simulated clouds.
In Fig. 4.6.4 we plot the temporal evolution of the mass averaged molecular abundance aH2. The
black dotted line represents aH2 = 0.5 (the cloud being in a total molecular state). To calculate the
abundance of a species X we use
〈aX〉 =
∑
i, j,k aX(i, j, k) ρ(i, j, k) ∆V(i, j, k)
Mgas
. (4.6.2)
Where we have gridded the clouds in the same way as for the temperature (-100 pc < x,y <
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Figure 4.6.4: Evolution of the hydrogen molecular fraction of the clouds in time.
100 and -50 < z < 50 pc), and aX represents the abundance of species X in a certain cell. Although
Cloud B is more virialised than A and should collapse faster, it has a lower aH2 in the beginning.
Both clouds reach a highly molecular state swiftly and after that they create molecules at a slower
rate. For Cloud C and D the evolution is different. It takes them almost 5 Myr to reach the molecu-
lar levels of A and B because in the early stages the molecular creation is slower although it faster
at late times. Molecular gas is denser, and Clouds A and B have a higher initial distribution of
dense gas favouring the formation of molecules there. Clouds C and D, on the other hand, need
time to create dense areas where the molecules can exist.
In Fig. 4.6.5 we show the CO (solid) and C+ (dashed) mass average abundances for the
clouds. When comparing clouds, the behaviour of the CO is similar to the H2, Cloud A and B
form molecules faster than the other two.
In Fig. 4.6.6 (from Clark et al. (2012b)) we present the abundances for H2, CO and neutral
and ionised carbon for one of the colliding flows they simulated. The main difference with our
data is that the GMCs form H2 from the very beginning of the simulation. This is presumably
due to the initial conditions. In Clark et al. (2012b) they start the simulations with a flow of gas
of uniform density (1 cm−3), whereas our GMCs have overdense areas inherited from the galactic
simulations. These high density areas allow the formation of H2 very early in the simulations,
whereas in Clark et al. (2012b) some time is needed to create overdensities where molecules are
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Figure 4.6.5: Evolution of the carbon abundances of the clouds in time.
Figure 4.6.6: Time evolution of the different molecular fractions from the high speed flow from
Clark et al. (2012b).
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Figure 4.6.7: Column density plots of the clouds with the density averaged abundance of H2 in the
line of sight overlaid at 2 Myr in the simulation.
formed. The creation rate of H2 for the flows is similar to Clouds A and B, increasing very abruptly
in the beginning and changing to a flatter profiles at later times.
The CO abundance in our case increases sharply when compared to Clark et al. (2012b),
reaching our simulation limit of X(C) = 2· 10−4 very early, whereas in Clark et al. (2012b) the
CO fraction continues growing during the 5 Myr of their simulation, suggesting that it may be a
consequence of the initial conditions, or a combination of the initial conditions, and the fact that
the algorithm from Nelson & Langer (1997) produces CO faster than the chemical network con-
sidered in Clark et al. (2012b).
To study the distribution of H2 in the molecular clouds we have prepared a column density
plot, where we have overlaid the average of aH2 over the line of sight (along the z axis) at a time of
2 Myr (Fig. 4.6.7). We see that Clouds A and B have larger dense areas where the gas is molecular.
This is in accordance with the global evolution of the clouds in Fig. 4.6.4. We also see a richer
filamentary structure in the molecular regions of A and B compared to C and D.
The filamentary structure is more patent in the column density plot of CO. In Fig. 4.6.8
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Figure 4.6.8: Column density plots of the clouds with the column density of CO overlaid at 2 Myr
in the simulation.
we show the N(CO) overlaid over the total column density for the four clouds at 2 Myr in the
simulation. The CO abundance is again greater in Cloud A and B than in C and D. The molecular
gas traces the densest areas of the clouds, and therefore the star formation process. All the sink
particles are positioned in areas of high molecular fraction. Even isolated sinks in cloud C and D
present an envelope of molecular material when we zoom in.
We present a 2D histogram of the CO abundance (aCO) and the temperature for Cloud A
in Fig. 4.6.9. We observe that the vast majority of molecular gas is at temperatures lower than
200 K. Although high abundances of CO correspond with cold molecular gas (∼ 20 K), there is a
significant fraction of CO at temperatures of the order of ∼ 100 K.
4.6.4 Comparison with Observations
We compare the column densities of H2 and CO with observations in this section. We calculate the
column densities as if we were an observer in the galactic disk viewing the XZ plane and integrat-
ing over the Y axis of our clouds. We employ a resolution of 100 x 100 pixels per cloud. We use
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Figure 4.6.9: 2D histogram of the CO abundance and temperature of Cloud A at 2 Myr in the
simulation in the left panel.
the same data as in Duarte-Cabral et al. (2015) (Federman et al. 1980; Baudry et al. 1981; Ungerer
et al. 1985; Burgh et al. 2007; Sheffer et al. 2008). In Fig. 4.6.10 we present a 2D histogram of
the column densities for H2 and CO for the four clouds at 2 Myr. We include the observations
represented by coloured circles.
The observational points lie close to the column densities from the simulated clouds. At
low densities the observations seem to have a flat tail. In our clouds we reach smaller CO column
densities than in the observations. At high densities the self-absorption becomes large and observ-
ing CO is difficult and requires using other wavelengths. In our simulations the high density tail is
constrained by the parameter X(C) (carbon abundance) of our model, which denotes the limit for
the production of CO in our clouds.
The distribution for individual simulated clouds (not shown) is thinner, suggesting that
the scatter in the observations may be caused by sampling over different types of clouds. The low
density tail is smaller for Cloud A and B compared to Cloud C and D. The most frequent hydrogen
column density for all the clouds is ∼1023 cm−2, which is an order of magnitude higher than the
largest column density from observations. These high column densities occur when we integrate
over the central areas of our clouds that are highly populated with dense clumps. These regions of
the clouds represent areas where the dust extinction is high, and therefore very difficult to observe.
Another possibility is that we may be overestimating the CO column density. The model we use
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Figure 4.6.10: Comparison of NCO vs. NH2 for all the clouds compared with observations
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Figure 4.6.11: Synthetic observations of the clouds produced using TORUS and considering LTE
at 2 Myr
to compute the column densities of CO was designed to work in galactic-scale simulations, where
the maximum densities are not so high. At those densities the carbon atoms form other compounds
that we do not consider (e.g. CH, HCN or PAHs). Our model assumes all the carbon available
(given by X(C)) produces CO. Besides, at high densities and very low temperatures the CO freezes
on the surface of dust grains and disappears from the gaseous phase, reducing the concentration
of CO.
Using the radiative transfer code torus we have produced synthetic observations of the
clouds considering local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) and the velocity gradient technique
from Santander-García et al. (2012), again following Duarte-Cabral et al. (2015). Assuming LTE
provides a reasonable measure of the distribution of CO, although we may overestimate the CO
intensity (Duarte-Cabral et al. 2015). In Fig. 4.6.11 we present the integrated intensity of CO
(WCO) for the four clouds. Both clouds A and B have stronger emission than C and D, as expected.
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Figure 4.6.12: Pixel density of the H2 column density and CO intensity for the 4 Clouds. We have
included the observed value from Dame et al. (2001).
Lastly, we compare how our simulated observations compare to the actual XCO from Dame
et al. (2001). In Fig. 4.6.12 we present the pixel density distribution for the clouds comparing
them with the value from Dame et al. (2001) of XCO = 1.8 × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s. To obtain
the value of XCO we calculate the median of the distribution of points. This line separates the total
number of points leaving 50 % of the points at each side of that line. We obtain a value of XCO ∼
1.5 × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s, 20 % below the value from Dame et al. (2001).
4.7 Discussion
In this chapter we have described the ISM cooling and heating algorithm, and the two models we
use to compute the chemical abundances of CO and H2 in the clouds. We find that the density av-
eraged temperature of the clouds is low (∼ 25 K), although overall the gas exhibits a wide range of
ISM temperatures (20 - 104 K), comparable with other simulations like Clark et al. (2012b). Grassi
et al. (2014) test their newly developed krome network (that depends on the number density and
the extinction) using a collapsing sphere of gas, but do not reproduce the high temperatures of the
diffuse medium (1000 K or higher) for sub-solar metallicities.
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Our clouds do not present a homogeneous structure, only Cloud B features one cold and
molecular central area or filaments. Because of their different morphologies, our clouds show
complex temperature maps (as shown in 4.6.3). The differences between clouds may be related to
their velocity fields. For instance, the central area of Cloud B is cold and surrounded by interme-
diate gas. In the lower density clouds dominated by galactic shear, they also contain areas (∼ 5-10
pc of radius) with warm temperatures (∼ 800 K).
The CO and H2 trace the denser areas of the clouds, and therefore their distribution is sim-
ilarly affected by the characteristic structures of each cloud. Unsurprisingly the virialised clouds
are more molecular, with strongly molecular filaments. Cold dense areas are highly molecular,
although there is a considerable fraction of intermediate gas that is also highly molecular.
The CO and H2 abundances we obtain at given densities are very similar to those in Duarte-
Cabral et al. (2015) and Pettitt et al. (2014) (see Figures 4.5.2 and 4.5.3). This is not surprising
since we use the same algorithm for H2 and CO formation. However our clouds are almost com-
pletely molecular, compared to the fractionally molecular clouds in galaxy simulations studied by
Duarte-Cabral et al. (2015) (see also Dobbs et al. 2014a). The main difference between the mod-
els is that we reach higher densities in our clouds, indicating that the resolution we attain here is
necessary to correctly recover realistic molecular fractions of dense clouds. One other difference
is that the models used in Duarte-Cabral et al. (2015) is that those models include stellar feedback,
but we check the impact of feedback on the chemistry in the next chapter.
We compare our simulations with data from surveys following Duarte-Cabral et al. (2015).
We find that our model overestimates the production of CO at high column densities. This is
because the Nelson & Langer (1997) algorithm overproduces CO as it does not consider neutral
carbon (only CO and C+). Other models which consider grain surface recombination for the C+,
have smaller rates of CO production, as there is less C ions available to form molecules (Glover &
Clark 2012). Also, Glover & Clark (2012) argue that Nelson & Langer (1997) algorithm produces
CO at faster rate than other more complex models. This can also explain why our CO production is
faster than in Clark et al. (2012b). As in Pettitt et al. (2014) our limit for producing CO is the sim-
ulation parameter X(C), and in those dense areas all the carbon atoms are in molecular form. As
we reach higher densities in our clouds, the overproduction of CO becomes more important in our
simulations than in the works of Pettitt et al. (2014) and Duarte-Cabral et al. (2015). Including in
our models carbon freezing on dust grains at high densities may improve our CO chemistry model.
We also produce synthetic observations using the radiative transfer code torus and consid-
ering LTE. We find a value for the X-factor of XCO ∼ 1.5 × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s, which is 20
% below the value from Dame et al. (2001), but there is considerable scatter on the observational
value depending on the method used to measure it (see Pineda et al. (2008) for more details). Our
results are also comparable (within the uncertainties) to other models including Duarte-Cabral
et al. (2015) (2.5 × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 ) and Smith et al. (2014) (2.2 × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1).
5
Feedback within Galactic Molecular Clouds
"In all your travels, have you ever seen a star go supernova? ... I have. I saw a star
explode and send out the building blocks of the Universe. Other stars, other planets
and eventually other life. A supernova! Creation itself! I was there."
– Brother Cavil (Battlestar Galactica)
5.1 Introduction
Stellar feedback plays an important role modulating the star formation rate in molecular clouds.
Massive stars emit winds during their lifetime, heating the ISM, creating cavities and ionising their
surroundings. By the end of their lives, massive stars die in a supernova explosion that injects en-
ergy in their surroundings, modifying the shape the cloud, and chemically enriching the ISM with
new metals. The star formation rate in our galaxy and in nearby galaxies is, at least, an order
of magnitude smaller than expected if we consider the total mass of molecular gas in the galaxy
(Zuckerman & Evans 1974; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Stellar feedback is a plausible explanation
for this difference as feedback may reduce the SFR (Bate 2009; Kim et al. 2012; Walch et al. 2012;
Dale et al. 2013a). At smaller scales (pc), feedback may also trigger star formation as it creates
overdensities where new stars can be formed (Dale et al. 2005; Gouliermis et al. 2012; Colin et al.
2013).
The problem of modelling feedback presents two issues: first selecting which mechanisms
we include in the simulation, and then choosing the most appropriate way of injecting feedback
in the clouds. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, by stellar feedback we consider a series of physical
phenomena which includes SNe, stellar winds, radiation pressure and ionising photons. There
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is still a debate about which mechanism is more important. Dale et al. (2014) present results of
combined simulations of photoionization and momentum driven winds from O stars. The effect
of the winds is modest compared to the photons. Hensler (2010) claims that SNe are the most
important feedback effect, and some authors like Padoan et al. (2015) argue that only the SNe
are sufficient to drive turbulence in the ISM (supporting Mac Low & Klessen (2004)). Dobbs
et al. (2011b) claim that the feedback from SNe is necessary to maintain a population of unbound
clouds. However, before a SN occurs, the parental star has been emitting winds and radiation mod-
ifying their surroundings. Rogers & Pittard (2013) study the combined effect of winds and SNe.
Winds create cavities and passages in the turbulent clouds, reducing the impact of the later SNe, as
the hot gas escapes through the areas excavated by winds. Hopkins et al. (2012) and Agertz et al.
(2012) present very complex feedback models that include winds, SNe and momentum deposition
by photons. In particular Agertz et al. (2012) consider winds from massive stars, stellar mass loss
by low mass stars, feedback from two types of SNe and momentum deposition by photons. Again
Agertz et al. (2012) emphasise the importance of pre-SN feedback, as it modifies the effect of
SNe. Recent works such as Gatto et al. (2015); Girichidis et al. (2015) study the differences in
effect of the SNe feedback when it is ’peak - driven’, meaning that the supernovae occurs in a very
dense area of the cloud, or ’random driven’ where the energy is injected randomly in the cloud.
They found differences between these two scenarios, and Girichidis et al. (2015) suggest that the
coupling between the cloud and the feedback is only effective in the random driven SNe in diffuse
areas of the cloud.
Observationally, the importance of feedback from massive and young stars is unquestion-
able. However, there is still some debate about the particular role of the different feedback com-
ponents. Massive stars emit UV photons that heat up the surrounding medium, acting as a source
of radiation pressure in the early times of the cluster, and generating thermal pressure via ISM
heating at later stages of their evolution (Lopez et al. 2010). The influence of stellar winds is still
debated. The energy injection from winds is at least, an order of magnitude smaller, but the radi-
ation couples inefficiently with the ISM (Güdel et al. 2008), making uncertain which mechanism
dominates (Rogers & Pittard 2014; Rosen et al. 2014).
Many simulations that model the effect of stellar feedback do not include gravity (e.g. Ha-
worth et al. 2012; Rogers & Pittard 2013). However we believe that gravity is crucial to assess
how the feedback affects the star formation process. Most feedback effects cause divergent flows
of matter or energy coming out from the stellar source. Gravity acts in opposition to these forces,
and we consider it is important to understand the detailed balance between gravitation and feed-
back. In simulations without gravity the formation of filaments is difficult, although they are
fundamental in the star formation process (André et al. 2014).
To model feedback in molecular clouds most simulations use initial conditions that are
oversimplified (e.g. Rogers & Pittard 2013; Dale & Bonnell 2012; Federrath 2015), although some
studies try to explore the parameter space. For instance, Walch et al. (2012) varies the fractal di-
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mension (related to the exponent of the density power spectrum) to study the effect of feedback
in different configurations of a turbulent sphere. There are some concerns about choosing a sim-
ple model as initial conditions. In the previous chapters we argue that turbulent spheres fail to
reproduce the vast repertoire of morphologies from galactic molecular clouds. In particular, the
inherited velocity field affects the SFR, hence it may also modify the effects of feedback in GMCs.
There are also different approaches in the literature to model the feedback injection in the
simulations. In grid based codes, the simplest way of modelling feedback is to inject energy in
the cell that contains the stellar source (Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2010). This can be improved by
injecting feedback in the cells that are at a certain distance from the source. This distance may be
fixed as in Agertz et al. (2012) where they inject momentum to the 26 adjacent cells, or variable
as in (Colin et al. 2013) where they calculate the Stro¨mgren radius at each timestep and inject
feedback accordingly.
In particle based codes, the simplest method consists of injecting feedback searching for the
particles close enough to the stellar source. For instance, Dobbs et al. (2011b) inject SNe feedback
in all the gas particles within a certain radius from the source of feedback. Some improvements
can be included, especially if used at smaller scales or simpler geometries. Dale & Bonnell (2008)
propose a mechanism to inject feedback called the working face algorithm. They look for the par-
ticles directly facing the source by ray-tracing and calculate the feedback injection by assigning
statistical weights to the different rays that cross a gas particle.
The effect of the feedback can be studied in a global context using galactic simulations
(Dobbs et al. 2008; Hopkins et al. 2011; Agertz et al. 2012), however this approach does not re-
solve the effect of feedback on sub-pc scales. Other works like Dale et al. (2012); Colin et al.
(2013); Rogers & Pittard (2014) model feedback on smaller scales, but these studies do not ac-
count for the global galactic effects. In this chapter we study the effect of feedback from winds and
SNe in molecular clouds that have been extracted from galactic simulations. In previous chapters
we analysed the influence of the galactic context in the star formation process of these clouds,
and here we will discuss the effect of stellar feedback on different GMCs. We choose two feed-
back processes, one that acts over a period of time (momentum deposition by winds) and another
with an instantaneous effect (SNe). We performed initial tests to include momentum deposition
by photons following Hopkins et al. (2011) but the momentum injection was at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the winds. In future works it would be a good idea to introduce ionising
radiation acting in conjunction with the winds.
This chapter is structured as follows. We discuss the feedback algorithm in the following
section. Then in section 3 we describe the effect of winds in simulated clouds, and study the effect
of SNe in section 4. We discuss the properties of a simulation with SNe and winds in section 5
and proceed to discuss the temporal evolution of the clouds in section 6. In section 7 we analyse
CO column density maps, and lastly, in section 8 we summarize and discuss the main results of
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Figure 5.2.1: Sphere divided using a healpix scheme. Clockwise from the upper left we present
the sphere divided in 12, 48, 192 and 768 corresponding to the resolution parameter Nside = 1, 2,
3, 4 (Gorski et al. 2005, from )
this chapter.
5.2 Method
Simulating feedback in molecular clouds requires solving two issues. The first consists of deciding
how the feedback is going to be injected spatially, and the second is deciding the magnitude of that
injection at each timestep. In our simulations we trace the star formation by using sink particles
(Dale & Bonnell 2008; Bate 2009). Some other simulations simply place the source of feedback
in the centre of the cloud (Rogers & Pittard 2014; Dale et al. 2014). We then inject feedback into
a sphere around each sink particle (similar to Dale & Bonnell 2008; Dobbs et al. 2011a) with a
radius Rfeed.
5.2.1 Modelling Feedback using a healpix sphere
In the first tests we performed we did not take into consideration the distribution of gas around
the sink particle. On each timestep we searched for the particles around the sink and injected the
total amount of feedback divided by the number of particles within a distance Rfeed. We found
that when the majority of the sphere was empty and some gas particles were concentrated in a
small area of that sphere, the feedback injection they received could be extreme. To avoid that
situation, we decided to divide the sphere into different cells using a healpix scheme (Gorski et al.
(2005)). We chose healpix because it is widely used in the literature and its subroutines were al-
ready included in our code as part of the treecol algorithm (Clark et al. 2012a). healpix provides
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a fast and scalable way of dividing a sphere in pixels of the same area covering cells of the same
volume. From now on, we will use the word pixel to refer to a patch on the surface of the sphere,
and cell to describe the quasi-conical volume under each pixel. Each pixel has the same area, and
therefore, each cell covers the same volume. The number of pixels scales as Npix = 12 ·N2side where
Nside is an integer greater or equal to one. This allows us to select the number of cells to reach
the required precision. We choose Nside = 2, which yields Npix= 48 cells or pixels. In Fig. 5.2.1
we show 4 divisions of a sphere corresponding to Nside = 1, 2, 3, 4. The utilisation of the healpix
sphere increases the numerical stability of the algorithm at a relatively low computational cost.
5.2.2 Injecting Feedback from Winds
With our resolution, the sink particles represent stellar cores. Because we cannot resolve individual
stars, or an IMF, we differentiate between the mass of the sink (Ms) and the mass of the O/B stars
contained in the sink particle (M∗). To define the stellar mass we include an additional parameter
to the simulations Weff fixed at the beginning of the simulation, which represents the fraction of
the mass of the sink that will be creating winds.
M∗ = Weff Ms (5.2.1)
We only inject feedback if M∗ ≥ 8 M. From the moment a sink particle is created (to∗),
it will be injecting feedback from winds unless that sink becomes a supernova at t = tSN∗ (tSN∗ can
again be fixed for a given simulation). To calculate feedback injection from winds we roughly
follow Dale & Bonnell (2008). The winds affect all the particles in a healpix sphere of radius
Rfeed = Rw around the sink. We performed multiple tests for different values of Rw, finding that
if we choose a small radius, winds would only affect a few particles. These particles will have
a huge kick from the feedback which may potentially induce numerical problems. On the other
hand if we select a large radius we may be injecting feedback in areas not causally related. For
those reasons we consider Rw = 50 × Rsink = 5 pc (corresponding to the area causally connected
on an average timestep). According to Dale & Bonnell (2008) the total mass lost by an O/B star
can be modelled as
M˙ = 10−5
(
M∗
30M
)4
M yr−1. (5.2.2)
We calculate the stellar mass M∗ by setting the parameter Weff = 0.75, to reflect that not all the mass
in a clump forms stars. This value is significantly higher than for example galactic simulations
(Dobbs et al. 2011b). We chose a relatively high value for the parameter, whereby the effects of
feedback are clearly visible on any cloud. We select the same value of Weff for the two clouds
to be able to compare them, although the average mass of their sinks does differ, e.g. Clouds C
and D, feature sinks with masses Ms ≤ 30M, whereas in Clouds A and B, the sinks have higher
masses and therefore Ms > M∗. In general, the total mass loss converted into momentum is
∆~p = ∆m ~vw = ~vw M˙ tstep, (5.2.3)
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Figure 5.2.2: Injection of stellar winds using a healpix scheme. In the left panel we portray a
distribution of gas particles (represented by red circles) around a sink particle (represented by the
star). We show a simplified version of the healpix sphere divided in 8 cells. The total amount of
the momentum injection from winds will be divided by the number of pixels or cells. In each cell
the corresponding strength of the winds is also divided by the number of particles in the cell. This
is represented by large arrows for the cells with only one particle and small arrows for the cells
with two particles. The winds point in the outward direction of the sphere. In the right panel, we
show the evolution of the system after a small period of time ∆t, some of the gas particles have
escaped the sphere and the winds are injected only in the particles that remain within the radius of
influence.
where ~vw is a parameter representing the terminal velocities of the winds and tstep is the
current timestep. We set |~vw| = 1000 km/s (Dale & Bonnell 2008), and choose the direction so that
~vw points radially outwards. The change in the velocity caused by the momentum injection from
winds is
∆~v =
∆~p
mp
= ~vw
M˙
mp
tstep, (5.2.4)
where tstep is the current timestep and mp the mass of a sph particle. To compute the mo-
mentum increase of each particle in our model (∆~pi) we divide the total velocity injection by the
number of pixels (Npix). Then on each timestep we count all the gas particles present (Nj) in a
given cell of the sphere around the sink. The velocity injection of each gas particle in the j-th cell
is then
∆~vi =
1
NpixN j
~vw
M˙
mp
tstep, (5.2.5)
where Nj is the number of particles included in the j-th cell.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the simulations, including the mass, virial parameter, feedback mechanism
and time when the simulation stops (tend). The models have all been carried out without feedback
as well (see Chapter 4).
Cloud Mass (M) α Feedback tend (Myr)
Cloud A 4.3 × 106 2.07 Winds 0.7
Cloud B 2.6 × 106 1.18 Winds 1.0
Cloud C 1.4 × 106 5.02 Winds 2.0
Cloud D 1.46 × 106 4.78 Winds 2.0
Cloud B 2.6 × 106 1.18 SNe 1.0
Cloud B 2.6 × 106 1.18 SNe & Winds 1.35
5.2.3 Modelling Supernovae
For modelling supernovae we use the same healpix scheme as for the winds. The supernova event
takes place only once and when the sink age is larger than tSN∗ . We inject EOSN = 10
51 erg in a
sphere of radius RSN. This energy is injected 50% as momentum deposited on the gas and 50% as
thermal energy. As for the winds, we include S Neff as an extra parameter to vary the efficiency of
SNe changing the total energy injected per sink,
ESN = S Neff · EOSN (5.2.6)
Following an analysis similar to winds, the momentum injection on each particle is given by
∆~vi =
√
ESN
Npix Nj mp
. (5.2.7)
The thermal energy per unit mass deposited by the supernova event is
∆ei =
ESN
2Npix N mp
. (5.2.8)
A SN event represents an incredible injection of energy and momentum in one timestep. We
select S Neff = 0.50, considering that SN events happen in a longer timeframe than the simulation,
and if a sink particle hosts more than one massive star it is unlikely to see two SN events in
the timescales of our simulations. We select a larger region for SNe (RSN = 10 pc), to reduce
numerical effects when injecting a large amount of energy and momentum in just one timestep.
We also linearly decrease the amount of injected energy from the position of the sink to RSN.
Even though there are not many particles with temperatures higher of T = 106 K, we have set
a temperature ceiling of T = 107 K in case some particles receive such a large internal energy
injection that timesteps are cripplingly small. After undergoing a supernova the sink is no longer
emitting feedback.
Table 5.1 shows a summary of the simulations presented in this chapter, including those
with just winds.
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5.2.4 Improvements not included in the model
As discussed in the previous section, we fix the radius for the winds. An alternative could be to
use a variable radius. We examined the possibility of using a variable radius, based on the terminal
velocity of the wind vw = 1000 km/s (Churchwell et al. 2006) and timestep
Rw = vwtstep. (5.2.9)
We also included a lower limit for the radius so that Rw ≥ 2 Rsink. However, we found
that in the very dense areas the timesteps were minuscule, and Rw became Rw = 2 Rsink in prac-
tice. For this small radius there are not many gas particles where feedback is injected, which may
mean the feedback is not being modelled well. In tests we observed that in these scenarios, parti-
cles were ejected dramatically and they did not produce a well defined wind blown bubble (WBB).
We also investigated using the Initial Mass Function (IMF) to produce a statistical popu-
lation of stars. After a sink is formed, we randomly sample to assign a stellar population to the
sink. We use a random distribution that follows the Kroupa (2001) IMF. If we expect that the sink
would contain a massive star, we update the stellar mass M∗ correspondingly, and also calculate
the time tSN∗ for that particular M∗ (following Hansen, Carl J.; Kawaler 1994). We then continue
to update the sink particle, adding new stars and potentially new massive stars until the SN phase
is reached. However, this implied an increase in the parallel computing overhead as it requires to
synchronise the sink particles.
Having populations of stars associated with each sink particle is probably more involved
than we need here, but we plan to look at a simpler scheme where we simply assign one ore more
massive stars to each sink particle when it is created (or becomes sufficiently massive). We would
assign the masses such that the total amount of massive star formation agrees with that expected
from an IMF.
5.3 Effect of Stellar Winds
In this section we study the effect of winds, focusing on two different clouds, one that is undergo-
ing gravitational collapse (Cloud B), and another that is being disrupted by galactic shear (Cloud
C). We wish to understand the interplay between the inherited velocity field and the stellar feed-
back from winds. We are aware that the mass of our sink particles is more representative of a core
as defined in Chapter 1, but for the sake of simplicity in this section we will use the terms sink/sink
particle or star indistinctly.
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5.3.1 Effect of Stellar Winds in a Dense Cloud
In this section we explore if the winds are able to disrupt the structure of a very dense cloud, and
affect how the new stars are formed. We have selected Cloud B from the previous simulations
because it is the most virialised cloud, and it has a central region that produces a highly bound
cluster. From our 4 GMCs, Cloud B has an inherited velocity field with less shear or rotation.
We have run the simulation for 1 Myr and in Fig. 5.3.1 we present the evolution of the
central region of Cloud B under the influence of the stellar winds. In a short period of time (less
than 1 Myr) a cavity with an approximate radius of 20 pc is created. This WBB is created mainly
by the first sink that can be observed in the second panel of Fig. 5.3.1. The rest of the sinks are
formed at later stages and a great fraction of them are born in dense areas created by the winds in
the periphery of the cavity.
In Fig. 5.3.2 we present column density plots of Cloud B after approximately 1 Myr for the
simulations without winds (left) and with feedback from winds (right). There is a strong filamen-
tary structure in the non-feedback case in the centre of the cavity, that does not exist in the case
with winds. The winds sweep out all the material leaving a void. There are denser areas in the case
without feedback suggesting that the winds may disrupt the gravitational collapse. Specifically the
most prominent structure (situated approximately at x = 20 pc and y = -10 pc) in the non feedback
case is almost one order of magnitude less dense in the simulation with winds.
The simulations also have different sink properties. For the case without winds the cloud
created 58 sinks of an average mass of ∼ 820 M and a total mass of ∼ 4.7· 104 M. The cloud
with winds has 99 sinks with an average mass of ∼ 185 M and a total mass of ∼ 1.8· 104 M.
This may indicate that winds reduce the accretion of matter onto sinks. However, winds create a
larger number of overdense areas (even though they are not as dense as in the non-feedback case),
that allow the formation of a greater number of less massive sinks.
We illustrate the effect of the feedback on the velocity field in Fig. 5.3.3, where we show
the projected velocity field over the column density for Cloud B. The velocity field for the non-
feedback case is mainly dominated by gravitational collapse (left panel). There is a change in the
velocity field in the central region, as the winds are dispersing it preventing or at least reducing
collapse, whereas with winds the velocity field of the cloud (right panel) is no longer dominated
by gravitational collapse. We observe a spherical pattern pointing outwards in the middle of the
main WBB. We also notice another spherical pattern below the large cavity. In contrast to the
simulation with no winds, the strongest flows in the feedback run are in the most diffuse areas.
The hot gas from the winds escapes through the least effort path (also observed in Hopkins et al.
2011; Dale et al. 2013b; Rogers & Pittard 2014), puncturing the cloud and reducing the pressure
created from the hot gas inside the cavity.
A temperature cross section (z = 0 pc) of the same area of the cloud is shown in Fig.
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Figure 5.3.1: Evolution of the central region of Cloud B under the effect of stellar winds.
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Figure 5.3.2: Column density render of Cloud B at 1 Myr of evolution. In the top panel we present
the non-feedback run, and in the bottom panel the simulation that includes feedback from winds.
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Figure 5.3.3: Column density render of Cloud B at 1 Myr in the evolution with the projected
velocity field. The top panel shows the non-feedback run, and the bottom panel the simulation that
includes feedback from winds. The size of the arrow on top of the figure gives an indication of the
value of the projected velocity.
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5.3.4 (note different scales for the temperature). For the simulation without feedback there is a
very uniform value around ∼ 50 K. There is one relatively large region in the centre with very
cold temperatures. For the winds run, we observe a wide range of temperatures. The gas in the
feedback case is also cold in the southern area of the figure. However, we have at least 3 areas with
very high temperatures (∼ 106 K) that coincide with the diffuse regions where the gas escapes. The
central dense region remains cold as the hot diffuse gas travels around it.
In Fig. 5.3.5 we show the CO column densities for both simulations. The resulting structure
in the simulation with winds is similar to the column density plots, with the CO simply reflecting
the underlying differences in the structure with and without winds.
To study the effect of winds over the different scales of the clouds, we have averaged the
main physical properties. We locate the centre of mass of the cloud and create concentric shells
where we average the density, temperature and molecular fraction aH2, and we sum the mass of
sinks. The results are shown in Fig. 5.3.6. In the bottom right panel we present the cumulative
mass of the sinks at a given radius. As we mentioned before, winds decrease the accretion of gas
by the sinks. However, there are no sinks at more than 50 pc from the centre, and this restricts the
effect of the winds outside the central area. This is also clear for the rest of the panels included in
this figure. There is no apparent difference in the profiles for the density, temperature or molecular
fraction if the distance from the centre of mass is bigger than 50 pc.
We present the density profiles of Cloud B in the top left panel of Fig. 5.3.6. Both runs
show the same overall behaviour, with a dense central region and diffuse external areas. As shown
in the column density plots of the central region (Fig. 5.3.2), the winds are able to reduce the
density, but they also broaden the central area by a small fraction. The temperature profile (shown
in the top left panel of Fig. 5.3.6) presents differences only in the central region where the effect
of the winds heating up the ISM is clear. They elevate the average temperature of the centre of
the cloud more than an order of magnitude (also in accordance with the temperature cross section
shown in 5.3.4). The averaged molecular fraction as a function of the radius is shown on the
bottom right panel of Fig. 5.3.6. In the central region, the averaged molecular fraction is slightly
higher for the simulation with winds than for the non-feedback case. This happens because there
is significantly more gas trapped in sinks for the run without feedback. This dense gas would have
a higher molecular fraction, but if it is accreted by sinks it is not included in our calculations.
As a summary, the effects of winds in a highly bound GMC are patent only around the areas
where sinks are formed. The winds disrupt the gravitational collapse, reducing the accretion of
gas by sinks, and escape following the less dense areas of the clouds. The winds do not seem to
affect highly the molecular composition of the cloud, although there is a substantial increase in the
temperature of this central area.
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Figure 5.3.4: Temperature cross section (z = 0) of Cloud B at 1 Myr in the evolution with the
projected velocity field. In the top panel we present the non-feedback run, and in the bottom panel
the simulation that includes feedback from winds. Note that the temperature scale is different for
the two plots.
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Figure 5.3.5: CO Column density render of Cloud B at 1 Myr in the evolution with the projected
velocity field. In the top panel we present the non-feedback run, and in the bottom panel the
simulation that includes feedback from winds.
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Figure 5.3.6: Variation of the properties of Cloud B with the distance to the centre of mass. We
show the averaged density in the top left panel and averaged temperature in the top right. The
molecular fraction is presented in the bottom left, and we show the cumulative mass in sinks in
the bottom right.
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5.3.2 Effect of Stellar Winds in a Cloud Dominated by Galactic Shear
In this section we study the effect of the winds in a cloud that is not globally collapsing, and
instead is dominated by galactic shear. We run cloud C for 2 Myr, a longer period of time because
the mass of the sinks and consequently the intensity of the winds is smaller.
In Fig. 5.3.7 we present the evolution of the central area of Cloud C at four different times.
The distribution of sinks in Cloud C is not restricted to the central area. Cloud C is affected by
shear over larger scales, and sink formation occurs in the filaments created in every region of the
cloud. We have selected the region of the cloud most populated with sinks to closely observe the
effects of winds in this cloud, but there are still some stars created in the outer regions.
The evolution of the central area seems to be largely unaffected by the stellar winds, at least
during the first 1 Myr of simulation. Even though the sinks are emitting winds from the moment
they are created, their effect over the surrounding areas is less powerful, and the inherited velocity
field from the galaxy still dominates the dynamics of the cloud. The winds represent approxi-
mately 10% of the strength of the cloud’s own velocity field (∼1 km/s vs. ∼10 km/s). The winds
weakly interact with the complex network of filaments which are stretched and deformed by the
galactic shear.
However, in the centre of the panel at 1.28 Myr we observe a shell of expanding gas sur-
rounding a cluster of sinks, and in the last panel we see a cavity in the bottom centre of the cloud
that has been created by the winds. In Cloud B the central cavity has a radius of approximately 20
pc, whereas in this case the cavity has a smaller size (∼ 10 pc).
Fig. 5.3.8 presents the column density of Cloud C with and without winds. The overall
aspect of both runs is similar, except in the central cavity created at the bottom of the image. In
contrast with Cloud B, the winds do not disrupt the dense areas in this cloud. The strong velocity
field of Cloud C may be the reason for this difference.
The global velocity field of the cloud does not vary substantially from the non feedback
case (see Fig. 5.3.9), featuring a strong shear flow from the northeast to the southwest of the
cloud (the values for the velocity in this cloud are an order of magnitude larger than for Cloud
B). Furthermore the sinks in this cloud are less massive and therefore the wind strength is reduced
(Eq. 5.2.2). Hence, the velocity field is practically unaffected by the feedback.
The temperature field is shown in Fig. 5.3.10. The winds heat up the ISM to temperatures
of the order of T ∼ 106 K, as for Cloud B. There is a hot bubble of gas whose position is slightly
shifted compared to the position of the cavity in the column density map.
The molecular properties of both runs of Cloud C are similar. This is shown in Fig. 5.3.11,
where we present the column density plots for CO. The main difference is the presence of two
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Figure 5.3.7: Evolution of the central region of Cloud C under the effect of stellar winds.
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Figure 5.3.8: Column density render of Cloud C at 2.0 Myr in the evolution. In the top panel we
present the non-feedback run, and in the bottom panel the simulation that includes feedback from
winds.
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Figure 5.3.9: Column density render of Cloud C at 2.0 Myr in the evolution with the projected
velocity field. In the top panel we present the non-feedback run, and in the bottom panel the
simulation that includes feedback from winds. The size of the arrow on top of the figure gives an
indication of the value of the projected velocity.
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Figure 5.3.10: Temperature cross section (z = 0 pc) of Cloud C at 2.0 Myr. In the top panel we
present the non-feedback run, and in the bottom panel the simulation that includes feedback from
winds. Note that the temperature scale is different for the two plots
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cavities with low concentrations of CO: the central in the bottom of the figure and another one in
the west (which is more visible in the CO column density figure).
Proceeding in the same way as for Cloud B, we have computed the radial averages for
density, temperature, molecular fraction and mass in sinks, for both runs of Cloud C. In the top
left panel of Fig. 5.3.12 we present the averaged density for both runs of Cloud C. The density
profiles are almost identical and they present a flat slope. The averaged molecular fraction of both
runs is shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 5.3.12. As for the averaged densities, the molecular
fractions are almost identical. The temperature profile of Cloud C (shown in the top right panel
of Fig. 5.3.12) changes when winds are injected. The feedback heats up the cloud raising the
temperature of the ISM. The increase of temperature happens throughout the cloud as the sinks
are widespread.
In the last panel of Fig. 5.3.12 (bottom right) we present the cumulative mass contained in
sinks at each radius from the centre of mass. In both cases there are sinks at large radii ( >100
pc), however the mass in sinks is reduced by the feedback. The number of sinks in the run with
no winds is 116 with a total mass of 1.4·104 M, giving an average sink mass of 120 M. For the
simulation with winds there are 104 sinks with a total mass of 6.7·103 M, so the average mass of
sink in the winds case is 64 M. The winds reduce the number of sinks by a factor of 10%, but
they also reduce by a half the mass of the sinks. This reduction in mass is caused by the winds
preventing the accretion of mass by the sinks, even if they do not cause a great impact on their
surroundings.
To summarise, these results suggest that feedback from winds does not affect the molecular
fraction of the cloud independently of its geometry. Stellar winds are injected locally, and only
have an effect in the surrounding areas. In this respect, the inherited morphology and velocity field
of the cloud play an important role on how the feedback affects the clouds. We performed further
tests for different values of Weff , and as the parameter decreases, as expected the effect of winds
was less obvious However, for Weff over a certain level (e.g. Weff > 0.3 for Cloud C), the SFR
were still similar.
5.4 Effect of SNe
In this section we study the effect of the SNe in Cloud B (the most virialised). We set tSN∗ = 0.1
Myr, which is the time between the creation of the sink and the SN event. We are aware that the
life of a massive star is longer, ∼10 Myr for a 15 M (Hansen, Carl J.; Kawaler 1994), but we
choose this time for two reasons. First, to perform a direct comparison of SNe with winds. Sec-
ond, we argue that as Cloud B has already evolved in a galactic simulation with no sink particles,
the overdensities in reality already would have created sinks.
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Figure 5.3.11: CO Column density render of Cloud C at 2.0 Myr. In the left panel we have the
non-feedback run, and in the right panel the simulation that includes feedback from winds.
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Figure 5.3.12: Variation of the properties of Cloud C with the distance to the centre of mass. We
show the averaged density in the top left panel and averaged temperature in the top right. The
molecular fraction is presented in the bottom left, and we show the mass in sinks in the bottom
right.
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Figure 5.4.1: Comparison of the number of SNe with the SFR. In the top panel we show the
number of SNe over time (in bins of 0.02 Myr), and in the bottom panel the SFR.
Figure 5.4.1 presents the SN events in the simulation compared with the SFR. In the top
panel we have the number of SNe over time (in bins of 0.02 Myr), whereas in the bottom panel we
show the SFR. There is a delay between the peaks in the SFR and in the SNe events, and the total
number of SNe during the first Myr of the simulation is 44. To have an idea of where and when
the SNe take places, in Fig. 5.4.2 we represent the spatial distribution of these 44 SNe. We have
included a colour bar to show the moment when the SNe event occurs. Early SNe correspond to
bluish dots in opposition to late ones, that are represented by reddish circles.
Cloud B with SN feedback evolves similarly as in the case with winds. The energy and
momentum injected by the SNe disperse the gas creating cavities around the sink particles. In
Fig. 5.4.3 we compare the column density of Cloud B at the end of the simulation with SNe (in
the right panel) with the winds case (in the left panel). In both cases the cloud is disrupted by
feedback, although the winds appear to have a greater effect.
Sinks emit winds for a long period of time compared with the timestep of the simulation
(which can be as small as a year). We inject the energy of the SNe in one single timestep. Thus,
instead of the continuous flow from winds, we have 44 instantaneous injections of energy and
momentum, and this modifies the structure of the central cavity. Fig. 5.4.4 presents the velocity
field of the simulation with SNe (in the right panel) and the case with winds (in the left panel). We
observe a SN taking place (one of the dark red circles in Fig. 5.4.2) close to the top left corner of
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Figure 5.4.2: Spatial distribution of the different SNe. Colours of the points reflect the time when
the SN event happens. The background is a scaled column density map taken at 0.5 Myr.
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Figure 5.4.3: Column density render of Cloud B at 1Myr in the evolution. In the top panel we
show the run with winds, and in the bottom panel the simulation that includes feedback from SNe.
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the figure. The rest of the velocity field is more similar to the non feedback run, than to the case
with winds.
The temperature maps also change compared to the run with winds. The instantaneous
action of the SNe heats the ISM for a moment, but after the event, the warm gas cools down. In
the simulations with winds the gas has a continuous source of heat (via injection of kinetic energy)
and therefore the temperature of the gas does not decrease. In Fig. 5.4.5 we show the temperature
cross section of Cloud B for the case with with winds (left panel) and the case with SNe (right
panel). We selected a cross section at z = 4 pc, as it is the approximate depth of the SN event
observed at this time. The temperature of the gas around the SN event is considerably higher than
in the non feedback case (∼ 105 K) but an order of magnitude smaller than in the winds run. The
other warm structure (T ∼ 103 K) present in the right panel of Fig. 5.4.5 is the result of two SNe
occurring at approximately 0.8 Myr, which has since cooled down.
One remarkable characteristic we find observing the CO column density maps (Fig. 5.4.6)
is that the central dense filamentary structure contains at least as much CO as in the non feedback
run. The SNe feedback in that area is not effective enough to push that dense material to the
periphery of the cavity or to simply destroy it.
For the SNe case we present the radial average of different physical parameters compared
to the case with winds at 1 Myr in Fig. 5.4.7 (clockwise from the upper left: density, temperature,
molecular fraction and mass in sinks at a given radius). The mass contained in sinks at a given
radius is very similar. As the feedback for this cloud is mainly restricted to a radius of 50 pc
around the centre of the cloud, the profiles for the average temperature, density and molecular
fraction are also very similar for large radii. At lower radii we find that for the case with SNe the
temperature is very high at distances smaller than 10 pc, corresponding with the SN event in the
upper left corner of Fig. 5.4.4. Apart from that, the rest of the cloud is considerably colder than
in the case with winds (even in the central region for radii between 20 and 50 pc). The density
profile in the core of the cloud is almost two orders of magnitude higher than in the winds run and
practically one order of magnitude larger than in the non feedback case. The central filamentary
structure (very prominent and well defined for the SNe run), which we also noted above is strong a
CO feature, probably corresponds to the peaks in the density and molecular profiles. These results
suggest that feedback from SNe could generate localised dense and molecular regions. This idea
has been proposed in other works including Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (1999), who suggest that
flows from a supernova might generate clouds, and more recently, Dawson et al. (2015) who
study a GMC between two Milky Way supershells, arguing that the collision of the two shells has
formed this GMC. This central increase in density affects the molecular fraction. Hence, for the
SNe simulations the central region is more molecular than in both the non feedback run and in the
winds case.
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Figure 5.4.4: Column density render of Cloud B at 1 Myr in the evolution with the projected ve-
locity field. In the top panel we present the run with winds, and in the bottom panel the simulation
that includes feedback from SNe. The size of the arrow on top of the figure gives an indication of
the value of the projected velocity.
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Figure 5.4.5: Temperature cross section (z = 4 pc) of Cloud B at 1 Myr in the evolution with the
projected velocity field. In the top panel we show the run with winds, and in the bottom panel the
simulation that includes feedback from SNe. Note that the temperature scale is different for the
two plots.
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Figure 5.4.6: CO Column density render of Cloud B at 1 Myr in the evolution with the projected
velocity field. In the top panel we present the run with winds, and in the bottom panel the simula-
tion that includes feedback from SNe.
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Figure 5.4.7: Variation of the properties of Cloud B with the distance to the centre of mass. We
show the averaged density in the top left panel and averaged temperature in the top right. The
molecular fraction is presented in the bottom left, and we show the cumulative mass in sinks in
the bottom right.
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Figure 5.5.1: Column density render of Cloud B at 1.35 Myr in the evolution with the projected
velocity field for the winds and SNe simulation.
5.5 Combined Effect of SNe and Winds
In this section we study the combined effects of winds and SNe. We use Cloud B with feedback
from winds at 1 Myr as initial conditions. We stop the winds and set tS N∗ = 0.7 Myr, so that the first
SN event happens shortly after 1 Myr (i.e. corresponding to sink creation just after 0.3 Myr). The
rest of the sinks will produce SNe following the order of their creation. The simulation stops at
1.35 Myr. In Fig. 5.5.1 we present the column density map of Cloud B with the projected velocity
field at 1.35 Myr. The large cavity has continued to expand. The central dense area is disrupted by
several SN events, and the velocity field in that area is modified by the SNe. We observe the effect
of these SN events in the shape of shells and other dense areas resulting from multiple nearby SNe
in the CO map of the central area shown in Fig. 5.5.2. There are considerable number of sink
particles that do not possess a molecular envelope, because it was dispersed by feedback. This
depletion of gas by feedback happens as soon as the first stars are formed (∼ 1 Myr) in accordance
with models for the clusters in the LMC (Chandar et al. 2010). The temperature range of this
cloud is also wide (20 - 106 K) as for the other feedback cases. As shown in Fig 5.5.3, we present
a histogram similar to Fig. 4.6.2 but for Cloud B. We observe a significant fraction of hot gas
(T > 106 K) that was not present in the non feedback run Fig. 4.6.2. With feedback there are
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Figure 5.5.2: CO Column density render of the central area of Cloud B, modelled with winds and
supernovae, at 1.35 Myr.
particles occupying the space between the hot and the warm ISM phases. When compared with
Gatto et al. (2015), the state of our cloud is more similar to the ’peak driving’ feedback in their
work, as the ’random driving’ the gas is more diffuse and with a stronger high temperature tail.
We study the variation of the properties of the cloud in Fig. 5.5.4. We show the average
density, temperature, molecular fraction and number of sinks, for the three simulations of Cloud
B that include feedback. All the models show fairly similar behaviour. The average density for
the run that includes winds and SNe is higher than for the other simulations. The results here are
in agreement with the SNe run, where multiple instantaneous injections of energy and momentum
enhance the formation of dense areas.
5.6 Evolution of the Physical Properties of the Clouds
In this section we compare the evolution over time of different properties of the clouds (with and
without feedback). We start by studying the SFR of the clouds represented in Fig. 5.6.1. We define
the SFR as SFR(t) = M˙∗(t), where M˙∗(t) is the time derivative of the mass contained in sinks, as
we did in Chapter 3, but over a shorter time period. For the simulations without feedback we use
bins of 0.1 Myr, whereas for the simulations with winds we use bins of 0.01 Myr.
In general, winds reduce the SFR. For clouds A and B the reduction is considerable (nearly
half) while for clouds C and D the SFRs are slightly reduced with winds. This is consistent with
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Figure 5.5.3: Temperature vs. density histogram.
the previous analysis of the effects of winds. The SFR of the run with only SNe of Cloud B
presents a different behaviour. Initially, the SNe reduce the SFR and at later times in the simula-
tion the SFR is comparable to the non feedback case. In the case of feedback from winds and SNe
we also observe an increase in the SFR, although it is not clear how significant this is. One possi-
ble explanation for this increase is accretion by sinks. With winds accretion is difficult, but sinks
which are no longer emitting winds may accrete SNe ejecta. SNe also contribute to the formation
of dense areas that lead eventually to the formation of more sinks.
Fig. 5.6.2 shows the star formation efficiency defined as SFE(t) = M∗(t)/Mg(0), where
Mg(0) is the initial mass of the cloud. We present the results as a percentage, and again the non
feedback runs are shown with dashed lines, the feedback from winds as solid lines, and the SNe
run with dotted lines (red for the SNe only and black for the combined run with winds).
As the SFR is the time derivative of the SFE divided by the initial mass of the cloud, both
figures are related. We observe that the stellar feedback from winds substantially reduces the ef-
ficiency for clouds A and B (again by half). For cloud C and D the SFE is reduced by a smaller
amount. In the run with only SNe, the SFE is higher than the case with winds, reaching almost the
SFE of the non feedback simulation. When we include SNe in the run with winds, the SFE also
increases approaching the non feedback case.
In Fig. 5.6.3 we show the variation of the virial parameter over time. We calculate the
density-averaged velocity dispersion of the cloud on each timestep considering the other parame-
ters constant. Therefore we neglect the change in size of the cloud over time, although this effect
is smaller than 10% for the simulation times considered here. In the non feedback scenarios, the
clouds become more virialised as they collapse and form more filamentary structures reducing
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Figure 5.5.4: Variation of the properties of Cloud B with the distance to the centre of mass for all
the feedback runs. We show the averaged density in the top left panel and averaged temperature
in the top right. The molecular fraction is presented in the bottom left, and we show the mass in
sinks in the bottom right. In this case we compare the 3 simulations that included feedback.
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Figure 5.6.1: Star Formation Rate for the 4 clouds. We show with dashed lines the non-feedback
runs, in solid the simulations with winds and with a dotted line the case with SNe.
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Figure 5.6.2: Star Formation Efficiency for the 4 clouds. We show with dashed lines the non-
feedback runs, in solid the simulations with winds and with dotted lines the cases with feedback
from SNe.
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Figure 5.6.3: Variation of the virial parameter with time for clouds B and C
the velocity dispersion. Winds on the other hand, increase significantly the velocity dispersion of
the clouds, and the effect is more patent for Cloud B than for Cloud C. The effect of the SNe is
minuscule, and we do not think that the difference is conclusive.
We analyse the temporal evolution of the density averaged molecular factor aH2 in Fig.
5.6.4. We do not find great differences between the feedback runs for a given cloud, suggesting
that feedback does not have a great impact on the chemistry. It is worth noting that Fig. 5.6.4
shows density average molecular fraction, and in very dense areas the cooling is highly effective
and therefore gas affected by feedback is able to reduce its temperature without severely affecting
its molecular composition.
5.6.1 Energy Budget of the Cloud
To examine why the effect of winds is much more pronounced than the SNe we present the total
thermal and kinetic energy of the clouds in Fig. 5.6.5. We express the energies of the clouds in
EOSN = 10
51 erg units. Once the gas temperature has settled (we initialise the clouds at T = 50
K), the thermal energy for the non feedback case remains practically constant. Note that at 1 Myr
both clouds have the same thermal energy, even though Cloud B is practically twice as massive as
Cloud C. This is because Cloud C possess more diffuse gas, that is at a higher temperature. For
the kinetic energy there is a decrease due to the fact that more gas is captured in sinks, and is not
accounted for. The kinetic energy of both clouds is an order of magnitude larger than the thermal.
The behaviour for the SNe run is again very similar to the non-feedback scenarios, suggest-
ing that the energy (thermal and kinetic) injected is quickly radiated away. The density varies in
the area affected by the SNe, at least, by two orders of magnitude. Hot shocked gas (T ∼ 106 K)
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Figure 5.6.4: Variation of the average molecular fraction with time for clouds B and C
has different cooling times ranging from ∼ 100 yr for n ∼ 103 cm−3 (see e.g. Agertz et al. (2012);
Sutherland & Dopita (1993)) to ∼ 1 yr for the very dense areas (n ∼ 106 cm−3). The cooling
in these dense regions is very efficient, and therefore the gas around the sink is able to lose the
injected energy swiftly.
Winds shock the ISM, increasing considerably the thermal energy of Cloud B, as the con-
tinuous injection of energy impedes the cooling of the hot gas. There is however a substantial
difference between the two clouds. For Cloud B the increase in the thermal energy is approxi-
mately of a factor 10, whereas for Cloud C winds double the thermal energy of the cloud. This
difference in the effect of feedback is in agreement with the difference in the star formation rate
of the clouds. As suggested in previous sections, the characteristics of the cloud affect the way
feedback interacts with the gas, and how it couples with the ISM. The effect of winds is also clear
in the kinetic energy of the clouds. Again for Cloud B this is greater than for Cloud C.
We also include the radial profiles of the thermal, kinetic an potential energies (absolute
value) for the clouds in Fig. 5.6.6. We have used the spherical shell approximation to calculate
the potential energy. The thermal energy profiles are similar to the temperature, as expected (the
binning for this figure is coarser than for the others). The injection of kinetic energy from the
winds is more visible again in Cloud B than in C, and clearer in the central area of Cloud B,
as discussed before. The feedback seems to have little impact on the gravitational energy of the
clouds, only causing differences at short radii for Cloud B.
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Figure 5.6.5: Evolution of the kinetic and thermal energy of the clouds.
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Figure 5.6.6: Thermal, kinetic and potential (absolute value) energy profiles of the simulations.
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Figure 5.7.1: Comparison of the column densities with data from different surveys and Cloud B.
The left panel is for the case without feedback and the right panel is for the case of feedback from
winds. Results are taken at 1 Myr for the non feedback case and at 1.35 Myr fo the case with
winds.
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5.7 CO Column densities
In Chapter 4 we compared our results without feedback with observations (Federman et al. 1980;
Baudry et al. 1981; Ungerer et al. 1985; Burgh et al. 2007; Sheffer et al. 2008), following Duarte-
Cabral et al. (2015). Instead of using a 100 x 100 grid for calculating the column densities, we
have increased the resolution to a 500 x 500 grid so that the small scale effects of the feedback may
be resolved. We integrate over the Y axis. As the feedback may eject gas at larger distances, we
have increased the z range to calculate the column densities from -50 < z < 50 to -100 < z < 100
(pc). Therefore the column density plots for the non-feedback case shown here may be slightly
different from Fig. 4.6.10.
For the case of a highly virialised cloud (Cloud B), we present the results in Fig. 5.7.1.
The left panel shows the non feedback case, and the right panel the run with winds and SNe (at
1.35 Myr). The overall shape of the distribution is similar with and without feedback. This is in
agreement with the CO column density plots (Fig. 5.3.5, 5.3.11 and 5.4.6).
The maximum at high densities (∼ 1022 cm−2 for N(H2) is more prominent for the feedback
case. SNe enhance the production of dense areas in the cloud, increasing the creation of CO. For
the low density tail, there is not much difference between the models. In the simulation with SNe
the dispersion at the end of this tail is slightly higher, probably provoked by the mixing caused by
the different SN events.
5.8 Discussion
In this chapter we have performed simulations of molecular clouds that include feedback from
winds and SNe. We started by analysing the effect of winds in two clouds with different velocity
structures. The shocked gas from the winds punctures the main wind blown bubble and escapes
through the diffuse areas of the clouds. This is also observed in other works such as Rogers &
Pittard (2014). In our simulations winds impede the formation of stars in all the clouds, mainly by
stopping accretion onto sinks (see also Dale & Bonnell 2008), but also through dispersing the gas.
In comparison to these previous works though, we model GMCs with a wider variety of typically
more realistic morphologies. We find that the clouds’ inherited properties from the galaxy have a
notable effect on the amount and effects of feedback.
The structures and velocity fields of Cloud B and C are very different, and this leads to
differences in the strength and effect of the winds. As well as the density, or virial parameter,
of the cloud leading to more star formation and feedback, we also find that the velocity field is
significant. The effect of the velocity field (which in turn arises from the global galaxy model) in
these two clouds can be explained by two factors.
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1. The production of sink particles depends on the properties of the velocity field (see Chap-
ter 3). Therefore the strength of the feedback from winds depends also on the inherited
properties of the cloud.
2. The velocity structure of the cloud modifies the effects of winds. The intrinsic velocity field
for the non feedback case is stronger in Cloud C than in Cloud B (see e.g. Fig 5.3.9 and
5.3.3). The velocity ratio vwindsvgas is of the order of 1 for Cloud B, and 0.1 for Cloud C. Hence,
the winds are more important for the velocity structure of Cloud B than C.
With stellar feedback, we see lower star formation rates compared to those in Chapter 3,
and which are in better agreement with observations. The SFR is relative to the initial mass of
the cloud. To compare with observed clouds we use the star formation efficiency rate SFER(t) =
SFR(t) / Mcloud (as defined in Dale et al. (2014)). We find values of 0.004 Myr−1 for Cloud C and
0.015 Myr−1 for Cloud B. This is comparable to or even lower than observations, where SFER
∼0.015 - 0.030 Myr−1 (Evans et al. 2009). The SFEs for Cloud C (∼0.01) and Cloud B (∼0.02)
are also smaller compared to other computational works (in Dale et al. (2014) they are of the order
0.05 - 0.20). But we note that our simulation times are relatively short, and that particularly for
Cloud C (where in Chapter 3 we saw that the star formation rate grew with time), the star forma-
tion rate may increase.
Feedback from winds significantly increases the virial parameter of the clouds. The effect
is more important for Cloud B, as feedback changes its state from gravitationally bound to un-
bound. Whereas Cloud C is always unbound during our simulations. The de-virialisation effect of
feedback has also been observed in other simulations like Colin et al. (2013).
Unlike other studies at larger scales (e.g. Duarte-Cabral et al. (2015)), who find that feed-
back decreases the molecular content in galaxies, we find that feedback has little impact on the
amount of CO and H2. This is likely because at higher resolution, we produce denser and colder
gas which is less readily disrupted by feedback, and because at sub-pc scales stellar feedback can
effect lower density, rather than solely high density gas.
We find that SNe tend to be less effective compared to winds, and the energy and momen-
tum injected by the SNe do not seem to couple to the gas (i.e. dense gas is not so effected by the
SNe). This is in agreement with Rogers & Pittard (2013), who claim that 99% of the energy from
the SNe escapes through holes and cavities created by winds. Our results are also consistent with
Fierlinger et al. (2015) who find SNe are not so important on smaller scales (∼ 10 pc) where winds
inject twice as much energy as SNe, whilst Ibáñez-Mejía et al. (2015) find that SNe do not inject
enough energy to maintain turbulence. However other studies that suggest that SN are the most
effective feedback mechanism (Hensler (2010)), and other numerical work which claims that SN
and photodissociation are more effective than winds (Geen et al. 2015). One reason SNe may be
less effective is that although they heat the gas up to over 106 K, efficient cooling leads to a fairly
rapid decrease in temperature. Hot gas emits energetic photons that are able to escape the cloud,
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using the corridors created in the clouds by the winds (Rogers & Pittard 2013), and exporting
the energy from the SNe outside the cloud onto the galactic scales. The reduction of the energy
coupling between SNe and the gas in the cloud is also observed in other simulations (e.g. Walch
& Naab (2015)).
This shocked hot gas emits in the X-ray and has been observed in many star forming re-
gions like the Rosette nebula (Townsley et al. 2003), the extended Orion Nebula Cloud (Güdel
et al. 2008), or the 30 Doradus region (Lopez et al. 2010; Rosen et al. 2014), between others.
These observations represent a fantastic window to understand the dynamics of the interplay be-
tween the ISM and the stellar feedback. The diffuse X-ray emission detected in many of these
regions is thermalised (Rogers & Pittard 2014), meaning that is emitted because the shocked gas
is hot, although its temperature varies depending on the characteristics of the star forming region.
Typically the X-ray spectrum has a peak around 1 keV (Stahler & Palla 2008), but it can be smaller
as in the Rosette and Orion nebula (Townsley et al. 2003; Güdel et al. 2008), or higher like the
X-ray emission from the Arches cluster (Wang et al. 2006). This difference in the characteristics
of the spectrum may be caused by the distinct origin of the X-ray radiation. Particles accelerated
by stellar feedback travel through the surrounding inhomogeneous medium colliding with dense
shells from other feedback events. This collision causes a strong deceleration. Hence, apart from
thermal emission, we also find X-ray Bremsstrahlung in the GMCs (Townsley et al. 2003; Wang
et al. 2006).
Note that we have been using the words "stellar feedback" to refer to the cause of the X-ray
emission. We do so because it is still debated which feedback mechanism may be responsible for
it. It is typical to assume that the thermal X-ray emission is caused by the mechanical power of
stellar winds (Townsley et al. 2003; Güdel et al. 2008). This certainly is the case for very young
star forming regions, which did not have the time for the formation of SNe. In a SN event the
injection of energy happens in a very short period of time, less than a year (Draine 2011), and the
gas is able to cool down considering the usual timescales for the clouds (∼ Myr ). Therefore, for
a mid-size cloud, even if there is a SNR in the cloud, the gas would typically be at temperatures
too low to produce X-ray radiation. Observations of well known HII regions like 30 Doradus,
show that the star formation process occurs in different stages, each generation affecting the next
one (De Marchi et al. 2011; Doran et al. 2013). In this region, an older generation of stars (∼ 20
Myr) produces feedback which triggered the formation of the bright cluster in the centre of the
region containing massive stars that are a few Myr old. These stars also coexist with protostellar
objects covered in dusty envelopes that will eventually disperse liberating newly born stars within
them. Therefore, a SN event happening recently may be the cause of the hot gas emitting X-ray
thermal radiation. This possibility is supported by the increased metallicity observed in the diffuse
component of these complexes (see e.g. Lopez et al. (2014)).
The clouds simulated in this Chapter have a similar size as 30 Doradus, and in the non-
feedback runs that cover longer timescales (∼ 10 Myr), we observe the existence of different
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generations of stars. However when we include feedback we are restricted by the short simulation
times, and having multiple generations of stars in one cloud becomes unfeasible. Our results sug-
gest that the cause for the diffuse X-ray emission is the mechanical injection of winds, as this is
the only mechanism able to keep the temperature of the diffuse gas over 104 K (which corresponds
to a thermal emission of 4 eV approximately) for a significant period of time. We have shown
that a fraction of the gas is at temperatures of the order of 5 · 106 K, corresponding with a thermal
emission of ∼ 1.5 keV, and therefore able to emit X-rays. We also observe that the cooling time
for gas subject to feedback from SNe is comparable to observations ∼ 104 yr (Kavanagh et al.
(2011)), so in the absence of the winds the gas loses temperature rapidly, and it is not able to emit
X-ray. Our simulations support the idea that the diffuse X-ray emission is mostly produced by
stellar winds.
There are differences between our work and the above studies which may further effect the
impact of feedback. So for example Rogers & Pittard (2013) only model a small patch of a GMC,
and do not include self gravity. In our simulations, we model a whole GMC and the inclusion of
self gravity likely leads to denser gas and / or a convergent velocity field which counters the effects
of feedback. Thus it is unsurprising that feedback appears particularly effective at dispersing the
clouds modelled in Rogers & Pittard (2013). Again our spatial scales are larger, and initial condi-
tions much more complex compared to other studies (Dale et al. 2014; Geen et al. 2015; Fierlinger
et al. 2015) and even Walch et al. (2012) who model fractal clouds. Furthermore some of these
models simply place a star particle emitting feedback at the centre of the simulation Geen et al.
(2015); Fierlinger et al. (2015). Our results suggest that the different morphology of clouds may
have an impact on the level, and effectiveness of feedback on the gas dynamics of the clouds.
There are further caveats to our models, in addition to not including ionisation. Some of
our results, such as the triggering of star formation by SNe, are based on tests of only one cloud.
Ideally we would want to base any generalisation of this result on a larger sample. We have also
not simulated our clouds for as long a timescales as we would like. Computing time is even more
problematic than usual with our more realistic conditions for several reasons:
1. The simulations present very dense areas in the beginning causing a reduction of the timestep
for particles in those regions.
2. The GMCs generate sinks very early in the simulation, and these sinks start producing winds
the moment they are created. The effect of the winds is twofold: first they shock the nearby
gas reducing the timesteps for those particles, and they increase the computing time as there
is a larger number of MPI instructions. This second effect is not so relevant for SNe as they
are modelled in one timestep.
3. The inherited velocity field of the GMCs may also slow the simulation by reducing the
timestep in regions with a large range of velocities.
We are also aware that we may be overestimating the mass of massive stars in our sinks
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(calculated via the Weff parameter). A relatively large fraction of our sinks are assumed to consti-
tute massive stars, whereas ideally the fraction of massive stars should reflect the observed stellar
IMF (Kroupa 2001). For future work we will likely consider a more realistic stellar production
model for our sinks. For instance, we could assign a value of M∗ to each sink according to the
observed IMF, every time a sink is created, which is then fixed for the remainder of the simulation.
6
Conclusions and Future Work
"After all, tomorrow is another day"
– Scarlett O’Hara (Gone with the wind)
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we have aimed to build a bridge between the simulations of molecular clouds at
galactic and sub-pc scales. We produced isolated molecular clouds that still retain the character-
istics from their galactic context, and we find that the influence from the galaxy should not be
disregarded. Clouds with different morphologies and in particular distinct velocity fields, do not
evolve and generate stars in the same way. The effects of the star formation process (e.g. stellar
feedback) are also altered by the morphology and velocity structure of the cloud.
In the first chapter of this thesis we described the most important aspects about star forming
molecular clouds. We synthetised the main properties of the ISM and molecular clouds focusing
on stellar feedback. In Chapter 2 we described gadget2, a sph code we use to model galactic
molecular clouds. In the second part of this chapter we described our method for increasing the
resolution of a given galactic cloud. For each original sph particle in the cloud, we generate a
fixed number (F − 1) of new particles using a random distribution which follows the sph kernel of
the original particle. We tested this method for different values of F in the range 10 - 1000. We
compared our method with 2 other ways of increasing the resolution of a given cloud in sph (cubic
and spherical), and found that the sph kernel method is the one that conserves the initial density
field with more fidelity, avoiding introducing any additional structure in the cloud (Fig. 2.4.8).
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We selected four galactic clouds from two different simulations in Chapter 3 and compared
them with three turbulent spheres. We matched the virial parameter α of the turbulent spheres to
the first 3 clouds (A, B and C). We generated the turbulent velocity field of the spheres following
Dobbs et al. (2005) and making their velocity dispersion comparable with Cloud A. We traced the
gas that constitutes Cloud A ten million years back in the galactic simulation, and extracted the re-
sulting cloud (Early A). We found that the density PDF at the time the first sink is formed for all the
clouds is similar although dependent on the particular characteristics of the clouds. We analysed
the SFR for the clouds and spheres and compared them setting time of origin as the moment when
the first sink is created. For the galactic clouds this occurs very early in the simulation, whereas
for the spheres the time for the formation of the first sink increases with the virial parameter. The
star formation rate depends on the initial velocity field of the clouds, so even though Cloud C and
Early A have a similar virial parameter, Early A is more efficient at creating stars. To parameterise
the velocity field we included two extra parameters βu and γu, that are related to the divergence and
curl of the velocity field. High SFR occurs for small βu and γu at least for the four galactic clouds.
We are aware that this is a reduced sample of clouds and we would like to test these parameters
in a statistically representative set of clouds. We compared the star formation histories of Early A
and Cloud A in this chapter. Early A should become Cloud A after 10 Myr. However, sinks are
formed in the beginning of the simulation in Early A and they accrete gas during 10 yr, depleting
the cloud of gas and modifying its properties.
In Chapter 4 we described models including chemistry and the ISM cooling/heating (clouds
A, B, C and D). We found that the average temperature of the clouds is low (∼ 25 K), but their
temperature range encompasses temperatures across the neutral ISM (10 - 104 K). The complex
velocity field of Cloud C and D mixes the gas, bringing warm diffuse gas from the periphery of
the cloud into the central and cold parts, creating small bubbles of diffuse gas in the centre of the
cloud. The clouds not affected by galactic shear (Clouds A and B) become molecular in a shorter
period of time. We also compared our clouds with observations, and found that our models over-
estimate the existence of CO at large column densities, where probably part of the CO is frozen on
the surface of dust grains. Using the radiative transfer code torus we produced synthetic observa-
tions for the clouds and calculate a value for the X-factor of XCO ∼ 1.5 × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1,
which is 20% smaller than the value from Dame et al. (2001).
We studied the effects of feedback from winds and SNe in Chapter 5. We included winds
in the simulations of the most virialised cloud (B) and the cloud most affected by shear (C), to
study the impact of the feedback in clouds with very different velocity fields. The effect of winds
is greater in Cloud B, where the winds oppose the homogeneous gravitational collapse, than in
Cloud C which has a intricate network of filaments. This difference may be explained by two
factors. First, sinks in Cloud B are more massive and emit powerful winds (the velocity field is
responsible for the difference in the mass of sinks). The second reason is the complex structure
of Cloud C. Winds escape through the most diffuse areas, and Cloud C has a very complex struc-
ture with mixed dense and diffuse areas. We also included SNe in Cloud B to test the difference
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between the two types of feedback. The continuous injection of momentum by winds is more
effective disrupting the cloud than the instantaneous series of SNe events. We found that the SNe
feedback can create denser areas than in the case without any feedback.
Although the fact that Cloud C is subjected to a strong galactic shear is independent of the
resolution, the cloud’s complex filamentary structure could be enhanced as a result of the initial
resolution of the cloud. In the galactic simulations, Cloud C has an initial resolution which is ∼20
times higher than Cloud B. Well resolved filamentary structures in Cloud C would look as pseudo-
spherical entities in Cloud B. We present an example of this in Fig. 6.1.1b where we show Cloud C
rendered at different resolutions. Although the sph kernel method preserves the density profile of
the cloud, it does not include additional structure. A spherical mass of gas would be converted into
a spherical mass of gas made of more sph particles, whereas in a real molecular cloud, that mass
presumably has some internal structure. This constitutes a limitation of our method, but could
be alleviated by successively resimulating a section of galaxy, or galactic cloud in the manner of
Clouds C and D.
Apart from this resolution effect, using molecular clouds extracted from simulated galaxies
provides us with a more realistic set of initial conditions. The inherited velocity field affects the
evolution of the cloud (independently of the resolution used), and has an impact on the way new
stars are formed. The effect of the stellar feedback also depends on the inherited properties of the
cloud.
6.2 Future work
In this section we summarise the next steps that may be taken to understand the effects of galactic
context in star forming molecular clouds.
6.2.1 Enhanced Star Formation by SNe
The results presented in this thesis regarding the effect of SNe in molecular clouds are restricted
to only one cloud with a particular morphology. To extract more general conclusions, this study
should be extended to a wider range of clouds, including shear dominated clouds like C and D.
If the SNe explosions enhance the formation of dense areas in these clouds, it would be a strong
indicator that SNe feedback triggers star formation.
The coupling between SNe and the ISM is also important at galactic scales, as SNe may
drive ISM turbulence (Padoan et al. 2015), or be responsible for the vertical distribution of temper-
atures in the galaxies (Agertz et al. 2009). Different models of galaxy formation in a cosmological
context (e.g. Agertz et al. 2011; Kimm et al. 2015) point out the importance of the small scale (∼
pc) effects in the evolution of galaxies. Studying the effect of SNe in molecular clouds at high
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1.1: Column density render of Cloud C after 2.0 Myr of evolution. In (a) we show the
high resolution render, and in (b) the low resolution. Well defined filaments in top left panel
become blurred structures in the low resolution case.
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redshift may help to understand the formation of galaxies and their evolution in a cosmological
context.
6.2.2 Resolution Effects on GMCs
Analysing the effects of the resolution when implementing feedback would also be desirable. The
clouds directly extracted from galactic simulations (A and B) do not feature such small scale (e.g.
sub pc) structure compared to clouds C and D, which have been extracted from a resimulation of
a section of galaxy. As such, Clouds A and B require a greater increase in resolution. The section
of a galaxy simulation was limited by only containing a few massive clouds which tended to be
unbound, but ideally we would also perform simulations of Clouds A and B with F ∼ 20, i.e.
requiring a smaller increase in resolution.
6.2.3 Synthetic Observations
In Chapter 4 we showed the synthetic observations for the clouds using the torus radiative transfer
code. We assumed LTE, however synthetic observations that include non-LTE radiative transfer
are more realistic, and would allow to have better constraints on the X-factor. The radiative trans-
fer code produces CO intensities, that are ideal to compare with data from real observations (see
e.g. Drabek et al. 2012; Lopez et al. 2014). Apart from including a larger sample of clouds, one
idea would be to change the position of the observer when post-processing. Particularly when
considering stellar feedback, holes or shells may have quite different morphologies depending on
the viewing angle (Haworth et al. 2013). Changing the position of the observer in the simulated
galaxy may alter the observed properties of the cloud. To illustrate this point, in Fig 6.2.1 we show
the CO column density for the winds run of Cloud B. The top panel presents the column density
calculated on the xy plane, and the bottom panel the column density of the xz plane. Even though
it is the same cloud in both pictures, there are differences. We do not observe the central cavity in
the right panel, hence in a first impression, the cloud seems to be less affected by the winds in the
xz plane than in the xy.
Our CO maps could be compared with real cloud CO maps in a number of ways. These
could include:
1. Estimating the parameters βu and γu for observable clouds and compare them with our
simulations, or similarly, measuring the relative fractions of solenoidal and compressive
turbulence in the clouds with and without feedback (using an analysis similar to Brunt &
Federrath (2014)).
2. Using a statistical tool such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the CO intensity
(e.g. Bertram et al. (2015)) would allow to compare the structure of observed and simulated
clouds at different scales (we do not have data of the spatial structure of clouds in the line
of sight direction). Another possibility in this direction is to compare the formation of
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Figure 6.2.1: CO column density of Cloud B for the run with winds, calculated on the xy plane
(top) and on the xz plane (bottom).
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Figure 6.2.2: We show the column density map of Cloud A, with the filaments found with disperse.
The colour denotes the ordinal number of the filament. The cumulative density profile of a filament
is also shown on the picture.
small scale structure by comparing the matter power spectrum employing an excursion set
formalism (Hopkins 2011).
3. Using the algorithm disperse (Sousbie 2011; Sousbie et al. 2011) to find filamentary struc-
tures in our clouds, and compare them to the results of other works (e.g Palmeirim et al.
(2013)). Once the filaments are identified, different quantities can be calculated: average
radial profiles of H2 column density, lengths, masses and aspect ratios. In the right panel of
Fig. 6.2.2 we show the results of using disperse on Cloud A. The colour denotes the ordinal
number of the filament, whereas we present an cumulative density profile of a filament from
that cloud in the right panel. Furthermore, our resolution allows to compare the distribution
of masses of cores in the filamentary structure (similar to the observational work by Peretto
et al. (2012)).
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Figure 6.2.3: Left Panel: Simulation of a galaxy performed using the amr code ramses. Right
Panel: Zoom in simulation of a galactic filament with molecular clouds in it. ramses allows to tag
certain areas of the simulation for increasing their resolution (Credit: Oscar Agertz).
6.2.4 Testing the Results with Other Codes
To explore if the results presented in this thesis depend on the type of code used, it would be advan-
tageous to simulate the clouds with another code. The amr code ramses (Teyssier 2002) has been
modified to include stellar feedback (Agertz et al. 2012), sink particles (Padoan et al. 2012), mag-
netic fields Masson et al. (2012) and a radiative transfer suite Rosdahl & Blaizot (2012). Therefore
it constitutes a good tool to quantify the impact of galactic environment and stellar feedback on
star formation in molecular clouds.
An advantage of using ramses is that instead of increasing the resolution, certain areas can
be tagged in the simulation for further refinement. This means that only those areas are refined
further, whilst the rest of the galaxy is at a much lower resolution. An illustration of this is shown
in Fig. 6.2.3. After performing our first simulations in sph and comparing them with clouds
modelled with ramses, using some hybrid code such as arepo, could also be a possibility.
6.2.5 Modelling other large scale galactic or extragalactic effects
The clouds included in this thesis are extracted several kpcs from the centre of the galaxy. So the
environment in our simulated clouds is completely different to, for example, regions close to the
Galactic Centre. Strong tidal effects and higher radiation rates are present in this hostile environ-
ment (Kruijssen et al. 2014). Clark & Glover (2014) simulated G0.253 + 0.016 ("The Brick") a
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molecular cloud in the Galactic Centre. They found an increase in the SFR when compared to the
central molecular zone, if they assume that the increase in the environmental radiation was due
only to star formation. Radiation and cosmic rays could be introduced in our simulations (simi-
lar to Clark & Glover 2014; Booth et al. 2013) helping to explore the evolution of clouds in the
Galactic Centre (or other) environment.
Many galaxies have active galactic nuclei (AGN). In recent work, Bieri et al. (2015) inves-
tigate the effect of AGN feedback as a trigger for star formation. The ejecta from the AGN fall
on the galactic plane increasing the pressure over the molecular gas and enhancing star formation.
This could be another addition to the galactic models from where we extract the molecular clouds.
Galaxies are not isolated entities. The tidal interaction and mergers between galaxies are
relatively frequent (Schneider 2006). The effect of these interactions on the star formation process
could be investigated by performing zoom-in high resolution simulations with higher detail than
Renaud et al. (2014); Hopkins et al. (2013).
6.2.6 Including Additional Physics
In this thesis we have only considered winds and SNe as feedback mechanisms. However, it would
be desirable to simulate the effect of other sources such as momentum driven winds and especially
ionising radiation, and their combined effect. Using an approach similar to Agertz et al. (2012)
we could model feedback in our clouds introducing momentum, energy and mass loss form stellar
winds, SNe, radiation pressure and winds from AGB stars.
Magnetic fields are difficult to implement numerically, particularly in sph codes. For in-
stance, one problem in sph algorithms is maintaining ∇ · ~B = 0 in the calculations (as due to
numerical errors the divergence of the magnetic field grows). There have been some develop-
ments to solve this issue (Tricco & Price 2013), and magnetic fields could potentially be included
in future sph simulations, or with a grid code (Masson et al. 2012).
Dust is involved in many processes in the ISM, and in star formation. H2 is formed on the
surface of the dust grains (Gould & Salpeter 1963), it is responsible of the photoelectric heating of
the ISM (Draine 1978), and used to calculate the column densities of H2 by studying the opacity
of the clouds. Some authors (like Loren-Aguilar & Bate (2014)) are including the interaction of
gas and dust in sph formulation to model protoplanetary disks. Recently Hopkins & Lee (2015)
studied the effect of dust grains in turbulent molecular clouds. The precision of the chemical net-
work can be increased by including the concentration of dust in the ISM cooling and heating, as
well as in the models for H2 and CO shielding (instead of estimating the concentration of dust via
H2 column densities).
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A
Appendix
A.1 A Conservative Formulation of sph
In some sph formulations energy is not totally conserved because of trunkation errors due to the
differences in the smoothing lengths for different particles. To solve this Springel & Hernquist
(2002) minimize the Lagrangian equation of motions using Lagrange multipliers and realizing
that they have N constraints to simplify the problem (N being the total number of sph particles).
They start with the Lagrange equations
d
dt
∂L
∂q˙ ji
− ∂L
∂q ji
= 0 f or j = 1→ 3, (A.1.1)
where the Lagrangian L of a sph particle is
L = 1
2
N∑
i=1
mi~˙ri
2 − 1
γ − 1
N∑
i=1
miAiρ
γ−1
i . (A.1.2)
In a 3D simulation Eq.A.1.1 and A.1.2 represent a set of 3N coupled differential equations
that needed to be solved. However we have N extra constrains coming from the neighbour-density
equation
4pi
3
h3i ρi = Nneigh mp. (A.1.3)
These constraints are defined as
ψi(~r) ≡ 4pi3 h
3
i ρi − Nneigh mp = 0. (A.1.4)
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The Lagrange equation with the Lagrange multipliers is then
d
dt
∂L
∂q˙ ji
− ∂L
∂q ji
=
N∑
k=1
λk
∂ψk
∂q ji
f or j = 1→ 3. (A.1.5)
If we minimize this equation and solve for λ
λi =
3
4pi
mi
h3i
Pi
ρ2i
1 + 3ρihi
(
∂ρi
∂hi
)−1−1 . (A.1.6)
where the fi are defined as
fi =
[
1 +
hi
3ρi
(
∂ρi
∂hi
)]−1
. (A.1.7)
Therefore, the equations of motion now are
mi
d~ui
dt
=
N∑
j=1
m j
P j
ρ2j
f j∇iρ j. (A.1.8)
To calculate the gradient of the density we use
∇iρi = mi∇iWi j(h j) + δi j
N∑
k=1
mk∇iWki(hi). (A.1.9)
We find the equation of movement used by gadget2
d~ui
dt
= −
N∑
j=1
m j
 fi Piρ2i ∇iWi j(hi) + f j
P j
ρ2j
∇ jWi j(h j)
 . (A.1.10)
A.2 Conservation of Invariants when Increasing Resolution
In any of the methods described in Chapter 2, for an initial particle with position ~R j we will
generate F new particles with positions ~R j + ~δk, and masses µ = mo/F, where mo is the mass
of the particle in the original simulation and F the factor to increase resolution. As the particles
newly generated are scattered around the initial one, then it follows
F∑
k=1
δk ' 0. (A.2.1)
This is strictly true for the cubic case, and approximate for the scattering of particles using
both random distributions.
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A.2.1 Mass and Linear Momentum
The method conserves the mass by construction. In the original simulation the momentum of the
jth-particle is
~p j = mo · ~u j. (A.2.2)
When we increase the resolution the original particle splits into F new particles, with mass
µ and the same velocity as the original
~p j = mo · ~u j =
F∑
k=1
µ · ~u j = Fµ · ~u j = mo · ~u j. (A.2.3)
A.2.2 Angular Momentum
The angular momentum of the original jth-particle is
~L j = ~R j × ~p j. (A.2.4)
For the F new particles the total angular momentum is
~L j = ~R j × ~p j =
F∑
k=1
[( ~R j + ~δk) × µ · ~u j]. (A.2.5)
And as the vectorial product is additive and using Eq. A.2.1
~L j =
 ~R j + F∑
k=1
~δk
 × mo · ~u j ≈ ~R j × mo · ~u j = ~R j × ~p j. (A.2.6)
A.2.3 Kinetic Energy
The Kinetic Energy of the jth-particle in the original cloud is
K j =
1
2
mo · |~u j|2. (A.2.7)
Using the same argument as for the linear momentum (Eq. A.2.3)
K j =
1
2
mo · |~u j|2 =
F∑
k=1
1
2
µ · |~u j|2 = 12 Nµ · |~u j|
2 =
1
2
mo · |~u j|2. (A.2.8)
A.2.4 Gravitational Energy
Gravitational Energy requires the summation over the total number of particles. For simplicity we
calculate the gravitational energy of only the new particles generated by the j-th particle in the
original simulation. For this particle the gravitational energy is
V j =
Ntot∑
i=1
G
mim j
ri j
i , j, (A.2.9)
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where Ntot is the number of particles in the original simulation and ri j = |ri − R j|. If
we compute the energy of the F new particles corresponding to the j-th original particle and
considering that all new particles have the same mass mo = F · µ
V j =
Ntot∑
i=1
G
m2o
ri j
⇒
Ntot∑
i=1
F∑
k=1
Gmoµ
|ri − (R j + δk)| . (A.2.10)
In a typical sph simulation the smoothing length is smaller than R j, so we can consider
δk  R j for most cases and ri j = |ri − R j|, we can rearrange the factors
V j =
Ntot∑
i=1
F∑
k=1
Gmiµ
|ri j + δk| =
Ntot∑
i=1
Gm2o
ri j
F∑
k=1
1
|1 + δkri j |
, (A.2.11)
where δkri j  1. So, if we do a Taylor expansion of the last term
V j =
Ntot∑
i=1
Gm2o
ri j
F∑
k=1
(
1 +
δk
ri j
)−1
≈
Ntot∑
i=1
Gm2o
ri j
1 − F∑
k=1
δk
 , (A.2.12)
as the particles were evenly scattered (Eq. A.2.1) we have the initial result:
V j =
Ntot∑
i=1
Gm2o
ri j
1 − F∑
k=1
δk
 ≈ Ntot∑
i=1
Gm2o
ri j
. (A.2.13)
